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Abstract

This research designed and prototyped an OODBMS technology base to store and retrieve various types of domain artifacts for domain-oriented application composition systems (DOACS). We developed object-oriented database schemas for a validating domain and the Object-Connection-Update software architecture. We implemented an inheritance relationship between the schemas so a domain model can inherit an architectural structure from an architecture model allowing us to isolate domain-specific knowledge from architecture-specific knowledge. We also developed a meta-model to formally define domain models in the database. We then developed a set of database methods to transform a domain model into a database schema for storing artifacts from the domain and to automatically populate the DOACS object base with the domain definition. Using an OODBMS, the structure and relationships that provide much of the power in object models are retained because the artificial flattening required for storage in traditional databases and file systems is prevented. Isolating domain and architecture models from each other has greatly increased the reusability of the domain artifacts, the domain model, and the architecture model. The inheritance relationship between domain and architecture models allows a domain to be defined once, but used in many different architectural environments and vice versa.
I. Introduction

1.1 Overview

The primary purpose of this research effort was to examine the capabilities and benefits of using object-oriented database management system (OODBMS) technology in support of model-based software development (MBSD). This research focused on a prototype domain-oriented application composition system developed by previous research at AFIT (1, 26, 35), and explored the potential services an OODBMS could provide.

1.2 Background

"The [Joint Modeling and Simulation System] J-MASS program is intended to provide a flexible, standardized, and validated modeling tool to support a wide range of simulation requirements across the life cycle of a weapon system" (2). The major components of the J-MASS architecture, shown in Figure 1.1, are the Simulation Support Environment (SSE) and the Modeling Library. The SSE serves as the user interface to J-MASS, while the Modeling Library serves as a central repository for software simulation components to be used in J-MASS simulations. To date, research at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) has concentrated on the Develop Components and Assemble Players capabilities of the J-MASS SSE.

The Architect system, developed at AFIT by Randour (26), Anderson (1), and others, serves as a proof-of-concept for an advanced Develop Components and Assemble Players capability in the J-MASS SSE. Additionally, Anderson and Randour's work can be extended to provide rudimentary Configure and Execute Simulation capabilities for J-MASS. The shaded portion in the top half of Figure 1.2 shows the J-MASS capabilities that Architect currently provides. Note, too, that the bottom half of Figure 1.2 shows the
portion of the modeling library implemented using an OODBMS, and this is the primary focus of our research effort. Halloran’s research (12) at AFIT investigates the use of an OODBMS for the remaining (dynamic) portion of the modeling library. Architect is a prototype system designed to allow a software engineer and application specialist to work together to compose formally specified software artifacts into formal software system specifications. Anderson and Randour used the logic circuits domain as their validating domain for Architect. They created primitive objects common to the logic circuits domain such as AND, OR, NAND, NOR, and NOT gates as well as switches and LEDs (light emitting diodes). Using these primitives and others, they demonstrated the ability to compose these artifacts into specifications of more complex artifacts in the logic circuits
domain such as half-adders, decoders, and binary-array multipliers. They also used the specifications of these artifacts to compose applications to test the functionality of the artifacts they had developed.

The primitives, components composed of primitives, and applications composed of primitives and other components are all examples of the types of artifacts that the technology base for the logic circuits domain must store. In the avionics domain, an artifact may be an aileron or a rudder and a system composed using those might be the airframe of an aircraft. The architectural model used by Randour and Anderson is the Object-Connect-Update (OCU) model developed at the Software Engineering Institute.
(SEI) (19). The technology base needs to capture the chosen architecture as well as any domain models.

A primary objective listed in the J-MASS System Concept Document (SCD) is “to provide a Modeling Library which can be used to classify, catalog, and store software simulation components as reusable software” (2). A key practice in engineering is the extensive reuse of technical resources (10). The success of software engineering depends heavily on the reusability of software components and engineering models (knowledge), to include specifications, domain-specific models, source code, and documentation (4). To accomplish this, software engineers require a software library. A software library is a controlled collection of software resources and related documentation designed to aid in software development, reuse, and maintenance (25). Traditional database management systems (DBMSs) cannot fully support the complex, object-based artifacts that must populate the J-MASS Modeling Library (17:425-427).

A relatively new technology in the field of database management is OODBMS technology. Cattell states in his text that “the structural properties of complex objects alone necessitate the new . . . [OODBMS] technology” (6:8). The complex, object-oriented nature of the artifacts to be stored in the J-MASS Modeling Library and the complimentary strengths of OODBMSs warrant an investigation of OODBMS technology for a possible implementation of the J-MASS Modeling Library.

Several factors drove the decision to use an OODBMS to implement portions of the J-MASS modeling library.

1. J-MASS has dictated that “the development approach [for simulation components] will be governed by . . . an object-oriented requirements analysis and design [process]” (2:8).

2. The nature of the problem lends itself to an object-oriented solution.

   (a) The simulation components are modeled as objects.

   (b) Simulation objects can have very complex structures and be composed of other objects.
(c) There is a need for multiple versions of the database and of individual objects.

(d) According to Cattell (6:15), the three application areas most commonly cited as benefiting from OODBMSs are software engineering; mechanical and electrical engineering; and document systems. Our “application” deals with many of the same kinds of artifacts as those do. For example, we will be storing programs and program specifications as software engineering does, designs as mechanical and electrical engineering does, and text and graphics much like document systems do.

3. Three OODBMSs are available at AFIT for research efforts:

- **ITASCA**
- **OBJECTSTORE**
- **MATISSE**

Boom and Mallare (21) demonstrated the feasibility of transforming informal specifications (such as entity relationship, state transition, and data flow models of domain objects) into formal, mathematically-based executable specifications amenable to manipulation and proof. The approach they took was first to translate the three informal models into a single Unified Abstract Model (UAM) which they developed. Then they mapped the UAM representation of a portion of the problem space to a formal Object Modeling Language (OML) they developed for that purpose. They used Software Refinery's **REFINE** to specify and execute their models. Because OML is formal in nature, Software Refinery's language processor, **DIALECT**, can parse OML into the **REFINE** Object Base where it can be executed to simulate the behavior of the initial informal specifications. A user can make modifications until obtaining the expected behavior, thus producing a satisfactory formal specification. These formal object-based specifications can populate the Architect Technology Base and the J-MASS Modeling Library. They can then become the building blocks for composing together simulation components of use to J-MASS.

There are a number of other systems producing formal object-based specifications similar to those stored in the Architect technology base. Lockheed, for example, is doing work that may be integrated with the Architect system. Lockheed's Environment for
Automatic Programming (LEAP) produces object-based artifacts in the form of Common Intermediate Design Language (CIDL) primitives. Research is underway to provide a tool set necessary to introduce these specifications into the Architect system so the application specialist can manipulate them to produce composite systems (30).

During the life cycle of an application being developed with Architect, the application specialist can define objects at varying levels of abstraction. Actual target language code fragments; intermediate design languages like OML, CIDL, and REFINEx; and informal graphical models are examples of different levels of abstraction that the application specialist can use. During any given Architect session, objects from a particular application domain, and other closely related domains, may populate the technology base. These objects can range in complexity from simple to very complex. During the prototyping of an application, many versions of objects may be developed. Many different instances of the technology base, representing many diverse domains, may need to be maintained between Architect sessions. The result is voluminous amounts of complex object-based models that need to be maintained.

OML, CIDL, REFINEx, and Ada code are all abstract representations of complex objects that J-MASS could use and the J-MASS Modeling Library needs to maintain. To accomplish this, we must produce a common, object-based representation capable of modeling these complex objects. The schema of an OODBMS implementation can then use this common representation.

1.3 Problem

To date, research at AFIT has concentrated on the “develop components” and “assemble players” capabilities of the SSE, producing models that the modeling library needs to maintain. The next logical step in the J-MASS research effort is to develop a set of unified models to represent the data and objects described above. These models can help “bridge the gap” between Architect, LEAP, and other closely related systems; and an OODBMS can store these artifacts for the systems to share.
Problem Statement:

Use OODBMS technology to develop a Modeling Library that can classify, catalog, and store complex, object-oriented software simulation components as reusable software artifacts. The Modeling Library must be able to manage simulation artifacts produced and consumed by J-MASS, ARCHITECT, and LEAP.

1.4 Scope

Boom and Mallare (21) demonstrated the capability to transform informal analysis and design models into an object modeling language (OML), and then, in turn, convert that into a formal executable specification. Therefore, this research does not focus on the translation process of levels of abstraction. Instead, it provides a common repository for artifacts defined at various levels of abstraction by multiple sources that are accessible to many applications and users.

In this research we focused on the static portion of the J-MASS Modeling Library as depicted in Figure 1.2. We made no attempt to support the execution of an active simulation in the OODBMS environment, as this is the focus of other AFIT research (12).

There were three OODBMSs available at AFIT. They were ITASCA, MATISSE, and OBJECTSTORE. The developers of each of these OODBMSs added DBMS features to an existing object-oriented programming language. The other approach to OODBMS development is to add object-oriented capabilities to an existing traditional DBMS. We only considered the OODBMSs currently available at AFIT for our Modeling Library implementation.

1.5 Approach

The goal of this research was to implement a prototype of the static portion of the J-MASS Modeling Library using OODBMS technology. The steps needed to accomplish this goal follow:

- Conduct a literature search for parallel research efforts to aid in selecting the best OODBMS and developing a database schema for this problem.
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Identify the types of artifacts we want to store in the object-base and develop storage and retrieval tests to execute against the finished product.

Analyze the artifacts and develop object model representations for them.

Identify the characteristics needed in an OODBMS for storing the artifacts identified above.

Select ITASCA™, OBJECTSTORE™, or MATISSE™ based on the above listed characteristics.

Investigate ways to provide a standard communication interface that allows various tools in an domain-oriented application composition environment to use a database version of a technology base.

Implement the technology base design in the chosen environment.

Load the technology base with the artifacts identified above.

Execute the test cases developed earlier to store, manipulate, and retrieve artifacts in the Modeling Library.

1.6 Summary

This research focused on a specific problem in a specific application area: managing complex, object-based artifacts for systems like J-MASS. We can generalize a solution to this specific problem, however, and apply it to a whole class of similar problems. Computer aided software engineering (CASE), computer aided design (CAD), hypertext, and office information systems (OIS) all manage complex objects in a dynamic environment. Traditional DBMSs are not meeting the needs of J-MASS and similar systems. Object-oriented database management system technology has the potential to meet these needs. This research helps identify the strengths and weaknesses of OODBMS technology for solving this class of problems.

1.7 Order of Presentation

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter II provides a review of available literature concerning model-based software development and object-oriented database systems, and reasons why they should be combined.

Chapter III discusses the implementation of an application composition system we modified, the operational concept for developing technology bases using OODBMS technology, and our planned objectives.

Chapter IV examines our design and implementation methods used for this research effort.

In Chapter V we discuss our objectives for validating the correctness of our work, as well as reporting our test results.

Finally, Chapter VI summarizes our accomplishments and outlines recommendations for future research in this area.
II. Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Before discussing what object-oriented database management systems (OODBMS) are and what benefits they hold for us, it is first necessary to define the application domain we worked with. We begin by defining some of the terminology needed to discuss domain-oriented application composition environments. We follow this with justification for using an object-oriented approach, and a description of the object modeling technique we used to describe the objects stored in the database. Finally, we investigate the evolution of OODBMS technology to its current state, and discuss its applicability to model-based software development.

2.2 Domain-Oriented Application Composition Terminology

Anderson (1) and Randour's (26) research focused on the development of a domain-oriented application composition system to help build up a technology base for software development. They discussed how this reusable technology base could help bring a more traditional engineering mind-set to the evolving software engineering discipline. Rather than duplicate their justifications and conclusions, we only provide definitions for some of the terminology we used as we developed an object-oriented database extension to their work.

The Software Engineering Institute published a special report on model based software development. They defined the following terms and the relationships between them as shown in Figure 2.1 (19):

- Technology Base – A set of models, and rules for their composition, designed and created with the same engineering goals in mind. That is, the engineering goals provide a common, underlying basis for the models. The technology base contains both product and practice models.

- Model – A scalable unit of reusable engineering experience or knowledge. A model is supported by specification forms and implementation templates which provide an indication of its structure, performance, and behavior. Models are constructed in the context of engineering goals.
• Engineering Goals – Overriding considerations in the design and construction of engineered products. For software engineering, goals may include: maintainability, enhanceability, composable, and so on.

• Architecture – A style of design. An architecture is a selection, from a technology base, of models and composition rules that defines the structure, performance, and use of a system relative to a set of engineering rules.

• Design – A composition resulting from the application of an architecture to describe a problem. The design has its structure and performance expressed by the model set comprising an architecture.

• Implementation – The software product (a specific instance of a design).
A Domain Engineer, highly knowledgeable in a specific domain, can capture knowledge of the domain in the form of domain models. These domain models can be combined with an architecture model to design and implement software products in a given target language. The reuse of models in the design and implementation stages is consistent with other classical engineering disciplines (10). Models can be abstracted to varying levels of detail. Anderson and Randour's work (1, 26) identified an approach that allows sophisticated end users, called Application Specialists, to compose applications within a given domain using pre-defined domain models. The approach Anderson and Randour describe is a domain-oriented application composition system. Objects and composition rules are maintained as executable, formal specifications in the object base, providing Software Engineers and Application Specialists with the ability to rapidly prototype and validate desired system behaviors without first having to build complete implementations (5). Randour and Anderson chose to use an object-oriented approach to capture abstractions of real-world entities of interest in the domain as well as those entities’ behaviors and relationships.

2.3 Object-Oriented Approach and Modeling

An object-oriented approach revolves around a fundamental construct, the object, which combines both data structures (attributes) and behaviors (methods) in a single entity (29:1). The main benefit of object-oriented programming and design is not reduced development time. Object-oriented development may, in fact, take more time than conventional development, because it is intended to promote future reuse and reduce downstream errors and maintenance (29:9). Other benefits of an object-oriented approach are the ability to better model the world in which we live and work, to create models that include both physical and behavioral characteristics, and to protect data from corruption (7).

Object-oriented systems without an object storage mechanism flatten their object structures into records and use traditional storage and database managers. This translation process corrupts the object model and its associated benefits are lost (7). However, the definitions, integrity, and benefits of object models can be retained using object-oriented database management systems (7).
2.3.1 Definition of Terms. Before discussing object-oriented databases, it is first necessary to define some common definitions for databases, as well as terms and representations for object modeling. The following list is not comprehensive but contains terms and information we used throughout this document, and it is meant to define the framework in which we used them.

- **Database Schema** – The structure and integrity rules for application data stored in a database. This structure is the DBMS equivalent of the type definitions in a programming language (6).

- **Meta-Model** – A model that describes objects necessary to define models. For instance, we develop a meta-model to hold domain model definitions in the database.

- **Object Model** – The description of object structures in an object-oriented design — their identity, their relationships to other objects, their attributes, and their operations (29). This is usually documented following some graphical form such as an object diagram. Note that for object-oriented databases, the object model and its object diagram representation describe the database schema.

- **Object Diagram** – a formal graphical notation for modeling objects, object classes, and their relationships to one another (29:23).

- **Object Class** – A description of a group of objects with similar properties (attributes), common behavior (operations), common relationships to other objects, and common semantics (29:22).

- **Abstract Class** – A class that is not directly instantiable but has instantiable descendant classes, each of which inherit the attributes, operations, and relationships of the parent abstract class(es) (29:61-62). These are normally used to define characteristics that will be inherited by more than one subclass. An abstract class must have at least one concrete subclass, that is, it cannot be the leaf of an inheritance tree.

- **Concrete Class** – A class that is instantiable. That is, it can have direct instances (29:61). A concrete class may have abstract subclasses (but they in turn must have concrete descendants). Only concrete classes can be leaf classes in an inheritance tree.

- **Instance** – A single instantiation of an object belonging to an object class. Each instance has its own attribute values and relationships to other instances of objects.

- **Attribute** – A pure data value (not an object) held by the objects in a class (i.e., name, age, and weight are attributes of Person objects, and color, weight, and model-year are attributes of Car objects) (29:23).
• **Association** – Describes a physical connection or a conceptual relationship between object classes. Often association names appear as verbs (29). For example, a person *works-for* a company.

• **Multiplicity** – Specifies how many instances of one class may relate to each instance of another class in an association.

• **Ordering** – Normally an association from a group of instances of one class to each instance of another class can be thought of as an unordered set. By specifying that an association is ordered, we signify that order is important for this relationship.

• **Aggregation** – The “part-whole” or “a-part-of” relationship in which objects representing components of something are associated with an object representing the entire *assembly* (29). This relationship is also referred to as an “is-composed-of” relationship.

• **Inheritance** – An abstraction for sharing similarities among classes while preserving their differences, it is the relationship between a class and one or more further refined versions of it. The class being refined is called the *superclass* and each refined version is called a *subclass* (29:38–39). For example, *Airplane* is the superclass of *F-16* and *B-52*. Each subclass *inherits* the features (attributes, operations, and relationships) of its superclass. For example, *B-52* inherits attributes *manufacturer*, *weight*, and *wing-span* from *Airplane*, as well as the operations *takeoff* and *land*. Sometimes called the “is-a” relationship because each instance of a subclass is an instance of the superclass as well (29).

### 2.3.2 Object Model Notation

Now that we have defined some of the terminology, we present a description of the notation used throughout this document for representing object models. We used a subset of Rumbaugh’s Object Modeling Technique (OMT) (29).

Figure 2.2 provides the subset of OMT notation we used when developing our object models. Note that we represented objects as a rectangle containing the class name, and optionally the attributes and/or operations defined for the class. A special type of attribute is the class attribute. When a class attribute is inherited, the attribute definition, as well as the attribute value, is inherited. With a non-class attribute, only the definition is inherited and each object inheriting the attribute can have a unique value for that attribute. Rumbaugh distinguishes an attribute as a class attribute by placing a $ in front of the attribute name on the object model. Abstract classes are shaded to distinguish them from concrete classes.
Now that we have described the application we will be working with and explained our terminology and representation method, we examine how object-oriented database technology can be applied to it.

2.4 Background on Object-Oriented Database Management Systems

Object-oriented database management systems (OODBMS) are a relatively new phenomenon in the software engineering community. As such, there is a lack of standards for OODBMSs to adhere to and a lack of benchmarks by which to judge them. Many decision-makers would like a clear picture of the potential benefits and drawbacks of using...
OODBMS technology. Our evaluation of the current state of OODBMS technology shows that there are two primary types of OODBMSs in use today. It further shows that certain classes of applications may benefit from one of these two types.

After explaining the motivation and introducing some key terms, we consider some of the major application areas driving the need for OODBMS technology. We then highlight some important characteristics of these applications to show how traditional DBMSs cannot satisfy their demands. A discussion of the direction of current research trends comes next, followed by an introduction to the two schools of thought on how OODBMS technology should evolve.

2.5 Evolution of Database Technology

A DBMS is a collection of related data and a set of procedures to access and manipulate that data (17:1). DBMSs are very beneficial when large volumes of data need to be managed (17:1). Traditionally, developers of DBMSs have sought to meet the needs of the business community. They typically deal with the type of data that simple data structures and operations can represent. For example, a bank might keep a record for each account holder that includes the account number, the member's name and social security number and the account balance. The operations performed on this data are relatively simple as well. When an account holder withdraws money from an account, an operation is invoked to reduce the account balance of the customer by the appropriate amount. This type of DBMS provides simple data management (6:2).

There have been a number of data models and architectures developed over the years to efficiently meet the needs of traditional database users. The most popular data model for commercial data processing applications today is the relational model (17:53). A relational database consists of a collection of tables of related data. Figure 2.3 depicts tables that build upon the banking example to illustrate how a relational database might store banking data. A row in a table represents a relationship between each of the columns in that row. For instance, from the deposit table we see that Johnson has an account numbered 101 at the Downtown branch and his balance is 500 dollars. Duplicating a value from one table in another table forms a relationship between the two tables. For example,
by looking up Johnson’s name in the customer table, one can see that he lives on Alma Street in the city of Palo Alto. A relational database management system (RDBMS) can manage large volumes of this simple type of data.

Some of the key characteristics of the more traditional databases are that they store large amounts of similarly structured records with small, simple data items. The length of a transaction on the traditional database is usually very short, measured in fractions of a second. Once designed and implemented, the structure of the database remains fairly static (17:425-426). The traditional DBMSs don’t perform well, though, in many relatively new application areas including:
• Computer-aided design: A CAD database stores data pertaining to an engineering design, including the components of the item being designed, the interrelationship of components, and old versions of designs.

• Computer-aided software engineering: A CASE tool database stores data required to assist software developers. These data include source code, dependencies among software modules, definitions and uses of variables, and the development history of the software system.

• Multimedia databases: A multimedia database contains spatial data, audio data, video data, and the like. Databases of this sort arise from geophysical data, voice mail systems, and graphics applications.

• Office information systems: Office automation includes workstation-based tools for document creation and document retrieval, tools for maintaining appointment calendars, and so on. An OIS database must allow queries pertaining to schedules, documents, and contents of documents.

• Expert database systems: An expert database system includes not only data but also explicit rules representing integrity constraints, triggers, and other knowledge about the enterprise modeled by the database.

These application areas have made great gains in recent years, due in part to the increased capabilities and decreased cost of computer hardware. As their development evolved, so did the development of specialized database management systems to meet their special needs. The result has been the development of many stand-alone database systems that will not interface with any other application. With networked engineering workstations becoming more common, users and developers are looking for an application-independent DBMS capable of managing complex objects that many applications can share.

2.6 The Current State of Object Technology

A discussion of OODBMS technology and the applications driving its development is now in order. Something CASE, CAD, OIS, and expert systems all have in common
are their object-oriented nature and hence their inherent need to manage complex objects. A complex object is a real world object one would consider to be a single object, but is composed of other objects. For example, a book is a complex object composed of a table of contents, some chapters, a glossary, and a bibliography. Any one of those objects can be further decomposed into a set of lower-level objects. For instance, a chapter could be composed of paragraphs, a paragraph of sentences, and so on. These relationships are very difficult and costly to represent in traditional DBMSs.

Executable code modules, called methods, are the implementation of operations on a class of objects (29). Since the data inside an object should only be accessible by calling these methods, we should store the methods together with the data objects.

Another major difference from RDBMSs is that OODBMSs need to support long-duration transactions. In a CAD or CASE environment, a designer may work on an object for hours before committing the work. RDBMSs cannot easily support this requirement.

There are four characteristics generally accepted as required for an object-oriented software approach (29:1-4):

1. Identity. Identity means discrete, distinguishable entities called objects represent data. Each object has its own identity independent of the values of its attributes.

2. Classification. A class is an abstraction for grouping objects with the same attributes and operations. Each object is an instance of a class.

3. Inheritance. The sharing among classes of attributes and operations in a hierarchical relationship. A program can break a class into subclasses, each of which inherits all the properties of its superclass.

4. Polymorphism. The same operation may behave differently on different classes. Each object knows how to perform its own operation. For example, the display of a circle is different from the display of a square. If a square and a circle are subclasses of a graphics superclass, then both have an operation called display, even though the implementation is different.
These are just a few of the important issues that the OODBMS field must address. For a more thorough discussion, see Cattell's text (6:15-44).

We might best describe the current state of the OODBMS field as a state of change. Existing OODBMSs are not based on a common data model and there is a lot of research and experimentation going on (28). Two schools of thought seem to be forming among the experts about the best way to develop OODBMSs (28). The authors of "The Third-Generation Database System Manifesto" advocate building object management capabilities into existing RDBMSs (31). The authors of "The Object-Oriented Database System Manifesto" on the other hand advocate not building on the limited RDBMS, but incorporating database management system capabilities into object-oriented programming languages (3). The first approach seems to show more promise for business applications, while the latter seems better suited for the new applications discussed in this chapter. In any event, it appears that both approaches will find a share of the DBMS market for some time to come (6:2).

2.6.1 Object-Oriented Database Programming Languages. In 1989, a group of experts published "The Object-Oriented Database System Manifesto" (3) to begin debate over the definition and theoretical framework for OODBMS. The consensus of this group was that the focus should be on staying consistent with the current object-oriented programming languages. Although there is a requirement for database management system features such as persistence of data, secondary storage management, concurrency, recovery, and ad hoc query capability, the addition of these features should not result in any loss of capability in the programming language. The convenience and efficiency of one language to be used for database and programming operations, and the current popularity of the object-oriented approach in programming are the strengths in this approach (6). The current lack of standards to allow portability of these systems across various platforms, and the minimal experience and development effort in these systems, compared to RDBMSs, are the weaknesses of this approach (6:233-235).

2.6.2 Extended Relational Database Management Systems. In response to the above mentioned approach (3), another group published "The Third-Generation Data
Base System Manifesto" (31) in 1990. The major theme of this group was that although relational databases couldn't handle the needs of complex applications, extensions could allow them to do so. Although most critics of the relational model point out the deficiencies in such applications as CASE and CAD, second generation systems do not support most business data processing applications all that well (31:2). The focus of this group, then, is that everybody requires a better DBMS, and there is, in fact, a surprising consensus on desired capabilities of this next generation of DBMSs. However, it is important to not throw out all the lessons learned and advantages offered by current systems. Some object-oriented programming features, such as inheritance and identity, are good ideas; however, the cost of these should not be the loss of reliability and data independence. DBMS access should only occur through a separate query language. Experience has shown that DBMSs should not allow user programs to navigate through the database in an ad hoc fashion (31:24). The natural evolution of existing relational DBMSs to ones with all the capabilities discussed in (31) is happening. The most important disagreement this group has with the object-oriented database programming language group is a matter of implementation, as the programming language approach currently violates many of the tenets that make good database systems.

2.7 Conclusion

Although OODBMSs lack the maturity, experience, and research that RDBMSs have, the success of object-oriented techniques in software analysis, design, and programming justifies consideration of OODBMSs when researching DBMS options. The field is progressing rapidly with considerable research involving OODBMSs and work has begun on establishing OODBMS standards (23, 24).
III. Operational Concepts and Requirements Identification

3.1 Overview

Research has been ongoing at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) to develop a domain-oriented application composition system. Anderson and Randour made great strides toward this end with their work on Architect (1, 26). Their requirements analysis includes the following quote from an article by Lowry (20) which clearly and succinctly sums up the philosophy and goals of domain-oriented application composition.

Software engineering will evolve into a radically changed discipline. Software will become adaptive and self-configuring, enabling end users to specify, modify and maintain their own software within restricted contexts. Software engineers will deliver knowledge-based application generators rather than unmodifiable application programs. These generators will enable an end user to interactively specify requirements in domain-oriented terms ... and then automatically generate efficient code that implements these requirements. In essence, software engineers will deliver the knowledge for generating software rather than the software itself.

Although end users will communicate with these software generators in domain-oriented terms, the foundation for the technology will be formal representations ... Formal languages will become the lingua franca, enabling knowledge-based components to be composed into larger systems. Formal specifications is the interface between interactive problem acquisition components and automatic program synthesis components.

Software development will evolve from an art to a true engineering discipline. Software systems will no longer be developed by hand crafting large bodies of code. Rather, as in other engineering disciplines, components will be combined and specialized through a chain of value-added enhancements. The final specializations will be done by the end user. KBSE (knowledge-based software engineering) ... will not replace the human software engineer; rather, it will provide the means for leveraging human expertise and knowledge through automated reuse. New sub disciplines, such as domain analysis and design analysis, will emerge to formalize knowledge for use in KBSE components. (20:629-630)

AFIT researchers have already shown that "application composition systems, such as ... [those described by Lowry], are feasible" (1:7). They have also shown that "non-programmers, who are very knowledgeable about a particular domain, can create quite sophisticated applications without the direct assistance of software professionals" (1:7). This research effort and other research at AFIT (8, 11, 30, 33, 34, 36) seek to build on
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the groundwork laid by Randour and Anderson, as well as Weide (35) who provided a visual system interface, called AVSI\textsuperscript{1}, to support the Architect domain-oriented application composition system.

Figure 3.1 depicts a domain-oriented application composition environment. It supports not only a domain-oriented application composition system like Architect, but also tools that can interact with Architect to create a more productive software engineering environment. Architect is a specific instance of the application composer pictured in the lower left-hand corner of the figure. An investigation of the Technology Base Extender

\textsuperscript{1}The terms "Architect" and "AVSI" both refer to the baseline system we extended, and may be used interchangeably throughout this document
(upper left-hand corner of Figure 3.1) was conducted by Sandy (30) and Warner (34). The Elicitor-Harvester (upper right-hand corner of Figure 3.1) is the subject of future research.

The primary concern of this thesis effort is to provide an OODBMS implementation of the technology base shown in the lower right-hand corner of Figure 3.1 and to investigate the best means to provide a functional backplane interconnect shown in the center of the figure. To make such a domain-oriented application composition environment a reality, the technology base must manage large volumes of data representing knowledge about multiple domains and software architectures as well as software artifacts developed in the environment. If we expect to get maximum reuse of domains, architectures, and software artifacts developed in the domain-oriented application composition environment, we must have a well-defined standard interface, allowing other tools to access the environment easily.

This chapter addresses the issues involved in providing the services required of a technology base and how to make those services available to client tools in a domain-oriented application composition environment. As mentioned before, our work revolves around extending Architect version 1.0, so we begin in Section 3.2 by describing it and showing how it functioned as a stand-alone domain-oriented application composition system. In Section 3.3 we identify the requirements and goals we set for ourselves, based on our analysis of Architect 1.0 and our requirements analysis for a domain-oriented application composition environment. Finally, Section 3.4 covers an analysis of the object-oriented database management systems available to us at the start of our research, as well as the rationale for our selection.

3.2 Architect Operational Overview

Figure 3.2 is a system-level view of the Architect version 1.0 domain-oriented application composition system, and the environment in which it was used. To prepare Architect for use in a particular domain, an expert in that domain (Domain Engineer) performs a domain analysis to identify those components needed to build software applications in that domain. The Software Engineer, using knowledge of software architectures, formalizes this domain knowledge into a domain model with a set of primitive components. The Application Specialist can then start a session in Architect, at which time all the pre-defined
domains stored in the Persistent Technology Base get loaded into the Working Technology Base. Through the visual interface (35), the Application Specialist can manipulate domain primitives to compose and execute domain-oriented application specifications. The Application Specialist can also save newly composed applications to and restore saved applications from the Persistent Technology Base through the visual interface. The contents of the Working Technology Base are not persistent between Architect sessions, so any work the Application Specialist wants to keep must be saved using the visual system. In the remainder of this section we look in more detail at the key people and components shown in Figure 3.2 and introduced above.
3.2.1 Key People Interacting With Architect.

3.2.1.1 Domain Engineer. A Domain Engineer possesses detailed knowledge about a domain and gathers all the information pertinent to solving problems in that domain (16:4). He models the real-world entities required to compose applications. A Domain Engineer also determines how, if possible, to model these entities within the architectural constraints specified by a Software Engineer (9). (1, 26)

3.2.1.2 Software Engineer. A Software Engineer designs new software systems in an application domain (16:4). He is responsible for defining a formalized structure (software architecture) for the domain knowledge and providing the translation from the domain-specific terms to executable software (9). (1, 26)

3.2.1.3 Application Specialist. An Application Specialist uses the domain and architectural models developed for a domain by the Software and Domain Engineers (16:4). He is a sophisticated “user” familiar with the overall domain. An Application Specialist understands what new applications must do to meet the requirements for a new system. He provides the application-specific information needed to specify and compose a new application. (1, 26)

3.2.1.4 Data Administrator. A Data Administrator possesses detailed knowledge about the context within which the data in the technology base is used. He is responsible for ensuring the data stored in the technology base is current, accurate, and useful with respect to the needs of the users.

3.2.2 Key Components of Architect.

3.2.2.1 Software Architecture. The software architecture Randour and Anderson chose to use for Architect was the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) Object-Connection-Update (OCU) model (19). The basic premise of the OCU model is that real-world systems can be partitioned into a set of communicating subsystems. In the OCU model, subsystems consist of a controller, a set of primitive objects, an import area,
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and an export area (19:17). Figure 3.3 shows a graphical representation of this relationship and is described below.

1. Controller – The Controller, as its name and position in Figure 3.3 both imply, is a critical element around which we build every subsystem. It encapsulates the mission of the subsystem and manages the connections between itself and a set of objects used to perform that mission.

2. Objects – An Object is an abstraction of a real-world entity, and maintains state to model behavior of that real-world entity.

3. Import Area – The Import Area is the focal point for the controller to get access to external data. The Import Area obtains this data from the Export Area of other subsystems.

4. Export Area – The Export Area is the focal point for making internal data available to other subsystems in an application.

Figure 3.4 shows the procedural interface for both controllers and objects, and we describe these interfaces below.
Controller (19:19):

1. Update – The controller obtains state data from the import area, calls the update functions of its lower-level primitive objects and subsystems in some predefined order, and provides new state data to its export area.

2. Stabilize – Puts the system in a ready-to-operate state consistent with the current scenario.

3. Initialize – Creates the objects and makes the connections for a subsystem.

4. Configure – Sets up connections between the import and export areas and their corresponding input and output data.

5. Destroy – Deallocates a subsystem's resources.

Object (19:20):

1. Update – Calculates the new state and outputs of the object based on input data and the current state of the object.

2. Create – Allocates the resources necessary to create a new instance of an object.

3. SetFunction – Modifies the way an object calculates its state data.
4. SetState – Bypasses the objects update function to set the state of an object directly.

5. Destroy – Deallocates the resources held by an object.

The types of data an object deals with are (19:20, 21):

1. Input Data – Data used by an object to calculate its new state. Other subsystems or objects from within the same subsystem can import this data. The source of the data is transparent to the object.

2. Output Data – The externally visible state of an object made available by the most recent update. This state data can be exported to other subsystems or provided to other objects within the same subsystem. The destination of the output data is transparent to the object.

3. Attributes – Describe important characteristics of an object.

4. CurrentState – Data that, taken together, defines the current condition of an object. Not all of this data needs to be externally visible.

5. Coefficients – A special type of attribute used in update algorithms to calculate an object’s state. Changes in coefficient values modify the behavior of an object’s update procedure.

6. Constants – Also a special type of attribute. It cannot, however, be modified to change an object’s behavior.

This brief discussion of the OCU software architectural model provides the groundwork for our discussion of design and implementation decisions, as well as our development of an object model for the OCU architecture in the next chapter. The SEI “Model-Based Software Development” article (19) is a good source of additional information on the “vanilla” OCU model, while several AFIT theses (1, 26, 35) provide more insight into the original AFIT implementation of the OCU model as the software architecture for Architect.

3.2.2.2 Domain. For an application domain to be used in an application composition system, the Domain and Software Engineers must first capture knowledge
about the domain in an object model. Randour and Anderson used the Logic Circuits domain to validate Architect by composing and executing domain-oriented application specifications. We discuss the Logic Circuits domain further in Section 4.2, when we develop an object model for the domain using Rumbaugh's Object Modeling Technique (29). Randour and Anderson's theses (1, 26) also cover it in great detail.

3.2.2.3 Persistent Technology Base. The Persistent Technology Base of Architect is file-based. Artifacts created in the Working Technology Base are stored in separate files in a format that adheres to domain-specific and architecture grammars (26:4-7). This way, saved artifacts can be parsed back in to the Working Technology Base using the REFINE parse-file function. The capability to parse saved files back in to the Working Technology Base allows objects saved in the Persistent Technology Base to be reloaded. Randour describes the directory structure and naming conventions required by Architect in her thesis (26:Appendix A, section 5).

In addition to the application-specific artifacts composed by Application Specialists that are stored in the Persistent Technology Base, it also contains the OCU architecture model, all domain-specific models, and all the programs needed to make Architect execute. All of these files must be loaded into the Working Technology Base before the system can be used. Again, Architect software requires a pre-specified directory structure and naming conventions; these requirements are also found in Randour's thesis (26:Appendix A, section 5).

3.2.2.4 SOFTWARE REFINERY. Architect was implemented using SOFTWARE REFINERY™, a formal-based specification and programming environment. The SOFTWARE REFINERY environment includes a wide-spectrum programming language (REFINE) that supports set theory, logic, transformation rules, pattern matching, and procedures (27:1-2). Architect's Working Technology Base was implemented using SOFTWARE REFINERY's object base, while DIALECT, SOFTWARE REFINERY's language definition facility, was used to define Architect's Domain Specific and Architecture grammars. DIALECT is also used to parse compatible text files into the SOFTWARE REFINERY object base and to write object specifications out to file. Finally, INTERVISTA provides Architect's window-
based graphical user interface. The SOFTWARE REFINERY environment was selected as the development environment for Architect because its powerful integrated tool set supports rapid prototyping so well (26:3-23).

3.2.3 Functionality of Architect. This section describes the processes of capturing new domain knowledge and composing systems under Architect, using the visual interface developed by Weide (35).

3.2.3.1 Capturing New Domains. To capture new domains, the Domain Engineer and Software Engineer need to develop SOFTWARE REFINERY source code files. A separate file is created for each primitive in the domain, for the overall object model, and for a domain-specific grammar. Also, the Software Engineer needs to create a file describing the visual information for the domain primitives. This file is written in a visual specification language that can be parsed in using a visual description grammar (35). Once these files are created, compiled, and verified, they are placed in the technology base directory structure.

3.2.3.2 Composing Systems. To start an Architect session, the Application Specialist starts a REFINE session in the root of the directory structure referred to in section 3.2.2.3. By loading a startup file at the lisp prompt, the entire Architect environment is loaded. This includes loading DIALECT, INTERVISTA, and all the executable Architect code, as well as the OCU architecture model and all domain-specific models, grammars, and visual descriptions. The user is then presented with a window-based menu system, and the session begins. At this point, the Application Specialist can load in previously saved application compositions, or begin new ones. Once a session contains an application composition that has been created and/or modified, the Application Specialist can save it to the technology base through a menu option.

3.3 Requirements Analysis Results

This section provides the results of our requirements analysis for improving Architect by moving towards a domain-oriented application composition environment similar to the
one shown in Figure 3.1. Our implementation addresses the following list of identified requirements:

1. Identify Artifacts:

    The purpose here is to establish what the data requirements are for the technology base. We began by analyzing the current implementation of Architect to identify implementation-specific requirements, as well as requirements for domain-oriented application composition systems in general.

2. Select OODBMS for Technology Base Implementation:

    On the basis of the data requirements we identified, and our analysis of how the data will be used, we needed to select the best of the available OODBMSs for our implementation. We needed to determine which of the OODBMS capabilities identified in our literature search are important for this application area, and evaluate each of the three systems available to us based on these criteria.

3. Investigate Database Communications Interface:

    We needed to identify and evaluate options for the communications backplane that would allow other tools in the new environment to communicate with the OODBMS technology base.

4. Provide a Central Repository for Software Artifacts:

    One of the major goals of this research was to replace the file-based technology base of Architect with an object-oriented database implementation. This helps to bridge the gap between the current capabilities of Architect, and some of the other J-MASS requirements such as the CONFIGURE SIMULATION and EXECUTE SIMULATION functionality.

    (a) Develop Object Model for Software Architecture:

        Because we are building up an environment that may have more than one composition system implementation, possibly based on the same software architecture, we required an implementation-independent object model for software
architectures. The goal here was to produce a database schema definition of the OCU model that is not Architect dependent.

(b) Develop Object Model for Application Domains:
Since application domains are also artifacts that may be reused by multiple composition systems, possibly based on different architectures, we had to develop a schema that describes the general domain knowledge. This general domain schema can then be extended for combinations of software architectures and specific implementations using the multiple inheritance feature of OODBMSs.

(c) Add Database Storage and Retrieval Functionality to Architect:
The current functionality of Architect must be extended to communicate with the database for storage and retrieval of composed artifacts. This should be done in an incremental development process to build up and verify these capabilities.

(d) Provide for Storage of Miscellaneous Software Artifacts:
Besides storing artifacts produced by Architect, we found we could also store artifacts used for developing Architect, and other composition systems. We identified what these artifacts were (source code, compiled code, visual interface objects, etc.), and provided the schema and methods for their storage and retrieval.

5. Isolate Domain Definition from Implementation:
We found during our requirements analysis that a database implementation put new responsibilities on the Domain Engineer. Now, not only did the domain need to be defined in the object base of the application as before, but the same information must be communicated to a database administrator to define the database schema for storing artifacts of the domain. If we could capture this domain knowledge in the database in the form of a model definition, perhaps we could automate some of these functions for the Domain Engineer.

(a) Develop Meta-Model for Capturing Domain Knowledge:
Develop a meta-model to formally capture domain model definitions that could be used by automated transformation processes.
(b) Provide Capability to Populate Database With Domain Definitions:

Provide the Domain Engineer with the capability to input and modify domain definitions after completing his domain analysis. This can be a prototype used in later research for the Technology Base Extender shown in the upper-left corner of Figure 3.1.

(c) Automate Transformations of Domain Model to Database Schema:

Using rapid prototyping, incrementally develop an automated process to transform the abstract domain definition into a database schema for specific software architectures.

(d) Automate Transformations of Domain Model to Object Base Definition:

Using rapid prototyping, incrementally develop an automated process for transforming the abstract domain definition into source code necessary to describe the domain in a specific application object-base environment.

6. Support Concurrent Research Efforts:

As the Architect system evolves with the results of other research at AFIT, make sure that our extensions support the new changes. Also, maintain close coordination with researchers to identify any new database capabilities or benefits that would enhance their research.

3.4 OODBMS Comparison

This section discusses our selection of an OODBMS. There were three OODBMSs available to us: MATISSE, OBJECTSTORE, and ITASCA. The designers of all three systems designed their products from the ground up to store objects, and to support multiple inheritance. After highlighting the features, capabilities, and differences of the three systems, we discuss the choice we made, and the reasons for making the choice.

3.4.1 MATISSE. The MATISSE OODBMS operates under the client-server architecture. The MATISSE server is a general purpose object manager, operating as a multi-threaded back-end server, that manages a repository of persistent objects (the database),
and communicates with clients through a remote-procedure-call (RPC) interface (15). Matisse supports multiple inheritance, versioning, on-line dynamic schema evolution, and ensured referential integration (13). Matisse, using intrinsic versioning, makes a new version of an object with every change.

Matisse, developed using C++, easily interfaces to C or C++. The Matisse semantic data model is language independent; the application programmer interface (API) uses the C language. The API is strictly a functional interface, with no extensions to the C language; as such, any programming language that supports external calls can interface with Matisse. Since schema objects are created in the database through a functional interface, they can be modified or deleted at run-time, allowing a great deal of on-line schema modification.

Matisse is an active database, supporting the execution of methods within the database environment. The database, however, does not store the methods. The methods are part of the application program. This means that changes to the methods require re-compilation of the C source code.

Matisse support tools include a query language, a 4GL capability, a schema editor, and an object editor. Developers and end-users can use the object editor to view any object in the database using a standard form or an object window (14).

3.4.2 ObjectStore. The ObjectStore OODBMS also operates under the client-server architecture. It is an example of an OODBMS built by extending an object-oriented programming language to include database functionality. Written in C/C++, its data manipulation and management language (DMML) is an extended C++ environment that includes both C and C++ library interfaces (13).

Extensions to the language allow the programmer to treat persistent data and transient data the same. Persistence is not part of the type of an object (i.e., there is no need to inherit from a special "persistent object" base class), therefore different instances of the same class may be persistent or transient within the same program (18). The language extensions require a pre-compiler that converts extended language statements to standard C statements.
OBJECTSTORE provides limited support for composite objects and schema evolution. Since the C source code contains the schema definitions, schema modifications require re-compilation. There is a customized query language but no 4GL capability.

OBJECTSTORE is a static database; any request results in the database assembling the object and then passing it to the application. The most common use of OBJECTSTORE is in providing persistent data to C/C++ applications.

3.4.3 ITASCA. Like the other two OODBMSs, ITASCA runs under the client-server computing architecture. Although written with a combination of C and Lisp, the ITASCA DMML is essentially an interpreted Lisp environment (13). Like MATISSE, ITASCA is an active database allowing methods to be executed within the database. In addition, ITASCA can store the methods in the database with the objects.

Language interfaces for ITASCA include C, C++, Lisp, Common Lisp Object System (CLOS), and, under development, Ada (13). Programming languages can easily use objects created by any other language (13). The database stores methods with the schema, in interpreted Lisp form; thus, method modifications do not require re-compilation. ITASCA also supports extensive schema modification without shutting the database down.

ITASCA supports both shared and private databases in a fully distributed database environment with complete location transparency. Extensive object versioning, passive and active change notification, and elaborate locking on the object model are a few of ITASCA's strengths.

ITASCA comes with three OSF/Motif based productivity tools: a database administration tool, a dynamic schema editor, and an active data editor. The database administration tool provides capabilities for site maintenance including backups, addition and modification of user security, and system performance monitoring. The dynamic schema editor provides a simple mechanism for modifying class definitions, to include attributes and methods. The active data editor allows views and modifications of objects in the database, and provides a desktop work area for query storage.
3.4.4 Selection of an OODBMS. We chose the ITASCA OODBMS for our implementation. We felt the dynamic schema evolution feature without re-compilation of methods best met our need for a rapid prototyping capability. The application we were extending with database functionality runs under SOFTWARE REFINERY, a product that runs in the Allegro Common Lisp environment. Since ITASCA also runs in a Common Lisp environment, we did not have to translate to a target language. The storage of methods in the database and support for a number of languages accessing the same objects will support reuse, an important requirement in an evolving prototype system.

ITASCA provided a remote Lisp interface for its Lisp API that supported both Allegro Common Lisp and Lucid Common Lisp. The remote Lisp interface, as delivered, supported Allegro versions after 4.0. Since AFIT’s current version of SOFTWARE REFINERY runs on Allegro version 3.1.13, we had to make a few modifications to the source code to make it backward compatible. The modifications were syntactic in nature, and were provided by Allegro technical support personnel. SOFTWARE REFINERY has scheduled a new release of REFINERY that will operate under version 4.1 of Allegro Common Lisp. This may make the use of ITASCA even more valuable, as the CLOS interface may allow persistence of objects in the database, making persistence transparent to application programs.

3.5 Conclusion

We began this chapter by analyzing and explaining how the current implementation of Architect operates in a stand-alone mode. This provides the reader with a good reference point for the state of the system before our addition of an OODBMS technology base. Then, based on the results of our literature search and analysis of Architect, we identified the requirements and goals we developed for creating a domain-oriented application composition environment in which Architect could work. A description of this new environment is provided later in this document when we present our results and conclusions. We compared MATISSE, OBJECTSTORE, and ITASCA OODBMSs, and discussed our rationale for using ITASCA for our technology base. Having identified our requirements, we begin our design and implementation.
IV. Design and Implementation of an OODBMS Technology Base

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the steps we took to design and implement an OODBMS technology base for Architect. Section 4.2 discusses our selection of a validating domain with which to test our system. In that section, we identify the types of artifacts we want to store in the technology base, develop an object model for the domain, and develop storage and retrieval tests to execute against the finished product. Section 4.3 discusses our investigation and selection of a communications method between the database and application programs. Section 4.4 covers the development of an object model for the software architecture and its subsequent conversion to a database schema. Section 4.5 covers the process we went through to incorporate the OODBMS version of the technology base into AVSI. Finally, we discuss the development of the meta-model used by a Domain Engineer to generate the domain-specific portion of the database schema and the formal domain definition for the application composer.

4.2 Selection of a Validating Domain

One of the decisions we had to make was what application domain to use to test our OODBMS implementation of the technology base. One factor we considered in that decision was our desire to transition from the file-based technology base to an OODBMS implementation without losing domain analysis work done by previous researchers. Transforming an existing technology base of software artifacts had the added benefit of providing us with the test data against which to check our new implementation. Appendix A contains a description of the technology base of primitive objects for the logic circuits domain. Appendix C contains applications built from the primitives. These software artifacts were part of the baseline system we inherited at the start of our research. Since other researchers were already extending the technology base to other domains, we saw little benefit in developing a new domain with which to test our implementation of the technology base. For these reasons, we decided to use the existing logic circuits domain as our validating domain.
The domain itself was not the focus of this research. We refer the reader interested in the logic circuits domain, and the analysis of that domain, to (1) and (22); these two sources provided us with enough knowledge of the domain to conduct our research.

4.2.1 Identification of Artifacts in Selected Domain. The software artifacts residing in the baseline technology base were of two types: primitives and applications.

- **PRIMITIVES**
  - AND-GATE
  - OR-GATE
  - NAND-GATE
  - NOR-GATE
  - NOT-GATE
  - SWITCH
  - LED
  - COUNTER
  - DECODER
  - 4-INPUT MULTIPLEXER (MUX)
  - JK-FLOP-FLOP
  - HALF-ADDER

The following is a brief description of the composed applications (refer to Appendix C for more information).

- **APPLICATIONS**
  - TEST
    This is a simple test application that uses 2 switches, 2 “and” gates, and 2 LEDs.
  - ADDER
    This application is a full adder. It is built using 2 subsystems that are half adders, built out of “and”, “or”, and “not” gates.
  - DECODER
    This application provides a test of a “decoder” primitive by providing 3 input switches and 8 output LEDs.
  - ADD-AND-DECODE1
    This application tests the combination of an adder and a decoder. The adder is a subsystem composed of 2 half-adder subsystems, each composed of “and” gates, “or” gates, and “not” gates. The decoder is also a subsystem, composed of “and” gates and “not” gates.
ADD-AND-DECODE2
This application is similar to the ADD-AND-DECODE1 application mentioned above, except the decoder subsystem is implemented as a decoder with output (i.e., the LEDs have been moved down under the control of the decoder subsystem).

BCD-ADDER
This application tests a subsystem implementation of a BCD-adder using primitive gates and half-adders.

BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER1
This application implements a binary array multiplier as a top level subsystem, composed of "and" gates, "not" gates, switches, leds, and 2 half-adder subsystems, each of which is composed of "and" gates, "or" gates, and "not" gates.

BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER2
This application implements a binary array multiplier similar to BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER1 listed above, except that primitive half-adders are used instead of lower-level subsystems composed of primitive gates.

THREE-TO-EIGHT-DECODER
This application composes "and" gates and "not" gates into a subsystem implementation of a 3-to-8 decoder.

4.2.2 Development of Object Model for Selected Domain. Because the object model of a domain plays such a critical role in our development of a database schema and the object hierarchy in the object base, our next step was to use Rumbaugh's object modeling technique (29) to produce an object model of the logic circuits domain. Figure 4.1 is the object model we developed by analyzing the artifacts in the baseline technology base and referring to our two primary sources of domain knowledge (1, 22) discussed earlier.

The Architecture Primitive at the top of Figure 4.1 is not truly a part of the logic circuits domain, but is actually a class found in the software architecture model of the application-composition system. This association points out that the logic circuits domain model inherits from the architecture object model to produce a complete object model of a domain that conforms to the structure of a specific architecture. Please note too, the legend in the lower left hand corner of Figure 4.1. A clear box represents a concrete class and a shaded box represents an abstract class. An abstract class is never instantiated; it merely provides a high-level definition that one or more subclasses can expand upon. A concrete class inherits attributes and operations from parent abstract classes, and can be
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instantiated to create objects of that class. As an example, it makes no sense in the logic circuits domain to create a GATE object unless you further defined it as an AND-GATE, OR-GATE, NAND-GATE, NOR-GATE, or NOT-GATE object. On the other hand, when an AND-GATE object is instantiated, it inherits attributes Delay, Mil-Spec?, and Power-level from abstract class GATE, as well as the attribute Manufacturer from abstract class CIRCUIT-ARTIFACT.

Discussing Figure 4.1 from top to bottom and left to right, the first class we come across in the logic circuits domain (discounting Architecture Primitive) is the abstract
class labeled Circuits. This is a container class we require in our implementation to aid in extracting a list of available domains from a technology base full of domains. We require that it have no attributes or operations associated with it. Its sole purpose is to provide a handle by which to access a domain. In Section 4.6 we explain the reasons for this implementation decision when we discuss the object model for defining domains.

The next object class in Figure 4.1 is the CIRCUIT-ARTIFACT class. CIRCUIT-ARTIFACT has one attribute, Manufacturer, which all other object classes in the object model inherit. We feel it is important to note at this point that this is how we chose to model this domain, and that other solutions can provide the same results. Figure 4.2 for example, is the same object model with the abstract class CIRCUIT-ARTIFACT removed. To propagate the Manufacturer attribute to all object classes in the domain, we had to replicate it in the GATE, SWITCH, LED, and COMPONENT classes. We chose to take full advantage of inheritance and add the CIRCUIT-ARTIFACT class with the Manufacturer attribute. Referring again to Figure 4.1, we see that a CIRCUIT-ARTIFACT is further defined as a GATE, SWITCH, LED, or COMPONENT. An AND-GATE, OR-GATE, NAND-GATE, NOR-GATE, or NOT-GATE is a more detailed definition of a GATE, while a COUNTER, MUX, HALF-ADDER, DECODER, or JK-FLIP-FLOP is refined from a COMPONENT. There may be many good alternatives to our object model of the logic circuits domain, but the model in Figure 4.1 is the one we used in our research.

4.3 Database Communications Platform

Our goal was to investigate current implementations of CORBA-compliant database interfaces. Unfortunately, we found that the Object Management Group had put a lot of effort into developing a standard interface, but as yet there are only a few commercial applications addressing the standard. The implementation of a CORBA-compliant interface is composed of a number of pieces (23), an object request broker (ORB) for the database and an interface definition language (IDL) being two of the key items.

Although we did not find a CORBA-compliant interface to use, we investigated two possibilities to build a communications interface on.
4.3.1 ToolTalk. The first product we investigated was the TOOLTALK™ service, from SUNSOFT™, an inter-application message system designed to promote cooperation among independently developed applications across networks. The TOOLTALK service can be used in two ways (32):

- Applications use the TOOLTALK service directly, calling functions contained in the TOOLTALK API library to create, send, and receive messages.
- Applications could use a "service" built on top of the TOOLTalk service. These application services would then use the TOOLTalk service as a communications backplane.

Currently the TOOLTalk service messages are file-based, although SunSoft is incorporating it in their Project DOE, a move towards a distributed object paradigm. Services are accessed by C library routines. In order to use TOOLTalk for our research, an message interface would have to be developed, in C, for the application as well as the database.

As SunSoft's Project DOE matures, the distributed object paradigm would possibly make TOOLTalk a good development tool for a CORBA-compliant communications backplane. However, the development of a CORBA-compliant interface was beyond the scope of this research effort.

4.3.2 ITASCA's Remote Lisp API. The release of ITASCA at AFIT contained a user support library where we found, among other things, a remote Lisp application programmer interface (API). This API supports the client/server model of communications over a network, allowing multiple application programs running on various network workstations to communicate with the ITASCA database server running on a single workstation. The API supported Lisp interfaces to either Lucid Common Lisp (the Lisp that ITASCA runs under) or Allegro Common Lisp. The fact that Software Refinery runs under Allegro Lisp version 3.1.13 made this an attractive possibility for our implementation. Two of the key features were that communications were already supported, and that a common language was supported by ITASCA and Software Refinery.

Using our rapid prototyping approach, we began investigating and familiarizing ourselves with ITASCA using the Allegro Common Lisp software (version 4.1) available on our network and the remote Lisp interface software.

Our next phase was to test the remote Lisp interface within the EMACS environment that Software Refinery runs under (Allegro version 3.1.13). We found that the remote API had been written to support Allegro versions 4.0 and greater. Specifically, the interface to stream sockets had changed after version 4.0 was released. We contacted both ITASCA
and Allegro customer support centers, and received the necessary changes to make the software operate under version 3.1.13 of Allegro Common Lisp.

Our last phase was to integrate the remote Lisp API directly within the REFINE environment. We found that we could easily transfer data back and forth between a REFINE application program and an ITASCA server running on another network workstation.

4.3.3 Conclusion. Based on the success of the ITASCA remote Lisp interface in dealing with REFINE application programs, we selected this option to represent our communications backplane for this first prototype version of a domain-oriented application composition environment.

4.4 Target Architecture Description

One of the major goals in our research was to give Architect the ability to store and retrieve artifacts using the database. Since Architect already had an object model developed for the OCU architecture, we could have simply replicated the same object model in our database schema. After a close analysis of the AVSI system, we found its developers designed the object model with ease of population and execution in mind. The flattened tree structure of AVSI, with applications, subsystems, and primitive objects at the same level, allows DIALECT to easily parse artifacts in from and out to text files. There is, however, some loss of the hierarchy inherent to the OCU model. AVSI's method of referencing object relationships through unique object names within each application makes execution of applications easier; however, a database storing multiple applications cannot maintain this unique name requirement. Subsystems and primitives from several applications could have the same names, and the database requires names be unique throughout.

4.4.1 Object-Connection-Update (OCU) Architecture. Besides storing artifacts for reuse by AVSI, another goal was to allow access to the same data by future applications. With this in mind, we decided to design our own object model for OCU that was less
SOFTWARE REFINERY implementation specific, and to use this model for building our database schema.

Following Rumbaugh's (29) object modeling technique (OMT), we identified the key objects of the OCU model, and the associations between them. The basic hierarchy of the OCU model is an application, controlling a number of top-level subsystems, each of which controls any number of primitive objects and lower level subsystems. To capture this recursive nesting of subsystems, we abstracted primitive objects and subsystems under a new superclass called an element. Each subsystem controls any number of elements, any of which can be another subsystem which in turn controls any number of elements, and so on.

4.4.2 OCU Object Model Development. In the model we developed (Figure 4.3), associations between objects are maintained through the object identifiers generated by the system, as opposed to the value of a name attribute. This eliminates the need for uniquely named objects, and reduces any overhead associated with changing the value of an object's name.

In the Architect system, all the inputs and outputs of the primitive objects controlled by a subsystem are imports and exports of the subsystem. We felt this to be an implementation decision that the database should not carry over, allowing future applications greater flexibility. In our interpretation of the OCU model, an import of a subsystem is an externally available input port for the subsystem, which internally provides its value to one or more inputs of primitives, and/or imports of lower level subsystems, that the subsystem controls. An export of a subsystem is an externally available output port with an internally controlled value.

This object model is not complete. The definition of what exactly an application is, and how it executes, is the subject of other research currently under study at AFIT (33, 36). In our current version, an application simply consists of a top-level subsystem that executes in a non-event driven sequential manner. Welgan (36) and Waggoner's (33) research expands application definitions to include event-driven sequential and time-driven
sequential operating modes. The dynamic schema modification characteristic of ITASCA will allow the addition of future research results with little or no impact.

Our representation of the OCU architecture model is shown in Figure 4.3. Elements of application domains are defined as subclasses of our PRIMITIVE class. In this way, the two domain models become one as illustrated in Figure 4.4.

4.5 Incorporation of ITASCA in AVSI

With all the pieces defined, the last step was to incorporate the database functionality into the AVSI system. As far as the Application Specialist is concerned, the database
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functions the same as the file-based technology base did. Our changes are virtually transparent. There is no loss of current AVSI capability, but new options are available for saving and retrieving composed applications in ITASCA.

A simple example of a composed application is a light, consisting of a switch and a LED. This application, which is used as an example in Appendix E, will be referred to throughout this section.

4.5.1 Background. The methodology for saving and restoring composed applications relied heavily on the tree structures in the object models of both AVSI and ITASCA. Although there is not a one-to-one correspondence between the two structures, they are similar in the information they contain. The problem, then, was to figure out the mapping from one to the other, and vice versa.

The root of the tree structure of an AVSI composed application is an object of type SPEC-OBJ (Figure 4.5). The AVSI software enforces the structure of this tree through its semantic checks. Our assumption was that any application the user wants to save to the database has already passed the AVSI semantic checks. The second level of the tree structure contains one, and only one, object of type APPLICATION-OBJ. A DESCRIPTOR-OBJ for the application, a SUBSYSTEM-OBJ for each OCU subsystem in the application, and one object that is a subclass of PRIMITIVE-OBJ for each primitive object in the application are also on the second level. The third level of the tree extends down from the SUBSYSTEM-OBJ objects and contains objects of type IMPORT-OBJ and EXPORT-OBJ associated with each subsystem; one for each input and output, respectively, of the primitive objects the subsystem controls. Additionally, the sets of objects that are subclasses of class STATEMENT-OBJ form the “Update” functions for the APPLICATION-OBJ and all SUBSYSTEM-OBJs. The fourth, and final, level of the tree extends down from the IMPORT-OBJ and EXPORT-OBJ objects and contains objects of type SOURCE-OBJ and TARGET-OBJ.

As noted before, the architectural structure of AVSI is not contained in the tree itself, but in unique name references in the objects themselves. The APPLICATION-OBJ contains a list of the highest-level object(s) of type SUBSYSTEM-OBJ in the application in
its APPLICATION-COMPONENTS attribute. For our "Light" example, this consists of the one subsystem named "THE-LIGHT" (Figure 4.5). Each SUBSYSTEM-OBJ contains a list of names of the PRIMITIVE-OBJ objects and lower-level SUBSYSTEM-OBJ objects it controls in its CONTROLEES attribute. For our example, this is the names "THE-SWITCH" and "THE-LED" (Figure 4.5). Each EXPORT-OBJ keeps the name of the PRIMITIVE-OBJ it belongs to in its PRODUCER attribute, and each IMPORT-OBJ keeps the name of the PRIMITIVE-OBJ it belongs to in its CONSUMER attribute. Each SOURCE-OBJ is associated with an EXPORT-OBJ somewhere within the application and contains the following three things.

Figure 4.5 AVSI Instance Diagram for Light Application
1. The name of the EXPORT-OBJ in its SOURCE-NAME attribute,
2. The name of the PRIMITIVE-OBJ that produces the export value in its SOURCE-OBJECT attribute, and
3. The name of the SUBSYSTEM-OBJ that controls the primitive object in its SOURCE-SUBSYSTEM attribute.

The TARGET-OBJ is similarly associated with an IMPORT-OBJ somewhere within the application and contains the following three things.

1. The name of the IMPORT-OBJ in its TARGET-NAME attribute,
2. The name of the PRIMITIVE-OBJ that consumes the import value in its TARGET-OBJECT attribute, and
3. The name of the SUBSYSTEM-OBJ that controls the primitive object in its TARGET-SUBSYSTEM attribute (Figure 4.5).

Because ITASCA uses a single name space for class names, we prepended the string "OCU-" to class names derived from Figure 4.3. This eliminates future collisions when other architectures might be explored. The root of the tree structure for a saved application in ITASCA is an OCU-APPLICATION object (Figure 4.6). Its leaves are the set of top-level OCU-SUBSYSTEM objects contained in the application. Each OCU-SUBSYSTEM object contains leaves of lower-level SUBSYSTEM-OBJ objects and instances of OCU-PRIMITIVE subclasses (inherited in the domain-specific object model) that it controls.

In turn, each instance of an OCU-PRIMITIVE subclass contains leaves for its inputs and outputs, contained in instances of OCU-INPUT and OCU-OUTPUT respectively. Contained in each OCU-INPUT object is a referential attribute that identifies its source OCU-OUTPUT(s). Note, also, that all references between objects in this structure are based on the ITASCA-generated object identifiers, and do not rely on the names of the objects themselves.

Each element in the OCU model (applications, subsystems, and primitive objects) has an associated update function. The Domain Engineer defines the update functions for primitive objects, and these do not change during a session of AVSI; they become a part of
the domain-specific object model stored in the technology base. When saving applications to the database, primitive objects store only the name of their update function. The other update functions (applications and subsystems) are composed within the AVSI session, and hence need to be saved. We store these functions as an ordered sequence of OCU-STATEMENT objects in the UPDATE-FUNCTION attribute of OCU-APPLICATION and OCU-SUBSYSTEM objects (Figure 4.6).

4.5.2 Saving Composed Applications into ITASCA. To save an application composed with AVSI to the database, we first walk the AVSI tree structure in a top down fashion. We create a corresponding OCU-APPLICATION object in the database for
the APPLICATION-OBJ, and keep its object identifier as a reference to the root of the database tree. In the same fashion, we create a corresponding OCU-SUBSYSTEM object for each SUBSYSTEM-OBJ, and an object of the same class name for each instance of a PRIMITIVE-OBJ subclass object. At this time, we copy all the attributes the Domain Engineer defined to be "edit-attributes" of the domain-specific primitives from the REFINED (AVSI) object base to the ITASCA objects. As we create all the database objects up to this point, we save the object-identifier created by ITASCA in a mapping whose domain is the name of the corresponding AVSI uniquely named object.

At this point, we are ready to add the structure to our database application. Starting with the APPLICATION-COMPONENTS attribute of the OCU-APPLICATION object, we place the object identifiers these names map to in the ICO-SUBSYSTEMS attribute of the OCU-APPLICATION. We also make a call to a subroutine that saves the APPLICATION-OBJ's update function. Next, we iterate over all the SUBSYSTEM-OBJ objects contained in the tree, calling a subroutine to save the SUBSYSTEM-OBJ's update function. Another subsystem call iterates over the set of all SUBSYSTEM-OBJs, using the CONTROLEES attribute names to store the corresponding object identifiers in the ICO-ELEMENTS attributes of each OCU-SUBSYSTEM object.

The final step to complete our hierarchy is to iterate over all the IMPORT-OBJ and EXPORT-OBJ objects, creating OCU-INPUT and OCU-OUTPUT objects in the database and linking them to the correct OCU-PRIMITIVE objects based on the name attributes stored in the AVSI objects. We create all the OCU-OUTPUT objects first, so when we create the OCU-INPUT objects we can associate them with the correct source OCU-OUTPUT.

Note that we consider all the work done to save an entire application to be one transaction for the database. If at any point in the process something goes wrong, we abort the entire transaction, returning the database to a non-corrupted state. If the entire process succeeds, we commit the transaction, and the database contains the saved application.
4.5.3 Loading Composed Applications from ITASCA. Since we save the entire OCU hierarchy within the database, we can load the application back into the REFINE object base in a single, top-down pass through the tree. After selecting an OCUAPPLICATION from the database, we create a SPEC-OBJ in the REFINE object base to be the tree root, and create an APPLICATION-OBJ and place it as a leaf. We iterate over the ICO-SUBSYSTEMS attribute of the OCU-APPLICATION, making calls to a subprogram for creating the appropriate SUBSYSTEM-OBJ objects. This subprogram also creates the instances of PRIMITIVE-OBJ subclasses, as well as calling itself recursively to build lower level subsystems. Since all the relationships in the REFINE object base are based on the names of the objects, we can fill the attributes in as we create each object. When all the objects have been created, we call the necessary housekeeping functions that used to be called after parsing an application from a file, and the application is available.

4.6 Domain-Definition Object Model Development

One of the goals of our work was to abstract implementation-specific details away from the domain expert and Application Specialist. We want the user of the application composition system to be able to work in domain-specific terms to compose applications in that domain. One area where we recognized we could provide an additional level of abstraction was the generation of the domain-specific schema for the database and the source code for the domain primitives. We knew that if we could formally capture the domain-knowledge used to generate the schema and the source code, we could automate the process. The first step was to analyze the type of data needed to produce both the schema and the source code for primitive objects and to create an object model of domain-specific data. We then had to provide tools to transform the domain knowledge into database schemas and source code for domain primitives. A more detailed description of this process follows.

4.6.1 Abstraction of Domain-Oriented Object Models. Our goal here was to produce an object model of object models (a meta-model). Specifically, we wanted to be able to create what we called a domain-definition object model. With this domain-
The definition object model we wanted to be able to capture all the information necessary to define the domain-specific database schema and the primitives for a given application domain. The domain model we produced for the logic circuits domain (Figure 4.1) is an example of a domain model capable of providing that type of domain-specific data. Using Rumbaugh's (29) OMT we analyzed the domain of domain-specific object models to produce the domain-definition object model depicted in Figure 4.7. The logic circuits domain object model depicted in Figure 4.1 is an instance of the type of object model the Domain Engineer is able to describe using the domain-definition object model. A description of the domain-definition object model (Figure 4.7) follows.
1. **DOMAIN-DEF** – The DOMAIN-DEF class is a container class encapsulating all
defined domains. It has a name attribute and a description attribute, both of type
string. In our example, the name attribute of our instance of DOMAiN-DEF has
the value “Circuits” identifying it as the circuits domain. The container class that
acts as a handle for a domain comes from the “Name” attribute of an instance of
the DOMAIN-DEF class (refer to the “Circuits” class in Figure 4.1). Instances of
the OBJECT-CLASS class in Figure 4.7 represent all the classes below “Circuits”
in Figure 4.1. The DOMAIN-DEF class has no association with the Data-Object
class or the Refine-Function class, which is how we define attributes and operations
respectively. This explains why we implemented “Circuits” as a container class with
no attributes or operations. The Domain Engineer can use the optional description
attribute of the DOMAIN-DEF class and all other classes in the domain-definition
object model to help document the purpose of an object class.

2. **FASL-OBJ** – The FASL-OBJ class represents instances of REFINE executables. The
“Has-Refine-Executable” relationship connects the FASL-OBJ class to the DOMAIN-
DEF class. Once a domain has been completely defined and a REFINE executable has
been generated, the “Has-Refine-Executable” relationship will connect the DOMAIN-
DEF with an instance of the FASL-OBJ class. If a domain exists, but a REFINE
executable has not yet been generated, then no instance of the FASL-OBJ class will
exist and the “Has-Refine-Executable” relationship will be undefined. The possibility
that a domain may or may not have a FASL-OBJ associated with it at any given time
explains why the “Has-Refine-Executable” relationship has a zero-to-one multiplicity
on the FASL-OBJ class.

3. **OBJECT-CLASS** – The OBJECT-CLASS class defines the classes in a domain-
specific object model. An OBJECT-CLASS has three attributes: name, superclass,
and description. In our example in Figure 4.1, the SWITCH, GATE, LED, and MUX
classes are all instances of a specialization of OBJECT-CLASS. The GATE instance,
for example, would have the following attribute values:

- name : “gate”
- superclass : “circuit”
- description: Some description of the class that would aid an Application Specialist in understanding this object's purpose.

Note that the DOMAIN-DEF class contains an "is-composed-of" relationship to one or more instances of the OBJECT-CLASS class. In the circuits example of Figure 4.1, there are fifteen instances of OBJECT-CLASS.

- CIRCUIT-ARTIFACT
- GATE
- SWITCH
- LED
- COMPONENT
- AND-GATE
- OR-GATE
- NAND-GATE
- NOR-GATE
- NOT-GATE
- COUNTER
- DECODER
- MUX
- JK-FLOP-FLOP
- HALF-ADDER

4. DATA-OBJECT - The DATA-OBJECT class defines the attributes of an object class. Note that the "is-composed-of" relationship from OBJECT-CLASS to DATA-OBJECT contains a zero-to-many multiplicity. This allows an instance of OBJECT-CLASS to have zero-to-many attributes defined. The SWITCH OBJECT-CLASS has four instances of DATA-OBJECT associated with it.

- Delay Attribute
  - Name: "delay"
  - Type: "integer"
  - Init-Val: "0"
  - Kind-Of: OCU-ATTRIBUTE
  - Category: "signal"
  - Description: "descriptive text"

- Debounced Attribute
The LED OBJECT-CLASS has two instances of DATA-OBJECT associated with it.

- **Color Attribute**
  - Name: "color"
  - Type: "symbol"
  - Init-Val: red
  - Kind-Of: OCU-ATTRIBUTE
  - Category: "signal"
  - Description: "descriptive text"

- **inl Input**
  - Name: "in1"
  - Type: "boolean"
  - Init-Val: "nil"
  - Kind-Of: OCU-INPUT
  - Category: "signal"
  - Description: "descriptive text"

All the object classes depicted in Figure 4.1 are defined similarly.
5. **ABSTRACT** – All instances of the OBJECT-CLASS class are either ABSTRACT or CONCRETE because of the is-a relationship from OBJECT-CLASS to ABSTRACT and CONCRETE. If an instance of OBJECT-CLASS is an ABSTRACT class, it requires no additional information. Hence, the ABSTRACT class has no attributes or relationships. Using the circuits example again in Figure 4.1, GATE and COMPONENT are both examples of an ABSTRACT OBJECT-CLASS. The attributes shown on GATE and COMPONENT in Figure 4.1 are actually inherited by their subclasses when instances of those subclasses are instantiated. Recall that these are not class attributes, so it is just the attribute description that is inherited, not the attribute value. The reason we need to define the GATE class as an abstract class is because, in our domain, it makes no sense to create an instance of a GATE unless it is further defined as an AND, OR, NAND, NOR, or NOT GATE. Similarly, OBJECT-CLASS is an abstract class within our domain-definition object model depicted in Figure 4.7. It makes no sense to create an OBJECT-CLASS unless it is created as an ABSTRACT or CONCRETE OBJECT-CLASS.

6. **CONCRETE** – Like ABSTRACT, CONCRETE is a specialization of the abstract class OBJECT-CLASS in the domain-definition object model depicted in Figure 4.7. CONCRETE inherits the attributes of OBJECT-CLASS, just as instances of ABSTRACT do. An instance of the CONCRETE class, however, is composed of one or more instances of the REFINE-FUNCTION class. The reason for this is that all CONCRETE classes in our domain model represent primitives of that domain, and each primitive must have at least one update function. An example of a CONCRETE object in Figure 4.1 is the Counter. Besides the attributes it inherits from its parent classes in the circuits object model, it has the following attributes: the-count, clock, reset, lsb, msb, and max-count. If you look at the REFINE implementation of the counter in Appendix B, you will see that it has one update function. Counter, then, would be associated with only one instance of the REFINE-FUNCTION class. AND-GATE, on the other hand, has two update functions, “AND-GATE-UPDATE” and “AND-GATE-UPDATE2,” so it would be associated with two instances of the REFINE-FUNCTION class.
format(debug-on, "COUNTER-UPDATE1 on "s", name(counter));

let (clock : boolean = get-import('clock, subsystem, counter),
     reset : boolean = get-import('reset, subsystem, counter))

(if reset then
  COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) <- 0
elseif clock then
  COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) <- COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) +1
);
(if COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) >
     get-coefficient-value(counter, 'max-count) then
  COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) <- 0
);
if COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) = 0 then
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'msb, nil);
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'lsb, nil)
elseif COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) = 1 then
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'msb, nil);
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'lsb, true)
elseif COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) = 2 then
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'msb, true);
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'lsb, nil)
elseif COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) = 3 then
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'msb, true);
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'lsb, true)

Figure 4.8  REFINE Code for Update Function

7. REFINE-FUNCTION – The REFINE-FUNCTION class captures the update functions of a CONCRETE class. To continue using the counter as an example, the single instance of the REFINE-FUNCTION class associated with counter would be:

- Type: “OCU-Active-Update”
- Name: “COUNTER-UPDATE1”
- Code: (See Figure 4.8)
- Description: “descriptive text”

Figure 4.9 is an instance diagram of the Domain-Definition object model instantiated for the logic circuits domain pictured in Figure 4.1. Take note that this is an instance diagram of only a small subset of the object model depicted in Figure 4.1 for purposes of illustration. Notice that the Domain-Definition instance in Figure 4.9 has the name value “CIRCUITS” which corresponds to the CIRCUITS container class near the top of Figure 4.1. In the ICO-OBJECT-CLASSES relationship of the DOMAIN-Definition instance in Figure 4.9 are four CONCRETE OBJECT-CLASS instances and two ABSTRACT
OBJECT-CLASS instances. Each one of these can be traced back to CONCRETE and ABSTRACT OBJECT-CLASSES respectively on the object model in Figure 4.1. For example, look at the CONCRETE instance on Figure 4.9 with the name value LED and the superclass value Circuit-Artifact. Note that it has a DATA-OBJECT in its ICO-DATA-OBJECTS relationship, and that DATA-OBJECT is an OCU-ATTRIBUTE with the name COLOR. Now refer back to Figure 4.1 and find the CONCRETE class labeled LED. Its superclass is Circuit-Artifact and it has a color attribute. Recall that the instance diagram in Figure 4.9 only represents a small subset of the whole instance diagram for Figure 4.1, but the reader should be able to trace every element in Figure 4.9 back to a corresponding element pictured in Figure 4.1.
Satisfied that the domain-definition object model in Figure 4.7 was capable of capturing the domain knowledge in a domain model like that in Figure 4.1, we implemented the domain-definition object model as a database schema in the OODBMS. The following sections describe the process of populating the database with a description of an application domain, and generating a database schema and REFINe source code for primitive objects from that data.

4.6.2 Populating Database with Domain Knowledge. One of the tools available with the ITASCA OODBMS is its Active Data Editor (ADE™). It allows the user of the OODBMS to create instances of the classes in the domain-definition object model to describe a given application domain. We found from experience that the object model we developed was very good for defining the inheritance relationships, showing abstract versus concrete, and identifying attributes, but it got busy very quickly when we tried to put a lot of detail on it. For that reason, we developed some data collection forms to use in conjunction with the object model to make it simpler for the Domain Engineer to input data into the database. Appendix A has a description of each data collection form, as well as example completed forms for all the primitives in the logic circuits domain. These are just tools to help organize the data, but we found it very helpful to have these all filled out before attempting to enter the data into the database. Appendix D contains the scenario of defining the logic circuits domain using the domain-definition object model and the ITASCA ADE.

Once the Domain Engineer enters the domain knowledge into the database, as we did in Appendix D, we have access to enough domain knowledge to produce a database schema capable of storing instances of domain primitives. The domain knowledge, coupled with some knowledge of the structure of the application composer’s source code, enables us to generate REFINe source code for the primitive objects of the domain. The next two sections describe these two capabilities.

4.6.3 Automatic Generation of Database Schema. With knowledge of the domain now captured in the database, we needed to write a set of database methods to use that knowledge to generate a database schema for storing domain-specific data. The database
methods serve as a template for the commands needed to generate a database schema. The template for defining a class in the database schema is shown in Figure 4.10.

There can be from zero to many attributes defined for a class. In the above case three attributes are defined. We do not currently use class attributes, so the class attributes field will always be empty. The words in upper-case represent the “place holders” in the template that are filled with instance data from the DOMAIN-DEF object model.

To continue with the logic circuits domain, the instance of the DOMAIN-DEF class in Figure 4.9 has the name CIRCUITS. Recall too that instances of DOMAIN-DEF serve as our container class and inherit from the architecture primitive. The code generated from this instance data is in Figure 4.11.

The algorithm the database method follows is to then visit each object class in the ico-object-classes relationship and produce the code for each of these object classes. Some object classes have an ico-data-objects relationship. So, while visiting those object

Figure 4.10 ITASCA Schema Template

Figure 4.11 ITASCA Class Definition of CIRCUITS Class
(def-class CIRCUITS :superclasses (OCU-PRIMITIVE ) :attributes () :class-attributes () )
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classes, all DATA-OBJECTS in the ico-data-objects relationship are visited to produce the appropriate code. The code for the instance of ABSTRACT-CLASS named GATE is in Figure 4.12.

Note that the 3 DATA-OBJECTS in the ico-data-objects relationship were visited and their corresponding code was produced. The ITASCA code to generate the database schema for the entire logic circuits domain is in Appendix B.

4.6.4 Automatic Generation of REFINE Source Code. We also needed to write a set of methods to use the domain knowledge captured in the database to produce REFINE source code for the primitive objects of the domain. The same general process used to generate the database schema is also used to generate the REFINE source code. The methods encapsulate the knowledge that represents a template for defining domain primitives in REFINE source code. The instances of data in the DOMAIN-DEF object model are visited in the proper order to fill in the blanks in the template. The REFINE source code generated by these methods can be found in Section B.2. This code can be compiled by REFINE, and be used in the REFINE Object Base to define the logic circuits domain for the application composer.
4.7 Incorporation of Concurrent Research Results

There were a number of concurrent research efforts on the domain-oriented application composition environment that we needed to stay abreast of, especially in the area of improving the visual interface (8) and support for an application executive (11, 36).

4.7.1 Changes for the Visual Interface. Cossentine (8) completely changed the face of Architect's visual interface by introducing bitmapped icons for representing domain primitive objects. Our effort in supporting these changes were:

1. Support the storage of the bitmapped icon definitions within the database, allowing them to be read directly from the database rather than separate files.
2. Allow the Domain Engineer to associate the name of bitmapped-icons to correspond to primitive definitions in his domain model.
3. Ensure our source code generation method provided the necessary code to read in the bitmap information from the database when the domain model gets loaded from the database to the Architect object base in REFINE.

4.7.2 Addition of Application Executive Services. Welgan (36) researched the ability to have application executives support different operating environments, to include discrete event simulation and real-time applications. Although we do not support any of the new application areas he worked on, the domain model representation for the OCU model was modified to support his research. Specifically, imports and exports from lower level subsystems were moved up to the highest level subsystem. These changes were application specific, so they did not affect our abstract OCU database schema. However, our mappings for correctly saving and restoring these objects had to be modified to support these changes.

4.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the logic circuits domain as the validating domain for our work. We then developed an object model of the logic circuits domain using Rumbaugh's Object Modeling Technique. We presented our object model of the OCU
Architecture and introduced the concept of the Domain-Definition Object Model. By populating the Domain-Definition Object Model with knowledge of a domain, we showed that we could

1. Automatically generate in the technology base, the database schema for the newly defined domain, and
2. Automatically generate the REFINE source code to define the domain in the Domain-Oriented Application Composition Environment.

Finally, we described the integration of the ITASCA OODBMS version of the technology base with the original file-based version of Architect. In the next chapter we describe the testing we conducted to validate our work. We describe the stand-alone testing we did for each of the functional components and the integration testing we did to ensure all the pieces worked together properly.
V. Validation and Analysis

5.1 Introduction

The validation domain used for AVSI with database capabilities was digital circuits, the same domain used by Anderson and Randour for Architect. This chapter discusses the validation of our research using this domain and presents an assessment of AVSI with database capability.

Since we did our development for this research in parallel with each other, each branch was tested separately, followed by a complete test of the entire project. The following sections summarize the testing methodology and results.

5.2 Testing of AVSI with Database Capabilities

As noted before, we developed the database capabilities for AVSI using a rapid-prototyping, evolutionary development approach. The goal was to be able to store and retrieve applications composed in AVSI sessions. Testing, in a rapid-prototyping approach, is done in parallel and in conjunction with development.

We used the following test objectives:

1. The ability to successfully store a composed application in the database.
   (a) Verify each object in the REFINE object base that is supposed to be saved in the database gets instantiated.
   (b) Verify the attribute values of each object created in the database.
   (c) Verify the structural relationships of the application stored in the database.

2. The ability to successfully load an application stored in the database into the REFINE object base.
   (a) Verify that each object stored in the database gets instantiated in the REFINE object base.
   (b) Verify the attribute values of each object created in the REFINE object base.
(c) Verify the structural relationships of the application in the \textit{REFINE} object base.

(d) Ensure the application loaded into the \textit{REFINE} object base correctly executes.

(e) Store the application loaded from the database to a file, and compare it with the file created when the application was originally composed.

Before beginning development of code, we first had to instantiate the \textit{ITASCA} schema developed for the circuits domain in Figure 4.1. We input this information directly into \textit{ITASCA} using the schema editor tool provided.

The first phase of development and testing involved saving an application into the database. The goal was to load an entire application from the file-based technology base and save it to the database. After each attempt, we walked through the instances contained in the database, verifying that all necessary objects existed and that each contained the correct data. This was accomplished incrementally. First, we attempted to just create the necessary objects; next, we copied and verified the object's attribute values; finally, we added the structure by updating and verifying the relationships between objects. After each iteration was verified, we deleted all of the objects in the database to begin the next step. Upon complete verification of the database instances, this phase of development was almost complete. It could not be completely verified until the next phase was also completed.

The next phase of development and testing built on the first phase; now we must be able to load the saved application from the database back into the \textit{REFINE} object base during an AVSI session. Again, this was done incrementally, first building the objects, then updating the attributes. We manually verified these steps using the object browser feature of \textit{REFINE}. After passing the manual verification, we verified that the application would execute properly within the AVSI session. The final verification involved saving the application loaded from the database back out to the file-based technology base under a different file name. We compared the original source file, used in one AVSI session to populate the database, with the file generated under a separate session and saved out to file. We repeated this final verification for each of the validated applications contained in
the file-based technology base; after completing this verification, the database technology base contained the same information as the file-based version.

5.3 Testing of Database Methods

We developed two sets of database methods that traverse the DOMAIN-DEF structures in the ITASCA database, extracting domain knowledge to produce domain and schema definitions for the Domain-Oriented Application Composition Environment. Before testing could start, we had to instantiate the ITASCA schema for the DOMAIN-DEF object model. We did this by using the interactive ITASCA Schema Editor. We then populated the database with the definition of the logic circuits domain. We used the ITASCA Active Data Editor to do this, just as a Domain Specialist would be expected to do when defining a new domain. Once we had the knowledge of the logic circuits domain loaded into the database, we could test the two sets of methods we developed.

We used the following test objectives:

1. The ability to represent domain knowledge with instances of the Domain-Definition object model.
2. The ability to automatically generate a database schema definition in the ITASCA database from instances of the Domain-Definition object model.
3. The ability to automatically generate REFINE source code to load a domain definition into the REFINE Object Base from instances of the Domain-Definition object model.

5.3.1 Testing Methods that Generate Database Schemas. The first step in testing the schema generation methods was to manually derive the set of ITASCA commands needed to create a database schema for the logic circuits domain. We verified that our set of commands was syntactically correct by using them to instantiate the schema interactively through the ITASCA Schema Editor. At this point we manually verified that the schema we generated would be sufficient to store instances of the domain primitives. We then executed the set of methods to automatically generate the database schema for the logic circuits domain, sending the output to a file. Next we compared the schema generation
commands produced by the methods with the ones we had produced manually. We deferred the functional testing of the schema until integration testing when the database load and retrieve capabilities would also be available.

5.3.2 Testing Methods that Generate REFINe Source Code. We took a similar approach to testing this set of methods. In this case, we already had source code to generate the logic circuits domain from the baseline Domain-Oriented Application Composition System. We executed the set of methods to automatically generate the REFINe source code for the logic circuits domain, sending the output to a file. Although the format was somewhat different (indentations, line spacing, etc), we could verify that the automatically generated code would produce the same results in the REFINe object base as the baseline code. We further tested our code by starting an Architect session and loading the domain from our file instead of the baseline files. We then used Architect to compose and execute applications in the logic circuits domain to verify that Architect still worked properly.

5.4 Testing of Integrated System

Now that each piece of the project had passed stand-alone testing, it was time to put it all together. Before integration testing began, we deleted all instance data and schema definitions generated from stand-alone testing described in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. We now had a clean environment for integration testing.

We first played the role of the Domain Engineer, using the ITASCA ADE to enter the circuits domain definition. We then initialized an AVSI session in REFINe, using our database version. We ran the subprogram provided for the Domain Engineer which generates the ITASCA schema for a domain and also generates and compiles the REFINe source code for the AVSI domain model. If no errors are encountered, the database schema is committed and the REFINe executable is saved in the database. When this was successful, we manually verified the schema using the schema editor and verified the source code by examining the file. We also intentionally introduced errors to ensure that our error detection functioned properly.
Having successfully completed and verified the Domain Engineer function, we shut AVSI down. We now needed to verify that the products created could be used by an Application Specialist. We started a new AVSI session, and composed a new application. After verifying the application could execute properly, we saved a copy of it to both the file system and the database. We would use the file system version later for verification.

Once again we shut AVSI down and started a new session. We reloaded our saved application from the database and verified its execution within the AVSI environment. Once execution was verified, we saved the application to a new file and compared this to the previously saved file. Having successfully accomplished this, we began the process of loading in each saved application from the file system and saving them to the database. In another AVSI session, we reloaded each application from the database, verified its execution, saved it to a different file, and compared the two file versions. When this was completed, we again had an exact copy of the file-based technology base saved in the database.

5.5 Validating Support for Concurrent Research Results

In order to support concurrent research, we developed our changes to Architect in isolation starting from a known baseline. As each successive baseline was created and verified by other researchers, we incorporated and tested all of their changes into our code. This kept our code in line with the latest baseline during our development. Each time a new baseline was created, we worked closely with its developer to test any new functionality added, as well as to verify no functionality was lost.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed the stand-alone and integration testing of our work. We presented the test objectives for each functional component and described the tests to ensure we had met those objectives. Finally, we described the integration testing we did to ensure all the functional components worked properly together. The results of our testing verified that we had accomplished the goals we had set for this research. In the next
chapter we discuss the conclusions we draw from our research and make recommendations for future research.
VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

The objective of this research was to demonstrate that an OODBMS could be used as a Modeling Library for managing complex, object-oriented software simulation components. We wanted to show that integrating an object-oriented database with a domain-oriented application composition system would create a software engineering environment that promotes reuse of software artifacts stored in a domain-oriented technology base. We demonstrated this by integrating the ITASCA OODBMS with the Architect domain-oriented application composition system. In this integrated environment, the OODBMS serves as the central repository (technology base) for domain-specific artifacts such as primitive domain components, subsystems, visualization data, and composed applications.

We first examined the current literature on object-oriented database systems in an attempt to define what capabilities they could provide, and how they could aid us in reaching our goal. Some of the OODBMS capabilities we felt would be most important for integrating Architect into this software engineering environment were a dynamic schema editing capability to aid in rapid prototyping, support for a Common Lisp environment to be compatible with Architect, support for versioning to manage multiple versions of the same data, and a distributed database capability to allow multiple sites to access the data simultaneously. We selected the ITASCA OODBMS because we felt it provided the best mix of these capabilities for our new software engineering environment.

The Architect system we began with functioned in a stand-alone environment (refer to Figure 3.2). Figure 6.1 shows the environment that Architect operates in as a result of this thesis. Note that all of the file system interfaces on the left-hand side of the figure are simply what existed before our integration of Architect with an OODBMS. None of the existing file-based functionality was removed, and the added database functionality is shown on the right-hand side of Figure 6.1.

A new load file is provided for the Application Specialist to take advantage of the database capabilities we have added. DIALECT and INTERVISTA are automatically loaded just as they were with the file-based system; however, the Architect software and
OCU architecture model are now loaded directly from the database. Unlike the previous implementation, no domain-specific information is loaded upon startup. The first time the Application Specialist refers to a domain, that domain's grammar, domain model, and primitive descriptions are generated by the transformation methods and loaded into the REFINE object base. Note that the grammar is loaded to maintain the previous file-based functionality only; the database implementation eliminates the requirement for the domain-specific grammar. When the primitive descriptions are loaded into the REFINE object base, the icon bitmap information is also loaded from the database, eliminating the need for a visual grammar.
The menu for loading and saving applications now contains options to specify either the database or the file system. If the Application Specialist loads from the database version of the technology base and uses the database for storage and retrieval, then the requirement for running REFINE from a specified directory structure is eliminated. This also ensures that all user's are using the same version of the software, as it is now centrally located. In the file-based version, many copies of the source code can exist in many user's directories, making configuration management much more difficult.

We developed a domain-definition meta-model using Rumbaugh's object modeling technique (29) to define a class of domain-oriented object models. We instantiated this meta-model as a schema in the ITASCA OODBMS, and populated the database with the description of an object model we developed for the logic circuits domain. With this meta-model resident in the database, the Domain Engineer can now enter the results of his domain analysis directly into the database using the ADE tool provided with ITASCA. All of the restrictive, implementation-dependent naming conventions have been removed, as well as the requirement to define the domain in a target implementation language.

Having the logic circuits domain formally defined in the database allowed us to write database methods to transform the logic circuits object model into other formal representations. We wrote two such sets of database methods to operate on instances of the domain-definition meta-model. One set of methods encapsulates the knowledge necessary to transform domain-definition data into the REFINE source code used to instantiate a domain in the REFINE object base. These methods automatically generate the implementation-dependent naming conventions of the target language. The other set of methods transform the same domain-definition data into the ITASCA schema-creation commands needed to store domain artifacts in the ITASCA OODBMS. As the technology base of domains and architectures grows, so does the importance of having automatic transformations from a domain description to other formal representations required by client applications.
6.1 Conclusions

Using an OODBMS for the technology base in a domain-oriented application composition environment (and other object-based software engineering tools) provides distinct advantages over using a file-based technology base. We successfully demonstrated this by integrating the ITASCA Distributed OODBMS with the Architect Domain-Oriented Application Composition System. The OODBMS technology base not only provides all the functionality previously available from the Architect file-based technology base, but provides significant additional capabilities as well.

The greatest benefit of our prototype domain-oriented application composition environment is the ability to maintain domain data in object-model form throughout its life-cycle. The Domain Engineer can input the object-model for a domain directly into our prototype domain-oriented application composition environment, eliminating the need to artificially flatten the object model into a structure compatible with a file-based technology base. For Architect, this eliminated the need for the domain-specific grammar and the visual-system grammar which were used to parse file-based descriptions of domain data between the file system and the object base.

We also found that, for a given domain, there is a minimal set of data reflected in an object model that is duplicated many times when the object model is flattened to conform to a file-based format. By keeping the domain data encapsulated in one location in the database, we eliminate the duplication of data, and we can better protect it from corruption. Changes to domain data are now centralized, and we are guaranteed that all applications accessing the database are working with the same domain definition.

The OODBMS technology base greatly increases the reusability of not only the domain-oriented artifacts stored in the database, but of the domain and architecture models used to implement a domain-oriented application composition environment as well.

The OODBMS environment is much more conducive to exploiting the power offered by object modeling and model-based software development. We found it to be a very natural environment in which to develop a meta-model for domain models, enabling us to define domains in an implementation-independent way. By abstracting a class of models
into a meta-model and implementing that meta-model in an OODBMS we can significantly reduce the effort required to generate multiple versions of the same or similar data. Our development and implementation of a domain-definition meta-model demonstrated this capability.

6.2 Recommendations for Further Research

- Develop a Meta-Model of Architecture Models

Just as we developed a meta-model for a class of domain models, a meta-model describing a class of architecture models should be investigated. Architect is based on the OCU architecture model, but if a common formal description of architecture models existed, it would ease the transformation of reusable software artifacts between architectures, thereby improving reusability. Gool (11) conducted some research into alternative architectures for systems like Architect that might be helpful.

- Further Abstract the Transformation Methods for the Domain-Definition Model

Currently the methods in the domain-definition meta-model encapsulate knowledge of the target environment. In the case of the methods used to generate the database schema, the methods encapsulate knowledge of the grammar for the ITASCA schema-generation code. In the case of the methods used to generate the REFINE source code, knowledge of the REFINE programming language is encapsulated in the methods. These transformation methods may be further abstracted to allow a formal description of the target environment be an input to the method. Instead of embedding implementation-specific details in the methods, generalize the methods to take as input all the affected models and perform the transformations based solely on inputs. This way, a new set of methods won’t have to be written for each environment wishing to access reusable artifacts from a domain.

- Provide Additional Functionality for Meta-Models

Currently, there are very limited syntactic, semantic, and consistency checks done when the domain-definition meta-model is populated with the definition of a domain.
Methods could be written to perform these types of checks for the Domain and Software Engineers.

- Investigate using the OODBMS for a dynamic simulation environment

  We have concentrated on the static portion of the J-MASS modeling library in our research. The capability to execute simulations of applications in the OODBMS should be investigated. Halloran (12) did some preliminary work in this area.

- Incorporate Other Domains and Architectures

  We attempted to make our work scalable by encapsulating domain and architecture data separately, and relating them through inheritance. The introduction of more architectures (11) and more domains like the digital signal processing domain (34) is needed to further validate these capabilities. As more domains and architectures become available, additional research opportunities arise, such as the sharing of domain artifacts between domains and architectures.

- Explore Versioning and Schema Evolution Capabilities of OODBMS

  The Versioning and Schema Evolution Capabilities offered by the OODBMS could be very beneficial to both the end-user Application Specialist working with different versions of domain data, and the Domain and Software Engineers developing new architectures and domain models.

6.3 Final Comments

The domain-oriented application composition environment described in this thesis is a significant step in the right direction toward developing a modeling library for J-MASS. It also serves as a proof of concept for some uses of object-oriented database management systems in software development and composition systems. It is no longer necessary to corrupt object-oriented data into a flattened structure in order to store it in a technology base. By storing object-oriented data in its natural object-oriented form, you maintain those characteristics that led you to use the object paradigm in the first place! With methods stored in the database, new views of abstract data only require the writing of a new method. Once written, it resides with the data, and becomes a tool available to
many users. The isolation of data from specific implementations greatly improves the productivity of software engineering professionals as well as application specialists. Using an OODBMS as the technology base for a set of object-based tools is a natural progression in the effort to capitalize on the benefits offered by the object paradigm.
Appendix A. Description of Technology Base Primitives for Logic Circuits Domain

This appendix contains a brief description of the data collection forms used to capture domain knowledge for a given application domain. Having the data in this form makes it easier for the domain specialist to enter the data into the ITASCA OODBMS. Section A.2 has all the forms that were filled out to define the logic circuits domain. Appendix B lists all the REFINE code that is generated from this data by the ITASCA database methods. The code is used by the AVSI/Architect system to define the primitives of the logic circuits domain.

A.1 Description of Data Collection Forms

Figure A.1 Data Collection Form for DOMAIN-DEF Class

The contents of the Name field on this form are used to name an application domain. Figure A.9, the completed DOMAIN-DEF form for the logic circuits domain, has the value "circuits" in the name field. The corresponding object class created as a result of this data is the "circuits" abstract class near the top of Figure 4.1. You can also see from the Domain-Definition Object Model illustrated in Figure 4.7, that the DOMAIN-DEF class has an is-composed-of relationship with the OBJECT-CLASS class. The completed DOMAIN-DEF form (Figure A.9) for the circuits domain lists all the object classes needed to define the logic circuits domain. This can be verified by comparing Figure A.9 to Figure 4.1. The description field is optional on this and all other data collection forms.
The Object-Class data collection form is used to describe all the object classes in an application domain. In the case of the logic circuits domain, there are 15 of these forms, one for each object class below “circuits” in Figure 4.1. The logic circuits forms are presented from Figure A.10 through Figure A.24. The form provides for a way to identify whether a class is abstract or concrete. The name field provides the name of the object class. The superclass field is used to describe the hierarchy depicted in Figure 4.1. Note that the data collection form in Figure A.12 which defines the GATE class, lists Circuit-Artifact as its superclass. Figure 4.1, consequently, shows Circuit-Artifact as the superclass of the GATE class.

Recall from the Domain-Definition Object Model in Figure 4.7 that an OBJECT-CLASS class has an is-composed-of relationship with the DATA-OBJECT class. The OBJECT-CLASS form has a place to identify those DATA-OBJECTs that are part of this relationship. Each DATA-OBJECT must be further defined as an attribute, constant, coefficient, input, or output using the legend at the bottom of the form.
The OCU-ATTRIBUTES form provides a space for each attribute's name, its type (i.e., string, symbol, real, etc), an initial value, and an optional description.

The OCU-CONSTANTS form provides a space for each attribute's name, its type (i.e., string, symbol, real, etc), an initial value, and an optional description.
Figure A.5  Data Collection Form for OCU Coefficients

The OCU-COEFFICIENTS form provides a space for each coefficient’s name, initial value and optional description.

Figure A.6  Data Collection Form for OCU Inputs

The OCU-INPUTS form provides a space for each input’s name, its type (i.e., string, symbol, real, etc), and its category, as well as an optional description.
Figure A.7  Data Collection Form for OCU Outputs

The OCU-OUTPUTS form provides a space for each output's name, its type (i.e., string, symbol, real, etc), its category, and an optional description.

Figure A.8  Data Collection Form for OCU Functions

The REFINE-FUNCTION data collection form provides space for each function's name. The UPDATE space allows the domain specialist to identify whether a function is to be used as a function's update function or not. The actual REFINE code can be written in the block provided.
A.2 Completed Data Collection Forms for the Logic Circuits Domain

Figure A.9 Completed Data Collection Form for DOMAIN-DEF

Figure A.10 Completed Data Collection Form for Circuit-Artifact OBJECT-CLASS
Figure A. Completed Data Collection Form for Component OBJECT-CLASS

Figure A.12 Completed Data Collection Form for Gate OBJECT-CLASS
Figure A.13  Completed Data Collection Form for Switch OBJECT-CLASS

Figure A.14  Completed Data Collection Form for LED OBJECT-CLASS
Figure A.15  Completed Data Collection Form for And-Gate OBJECT-CLASS

Figure A.16  Completed Data Collection Form for Or-Gate OBJECT-CLASS
Figure A.17 Completed Data Collection Form for Nand-Gate OBJECT-CLASS

Figure A.18 Completed Data Collection Form for Nor-Gate OBJECT-CLASS
Figure A.19  Completed Data Collection Form for Not-Gate OBJECT-CLASS

Figure A.20  Completed Data Collection Form for Counter OBJECT-CLASS
Figure A.21  Completed Data Collection Form for Multiplexer OBJECT-CLASS

Figure A.22  Completed Data Collection Form for Half-Adder OBJECT-CLASS
Figure A.23  Completed Data Collection Form for Decoder OBJECT-CLASS

Figure A.24  Completed Data Collection Form for JK-Flip-Flop OBJECT-CLASS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>INIT VAL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>SYMBOL</td>
<td>RED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THRESHOLD</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEBOUNCED</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLD-Delay</td>
<td>REAL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURER</td>
<td>STRING</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLL-LEVEL</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THRESHOLD-POSITION</td>
<td>STRING</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER-LEVEL</td>
<td>REAL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETUP-Delay</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.25  Completed Data Collection Form for Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>INIT VAL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK; NO CONSTANTS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.26  Completed Data Collection Form for Constants
### Completed Data Collection Form for Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>INIT VAL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAS-COUNT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Completed Data Collection Form for OCU-Inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLK</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOCK</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEREY</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure A.27  Completed Data Collection Form for Coefficients

Figure A.28  Completed Data Collection Form for OCU-Inputs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSR</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>BOOLEAN</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.29  Completed Data Collection Form for OCU-Outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>UPDATE</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AND-GATE-UPDATE1</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTER-UPDATE1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROODER-UPDATE1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALF-ADDER-UPDATE1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JK-UPDATE1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL-FLIP-FLOP-UPDATE</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED-ON-OFF-UPDATE</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED-7-P-UPDATE</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS-UPDATE1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND-GATE-UPDATE1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR-GATE-UPDATE1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT-GATE-UPDATE1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT-GATE-UPDATE2</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT-GATE-UPDATE3</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.30  Completed Data Collection Form for REFINE-FUNCTION
Figure A.31  
Completed Data Collection Form for REFINE-FUNCTION
Appendix B. Code Automatically Generated By ITASCA Methods

B.1 Database Schema Generated By ITASCA Methods

(def-class CIRCUITS
  :superclasses (OCU-PRIMITIVE )
  :attributes ()
  :class-attributes ()

(def-class circuit-artifact
  :superclasses (CIRCUITS )
  :attributes (manufacturer
                  :domain string
                  :init "none specified" )
  :class-attributes ()

(def-class gate
  :superclasses (circuit-artifact )
  :attributes (delay
                 :domain integer
                 :init 0 )

  (mil-spec?
    :domain T
    :init nil )

  (power-level
    :domain float
    :init 0.0 )
  :class-attributes ()

(def-class nor-gate
  :superclasses (gate )
  :attributes ()
  :class-attributes ()

(def-class nand-gate
  :superclasses (gate )
  :attributes ()
  :class-attributes ()

(def-class or-gate
  :superclasses (gate )
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(def-class not-gate
:superclasses (gate)
:attributes ( )
:class-attributes ()

(def-class and-gate
:superclasses (gate)
:attributes ( )
:class-attributes ()

(def-class component
:superclasses (circuit-artifact)
:attributes ( delay
:domain integer
:init 0 )

(mil-spec?
:domain T
:init nil )

(power-level
:domain float
:init 0.0 )
)
:class-attributes ()

(def-class decoder
:superclasses (component)
:attributes ( )
:class-attributes ()

(def-class jk-flip-flop
:superclasses (component)
:attributes ( set-up-delay
:domain integer
:init 0 )

(hold-delay
:domain float
:init 0.0 )

(state
 :domain T
 :init nil)
 :class-attributes ()
 (def-class half-adder
 :superclasses (component)
 :attributes ()
 :class-attributes ()
 (def-class counter
 :superclasses (component)
 :attributes (the-count
 :domain integer
 :init 0)
 :class-attributes ()
 (def-class mux
 :superclasses (component)
 :attributes ()
 :class-attributes ()
 (def-class led
 :superclasses (circuit-artifact)
 :attributes (color
 :domain symbol
 :init red)
 :class-attributes ()
 (def-class switch
 :superclasses (circuit-artifact)
 :attributes (
 (delay
 :domain integer
 :init 0)
 (debounced
 :domain T
 :init nil)
B.2 REFINE Source Code Generated By ITASCA Methods

The following REFINE source code was produced by the Methods we developed in ITASCA. This source file corresponds to the digital logic circuits domain.

```refine
!! in-package("AVSI")
!! in-grammar('user)

"This is the CIRCUITS domain"
var CIRCUITS : object-class subtype-of Primitive-Obj

"circuit-artifact is the highest level you can add domain specific attributes"
var circuit-artifact : object-class subtype-of CIRCUITS

"superclass for all elementary circuit items"
var gate : object-class subtype-of circuit-artifact

"The NOR Gate combines its two inputs together (after the appropriate delay) as follows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input1</th>
<th>input2</th>
<th>output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

" var nor-gate : object-class subtype-of gate

"The NAND Gate combines its two inputs together (after the appropriate delay) as follows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input1</th>
<th>input2</th>
<th>output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

" var nand-gate : object-class subtype-of gate

"The OR Gate combines its two inputs together
```
(after the appropriate delay) as follows

input1 | input2 | output
--------|--------|--------
 F      | F      | F      
 F      | T      | T      
 T      | F      | T      
 T      | T      | T      

"var or-gate : object-class subtype-of gate"

"The NOT Gate takes one input and inverts it (after the appropriate delay) as follows

input | output
--------|--------
 F      | T      
 T      | F      

"var not-gate : object-class subtype-of gate"

"The AND Gate combines its two inputs together (after the appropriate delay) as follows

input1 | input2 | output
--------|--------|--------
 F      | F      | F      
 F      | T      | F      
 T      | F      | F      
 T      | T      | T      

"var and-gate : object-class subtype-of gate"

"superclass for all composite items in circuits domain"
var component : object-class subtype-of circuit-artifact

"description for decoder"
var decoder : object-class subtype-of component

"description for jk-flip-flop"
var jk-flip-flop : object-class subtype-of component

"description for half-adder"
var half-adder : object-class subtype-of component

"description for description for counter"
var counter : object-class subtype-of component

"description for mux"
var mux : object-class subtype-of component
"description for led"
var led : object-class subtype-of circuit-artifact

"description for switch"
var switch : object-class subtype-of circuit-artifact

var nor-gate-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
      'import-name, 'in1,
      'import-category, 'signal,
      'import-type-data, 'boolean),

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
      'import-name, 'in2,
      'import-category, 'signal,
      'import-type-data, 'boolean)}

var nor-gate-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
      'export-name, 'out1,
      'export-category, 'signal,
      'export-type-data, 'boolean})

var nor-gate-coefficients : map(nor-gate, set(name-value-obj))
    computed-using
    nor-gate-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-nor-gate-NAMES-UNIQUE
unique-names-class('nor-gate, true)

"gate (abstract-class) 1"
var nor-gate-delay : map(nor-gate, integer)
    computed-using
    nor-gate-delay(x) = 0

"gate (abstract-class) 2"
var nor-gate-mil-spec? : map(nor-gate, boolean)
    computed-using
    nor-gate-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"gate (abstract-class) 3"
var nor-gate-power-level : map(nor-gate, real)
    computed-using
    nor-gate-power-level(x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"
var nor-gate-manufacturer : map(nor-gate, string)
    computed-using
        nor-gate-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

function NOR-GATE-UPDATE1 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
                             nor-gate : NOR-GATE) =

format(debug-on, "NOR-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE1 on \"s\"%, name(nor-gate));

let (ini : boolean = get-import('in1, subsystem, nor-gate),
     in2 : boolean = get-import('in2, subsystem, nor-gate))

set-export(subsystem, nor-gate, 'out1, "(ini or in2)"

function NOR-GATE-UPDATE2 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
                             nor-gate : NOR-GATE) =

format(t, "NOR-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE2 on \"s\"%, name(nor-gate))

var nor-gate-update-function : map(nor-gate, symbol)
    computed-using
        nor-gate-update-function(x) = 'NOR-GATE-UPDATE1

var decoder-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'in1,
        'import-category, 'signal,
        'import-type-data, 'boolean),

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'in2,
        'import-category, 'signal,
        'import-type-data, 'boolean),

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'in3,
        'import-category, 'signal,
        'import-type-data, 'boolean)}

var decoder-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
        'export-name, 'm0,
        'export-category, 'signal,
'export-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
   'export-name, 'm1,
   'export-category, 'signal,
   'export-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
   'export-name, 'm2,
   'export-category, 'signal,
   'export-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
   'export-name, 'm3,
   'export-category, 'signal,
   'export-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
   'export-name, 'm4,
   'export-category, 'signal,
   'export-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
   'export-name, 'm5,
   'export-category, 'signal,
   'export-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
   'export-name, 'm6,
   'export-category, 'signal,
   'export-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
   'export-name, 'm7,
   'export-category, 'signal,
   'export-type-data, 'boolean)}

var decoder-coefficients : map(decoder, set(name-value-obj))
computed-using
decoder-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-decoder-NAMES-UNIQUE
unique-names-class('decoder, true)
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"This is the delay (in nanoseconds) between the time the gate receives it's input(s) and the time the output is available"  
var decoder-delay : map(decoder, integer)  
  computed-using  
    decoder-delay(x) = 0

"A true value means the gate meets exacting military specifications. A false value means the gate only meets IEEE specifications"  
var decoder-mil-spec? : map(decoder, boolean)  
  computed-using  
    decoder-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"component (abstract-class) 3"  
var decoder-power-level : map(decoder, real)  
  computed-using  
    decoder-power-level(x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"  
var decoder-manufacturer : map(decoder, string)  
  computed-using  
    decoder-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

function DECODER-UPDATE1 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,  
    decoder : DECODER) =  
  let (x : boolean = get-import('i1, subsystem, decoder),  
       y : boolean = get-import('i2, subsystem, decoder),  
       z : boolean = get-import('i3, subsystem, decoder))  
  begin  
    % set all outputs to false to start; don't want any left-over  
    % values adversely affecting output.
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm0, nil);  
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm1, nil);  
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm2, nil);  
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm3, nil);  
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm4, nil);  
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm5, nil);  
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm6, nil);  
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm7, nil);  
    if "x and "y and "z then  
      set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm0, true)  
    elseif "x and "y and z then  
      set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm1, true)  
    elseif "x and y and "z then  
      set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm2, true)  
    elseif "x and y and z then  
      set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm3, true)  
    elseif x and "y and "z then  
      set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm4, true)  
  end
elseif x and 'y and 'z then
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm5, true)
elseif x and y and 'z then
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm6, true)
elseif x and y and z then
    set-export(subsystem, decoder, 'm7, true)

var decoder-update-function : map(decoder, symbol)
computed-using
    decoder-update-function(x) = 'DECODER-UPDATE1

var nand-gate-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'in1,
        'import-category, 'signal,  
        'import-type-data, 'boolean),

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'in2, 
        'import-category, 'signal,  
        'import-type-data, 'boolean))

var nand-gate-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
        'export-name, 'outi, 
        'export-category, 'signal, 
        'export-type-data, 'boolean)

var nand-gate-coefficients : map(nand-gate, set(name-value-obj))
computed-using
    nand-gate-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-nand-gate-NAMES-UNIQUE
    unique-names-class('nand-gate, true)

"gate (abstract-class) 1"
var nand-gate-delay : map(nand-gate, integer)
computed-using
    nand-gate-delay(x) = 0

"gate (abstract-class) 2"
var nand-gate-mil-spec? : map(nand-gate, boolean)
computed-using
    nand-gate-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"gate (abstract-class) 3"
var nand-gate-power-level : map(nand-gate, real)
     computed-using
     nand-gate-power-level(x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"
var nand-gate-manufacturer : map(nand-gate, string)
     computed-using
     nand-gate-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

function NAND-GATE-UPDATE1 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
   nand-gate : NAND-GATE) =

format(debug-on, "NAND-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE1 on "s", name(nand-gate));

let (in1 : boolean = get-import('in1, subsystem, nand-gate),
   in2 : boolean = get-import('in2, subsystem, nand-gate))

set-export(subsystem, nand-gate, 'out1, "(in1 & in2)"

function NAND-GATE-UPDATE2 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
   nand-gate : NAND-GATE) =

format(t, "NAND-GATE-OBJ-NEW-UPDATE on "s", name(nand-gate))

var nand-gate-update-function : map(nand-gate, symbol)
     computed-using
     nand-gate-update-function(x) = 'NAND-GATE-UPDATE1

var or-gate-input-data : set(import-obj) = { 

     set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
       'import-name, 'in1,
       'import-category, 'signal,
       'import-type-data, 'boolean),

     set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
       'import-name, 'in2,
       'import-category, 'signal,
       'import-type-data, 'boolean})

var or-gate-output-data : set(export-obj) = { 

     set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
       'export-name, 'out1,
       'export-category, 'signal,
       'export-type-data, 'boolean}
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var or-gate-coefficients : map(or-gate, set(name-value-obj))
    computed-using
        or-gate-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-or-gate-NAMES-UNIQUE
    unique-names-class('or-gate, true)

"gate (abstract-class) 1"
var or-gate-delay : map(or-gate, integer)
    computed-using
        or-gate-delay(x) = 0

"gate (abstract-class) 2"
var or-gate-mil-spec? : map(or-gate, boolean)
    computed-using
        or-gate-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"gate (abstract-class) 3"
var or-gate-power-level : map(or-gate, real)
    computed-using
        or-gate-power-level(x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"
var or-gate-manufacturer : map(or-gate, string)
    computed-using
        or-gate-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

function OR-GATE-UPDATE1 (subsystem : subsystem-obj, 
    or-gate : OR-GATE) = 
    format(debug-on, "OR-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE1 on "s"", name(or-gate));
    let (ini : boolean = get-import('in1, subsystem, or-gate),
        in2 : boolean = get-import('in2, subsystem, or-gate))
    set-export(subsystem, or-gate, 'out1, (ini or in2))

function OR-GATE-UPDATE2 (subsystem : subsystem-obj, 
    or-gate : OR-GATE) =
    format(t, "OR-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE2 on "s"", name(or-gate))
    var or-gate-update-function : map(or-gate, symbol)
        computed-using
            or-gate-update-function(x) = 'OR-GATE-UPDATE1
    var led-input-data : set(import-obj) = {
        set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj, 
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'import-name, 'ini,  
'import-category, 'signal,  
'import-type-data, 'boolean)  

var led-output-data : set(export-obj) = { }  

var led-coefficients : map(led, set(name-value-obj))  
    computed-using  
        led-coefficients(x) = {}  

form MAKE-led-NAMES-UNIQUE  
    unique-names-class('led, true)  

"led 1"  
var led-color : map(led, symbol)  
    computed-using  
        led-color(x) = 'red  

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"  
var led-manufacturer : map(led, string)  
    computed-using  
        led-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"  

function LED-ON-OFF-UPDATE (subsystem : subsystem-obj,  
    led : LED) =  

    format(debug-on, "LED-OBJ-ON-OFF-UPDATE on \"s\"%, name(led));  
    let (display-value : symbol = 'off)  
    (if get-import('ini, subsystem, led) then  
        display-value <- 'on  
    );  
    format(true, "LED \"s = \"s\"%, name(led), display-value)  

function LED-T-F-UPDATE (subsystem : subsystem-obj,  
    led : LED) =  

    format(debug-on, "LED-OBJ-T-F-UPDATE on \"s\"%, name(led));  
    let (display-value : symbol = 'false)  
    (if get-import('ini, subsystem, led) then  
        display-value <- 'true  
    );  
    format(true, "LED \"s = \"s\"%, name(led), display-value)  

var led-update-function : map(led, symbol)  
    computed-using
led-update-function(x) = 'LED-ON-OFF-UPDATE

var jk-flip-flop-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

  set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
    'import-name, 'j,
    'import-category, 'signal,
    'import-type-data, 'boolean),

  set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
    'import-name, 'k,
    'import-category, 'signal,
    'import-type-data, 'boolean),

  set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
    'import-name, 'clk,
    'import-category, 'signal,
    'import-type-data, 'boolean))

var jk-flip-flop-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

  set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
    'export-name, 'q,
    'export-category, 'signal,
    'export-type-data, 'boolean),

  set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
    'export-name, 'q-bar,
    'export-category, 'signal,
    'export-type-data, 'boolean))

var jk-flip-flop-coefficients : map(jk-flip-flop, set(name-value-obj))
computed-using
  jk-flip-flop-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-jk-flip-flop-NAMES-UNIQUE
  unique-names-class('jk-flip-flop, true)

"jk-flip-flop 1"
var jk-flip-flop-set-up-delay : map(jk-flip-flop, integer)
  computed-using
    jk-flip-flop-set-up-delay(x) = 0

"jk-flip-flop 2"
var jk-flip-flop-hold-delay : map(jk-flip-flop, real)
  computed-using
jk-flip-flop-hold-delay(x) = 0.0

"jk-flip-flop 3"
var jk-flip-flop-state : map(jk-flip-flop, boolean)
    computed-using
    jk-flip-flop-state(x) = nil

"This is the delay (in nanoseconds) between the time the gate receives it's input(s) and the time the output is available"
var jk-flip-flop-delay : map(jk-flip-flop, integer)
    computed-using
    jk-flip-flop-delay(x) = 0

"A true value means the gate meets exacting military specifications
A false value means the gate only meets IEEE specifications"
var jk-flip-flop-mil-spec? : map(jk-flip-flop, boolean)
    computed-using
    jk-flip-flop-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"component (abstract-class) 3"
var jk-flip-flop-power-level : map(jk-flip-flop, real)
    computed-using
    jk-flip-flop-power-level(x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"
var jk-flip-flop-manufacturer : map(jk-flip-flop, string)
    computed-using
    jk-flip-flop-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"


    format(debug-on, "JK-FLIP-FLOP-UPDATEI on -s'\", name(jk-flip-flop));

    let j : boolean = get-import('J, subsystem, jk-flip-flop),
        k : boolean = get-import('K, subsystem, jk-flip-flop),
        clk : boolean = get-import('Clk, subsystem, jk-flip-flop)

    (if "j & k & clk then
        JK-FLIP-FLOP-STATE(jk-flip-flop) <- nil
    elseif j & k & clk then
        JK-FLIP-FLOP-STATE(jk-flip-flop) <- "JK-FLIP-FLOP-STATE(jk-flip-flop)
    elseif j & ~k and clk then
        JK-FLIP-FLOP-STATE(jk-flip-flop) <- true
    );

    set-export(subsystem, jk-flip-flop, 'Q, JK-FLIP-FLOP-STATE(jk-flip-flop));
    set-export(subsystem, jk-flip-flop, 'Q-Bar, "JK-FLIP-FLOP-STATE(jk-flip-flop))
function JK-FLIP-FLOP-UPDATE2 (subsystem : subsystem-obj, 
    jk-flip-flop : JK-FLIP-FLOP) =

    format(t, "JK-FLIP-FLOP-UPDATE2 on "s", name(jk-flip-flop))

var jk-flip-flop-update-function : map(jk-flip-flop, symbol)
computed-using
    jk-flip-flop-update-function(x) = 'JK-FLIP-FLOP-UPDATE1

var half-adder-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'in1,
        'import-category, 'signal,
        'import-type-data, 'boolean),

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'in2,
        'import-category, 'signal,
        'import-type-data, 'boolean))

var half-adder-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
        'export-name, 's,
        'export-category, 'signal,
        'export-type-data, 'boolean),

    set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
        'export-name, 'c,
        'export-category, 'signal,
        'export-type-data, 'boolean))

var half-adder-coefficients : map(half-adder, set(name-value-obj))
computed-using
    half-adder-coefficients(x) = {

form MAKE-half-adder-NAMES-UNIQUE
    unique-names-class('half-adder, true)

"This is the delay (in nanoseconds) between the time the gate
receives it's input(s) and the time the output is available"
var half-adder-delay : map(half-adder, integer)
computed-using
    half-adder-delay(x) = 0
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"A true value means the gate meets exacting military specifications
A false value means the gate only meets IEEE specifications"

var half-adder-mil-spec? : map(half-adder, boolean)
    computed-using
        half-adder-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"component (abstract-class) 3"

var half-adder-power-level : map(half-adder, real)
    computed-using
        half-adder-power-level(x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"

var half-adder-manufacturer : map(half-adder, string)
    computed-using
        half-adder-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

function HALF-ADDER-UPDATE1 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
    half-adder : HALF-ADDER) =

    let (ini boolean = get-import('in1, subsystem, half-adder),
        in2 boolean = get-import('in2, subsystem, half-adder))

    if "in1 and "in2 then
        set-export(subsystem, half-adder, 's, nil);
        set-export(subsystem, half-adder, 'c, nil)
    elseif ini and in2 then
        set-export(subsystem, half-adder, 's, true);
        set-export(subsystem, half-adder, 'c, nil)
    elseif "in1 and in2 then
        set-export(subsystem, half-adder, 's, true);
        set-export(subsystem, half-adder, 'c, nil)
    elseif in1 and in2 then
        set-export(subsystem, half-adder, 's, nil);
        set-export(subsystem, half-adder, 'c, true)

var half-adder-update-function : map(half-adder, symbol)
    computed-using
        half-adder-update-function(x) = 'HALF-ADDER-UPDATE1

var counter-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'clock,
        'import-category, 'signal,
        'import-type-data, 'boolean),

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
        'import-name, 'reset,
        'import-category, 'signal,
import-type-data, 'boolean))

var counter-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

  set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
    'export-name, 'lsb,
    'export-category, 'signal,
    'export-type-data, 'boolean),

  set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
    'export-name, 'msb,
    'export-category, 'signal,
    'export-type-data, 'boolean)}

var counter-coefficients : map(counter, set(name-value-obj))
computed-using
  counter-coefficients(x) = {
    set-attrs (make-object ('name-value-obj),
      'name-value-name, 'max-count,
      'name-value-value, 3)}

form MAKE-counter-NAMES-UNIQUE
  unique-names-class('counter, true)

"counter 1"
var counter-the-count : map(counter, integer)
computed-using
  counter-the-count(x) = 0

"This is the delay (in nanoseconds) between the time the gate receives it's input(s) and the time the output is available"
var counter-delay : map(counter, integer)
computed-using
  counter-delay(x) = 0

"A true value means the gate meets exacting military specifications
A false value means the gate only meets IEEE specifications"
var counter-mil-spec? : map(counter, boolean)
computed-using
  counter-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"component (abstract-class) 3"
var counter-power-level : map(counter, real)
computed-using
  counter-power-level(x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"
var counter-manufacturer : map(counter, string)
computed-using
counter-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

```lang
function COUNTER-UPDATE1 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
  counter : COUNTER) =

format(debug-on, "COUNTER-UPDATE1 on "s", name(counter));

let (clock : boolean = get-import('clock, subsystem, counter),
  reset : boolean = get-import('reset, subsystem, counter))

(if reset then
  COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) <- 0
else clock then
  COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) <- COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) +1
);
(if COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) >
  get-coefficient-value(counter, 'max-count) then
  COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) <- 0
);
if COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) = 0 then
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'msb, nil);
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'lsb, nil)
elseif COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) = 1 then
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'msb, nil);
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'lsb, true)
elseif COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) = 2 then
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'msb, true);
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'lsb, true)
elseif COUNTER-THE-COUNT(counter) = 3 then
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'msb, true);
  set-export(subsystem, counter, 'lsb, true)

var counter-update-function : map(counter, symbol)
  computed-using
    counter-update-function(x) = 'COUNTER-UPDATE1

var not-gate-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

  set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
    'import-name, 'in1,
    'import-category, 'signal,
    'import-type-data, 'boolean)}

var not-gate-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

  set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
    'export-name, 'out1,
    'export-category, 'signal,
    'export-type-data, 'boolean)}
```
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var not-gate-coefficients : map(not-gate, set(name-value-obj))
computed-using
not-gate-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-not-gate-NAMES-UNIQUE
unique-names-class('not-gate, true)

"gate (abstract-class) 1"
var not-gate-delay : map(not-gate, integer)
computed-using
not-gate-delay(x) = 0

"gate (abstract-class) 2"
var not-gate-mil-spec? : map(not-gate, boolean)
computed-using
not-gate-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"gate (abstract-class) 3"
var not-gate-power-level : map(not-gate, real)
computed-using
not-gate-power-level(x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"
var not-gate-manufacturer : map(not-gate, string)
computed-using
not-gate-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

function NOT-GATE-UPDATE1 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
not-gate : NOT-GATE) =
format(debug-on, "NOT-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE1 on "s"\%", name(not-gate));
let (ini boolean = get-import('inl, subsystem, not-gate))
set-export(subsystem, not-gate, 'outi, '(inl))

function NOT-GATE-UPDATE2 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
not-gate : NOT-GATE) =
format(t, "NOT-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE2 on "s"\%", name(not-gate))
var not-gate-update-function : map(not-gate, symbol)
computed-using
not-gate-update-function(x) = 'NOT-GATE-UPDATE1
var mux-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

    set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
"import-name, 'in0,
'import-category, 'signal,
'import-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
'import-name, 'in1,
'import-category, 'signal,
'import-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
'import-name, 'in2,
'import-category, 'signal,
'import-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
'import-name, 'in3,
'import-category, 'signal,
'import-type-data, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
'import-name, 's1,
'import-category, 'signal,
'import-type-data, 'boolean))

var mux-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
'export-name, 'out1,
'export-category, 'signal,
'export-type-data, 'boolean})

var mux-coefficients : map(mux, set(name-value-obj))
computed-using
mux-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-mux-NAMES-UNIQUE
unique-names-class('mux, true)

"This is the delay (in nanoseconds) between the time the gate receives its input(s) and the time the output is available"
var mux-delay : map(mux, integer)
computed-using
mux-delay(x) = 0

"A true value means the gate meets exacting military specifications
A false value means the gate only meets IEEE specifications"
var mux-mil-spec? : map(mux, boolean)
    computed-using
    mux-mil-spec?(_x) = nil

"component (abstract-class) 3"
var mux-power-level : map(mux, real)
    computed-using
    mux-power-level(_x) = 0.0

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"
var mux-manufacturer : map(mux, string)
    computed-using
    mux-manufacturer(_x) = "none specified"

function MUX-UPDATEI (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
    mux : MUX) =

    let (s0 : boolean = get-import('s0, subsystem, mux),
        s1 : boolean = get-import('s1, subsystem, mux))

    if not s0 and not s1 then
        set-export(subsystem, mux, 'out1,
            get-import('in0, subsystem, mux))

    elseif s0 and 's1 then
        set-export(subsystem, mux, 'out1,
            get-import('in1, subsystem, mux))

    elseif 's0 and s1 then
        set-export(subsystem, mux, 'out1,
            get-import('in2, subsystem, mux))

    elseif s0 and s1 then
        set-export(subsystem, mux, 'out1,
            get-import('in3, subsystem, mux))

    else
        var mux-update-function : map(mux, symbol)
            computed-using
            mux-update-function(_x) = 'MUX-UPDATE1

        var switch-input-data-set(import-obj) =
        set(import-obj) =

        var switch-output-data-set(export-obj) =

        set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
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var switch-coefficients : map(switch, set(name-value-obj))
    computed-using
    switch-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-switch-NAMES-UNIQUE
    unique-names-class('switch, true)

"switch 1"
var switch-delay : map(switch, integer)
    computed-using
    switch-delay(x) = 0

"switch 2"
var switch-debounced : map(switch, boolean)
    computed-using
    switch-debounced(x) = nil

"switch 3"
var switch-the-position : map(switch, symbol)
    computed-using
    switch-the-position(x) = 'on

"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"
var switch-manufacturer : map(switch, string)
    computed-using
    switch-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

function SWITCH-UPDATE (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
    switch : SWITCH) =

    format(debug-on, "SWITCH-UPDATE on -s" % name(switch));

    let (signal : boolean = false)

    (if SWITCH-THE-POSITION(switch) = 'ON then
        signal <- true
    );

    format(t, "Switch 'S position = 's" % name(switch),SWITCH-THE-POSITION(switch));
    set-export(subsystem, switch, 'out1, signal)

function SWITCH-NEW-UPDATE (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
    switch : SWITCH) =
format(t, "SWITCH-NEW-UPDATE on "s"X", name(switch))

var switch-update-function : map(switch, symbol)
  computed-using
      switch-update-function(x) = 'switch-update

var and-gate-input-data : set(import-obj) = {

  set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
          'import-name, 'in1,
          'import-category, 'signal,
          'import-type-data, 'boolean).

  set-attrs (make-object ('import-obj),
          'import-name, 'in2,
          'import-category, 'signal,
          'import-type-data, 'boolean)}

var and-gate-output-data : set(export-obj) = {

  set-attrs (make-object ('export-obj),
          'export-name, 'out1,
          'export-category, 'signal,
          'export-type-data, 'boolean)}

var and-gate-coefficients : map(and-gate, set(name-value-obj))
  computed-using
      and-gate-coefficients(x) = {}

form MAKE-and-gate-NAMES-UNIQUE
    unique-names-class('and-gate, true)

"gate (abstract-class) 1"
var and-gate-delay : map(and-gate, integer)
  computed-using
      and-gate-delay(x) = 0

"gate (abstract-class) 2"
var and-gate-mil-spec? : map(and-gate, boolean)
  computed-using
      and-gate-mil-spec?(x) = nil

"gate (abstract-class) 3"
var and-gate-power-level : map(and-gate, real)
  computed-using
      and-gate-power-level(x) = 0.0
"This is the name of the company that manufactured the gate"

var and-gate-manufacturer : map(and-gate, string)
    computed-using
        and-gate-manufacturer(x) = "none specified"

function AND-GATE-UPDATE1 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
    and-gate : AND-GATE) =

    format(debug-on, "AND-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE on "s"", name(and-gate));

let (in1 : boolean = get-import('in1, subsystem, and-gate),
    in2 : boolean = get-import('in2, subsystem, and-gate))

set-export(subsystem, and-gate, 'out1, in1 & in2)

function AND-GATE-UPDATE2 (subsystem : subsystem-obj,
    and-gate : AND-GATE) =

    format(t, "AND-GATE-OBJ-UPDATE2 on "s"", name(and-gate))

var and-gate-update-function : map(and-gate, symbol)
    computed-using
        and-gate-update-function(x) = 'AND-GATE-UPDATE1

var nor-gate-bitmap-l : any-type =
    cw::expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
        list('equal, 'name, "nor-gate-bitmap-l"))))

var nor-gate-bitmap-s : any-type =
    cw::expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
        list('equal, 'name, "nor-gate-bitmap-s"))))

var decoder-bitmap-l : any-type =
    cw::expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
        list('equal, 'name, "decoder-bitmap-l"))))

var decoder-bitmap-s : any-type =
    cw::expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
        list('equal, 'name, "decoder-bitmap-s"))))

var nand-gate-bitmap-l : any-type =
    cw::expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
        list('equal, 'name, "nand-gate-bitmap-l"))))

var nand-gate-bitmap-s : any-type =
    cw::expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
        list('equal, 'name, "nand-gate-bitmap-s"))))

var or-gate-bitmap-l : any-type =
    cw::expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "or-gate-bitmap-l")))

var or-gate-bitmap-s : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "or-gate-bitmap-s")));

var led-bitmap-l : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "led-bitmap-l")));

var led-bitmap-s : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "led-bitmap-s")));

var jk-flip-flop-bitmap-l : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "jk-flip-flop-bitmap-l")));

var jk-flip-flop-bitmap-s : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "jk-flip-flop-bitmap-s")));

var half-adder-bitmap-l : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "half-adder-bitmap-l")));

var half-adder-bitmap-s : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "half-adder-bitmap-s")));

var counter-bitmap-l : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "counter-bitmap-l")));

var counter-bitmap-s : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "counter-bitmap-s")));

var not-gate-bitmap-l : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "not-gate-bitmap-l")));

var not-gate-bitmap-s : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "not-gate-bitmap-s")));

var mux-bitmap-l : any-type =
cw:expr-to-bitmap(itasca::send('bitmap, itasca::select-any('icon-obj,
list('equal, 'name, "mux-bitmap-l")));

var mux-bitmap-s : any-type =
form build-CIRCUITS-val-obj
  set-attrs(make-object('viz-spec-obj),
    'name, 'CIRCUITS,
    're::zl-documentation,
    "This is the CIRCUITS domain",
    'class-specs, [

  set-attrs(make-object('class-spec-obj),
    'class-name, 'nor-gate,
    'Icon-Attributes, [

    set-attrs(make-object('Icon-Attr-Obj),
      'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
      'icon-attr-val, false),

    set-attrs(make-object('Icon-Attr-Obj),
      'icon-attr-name, 'label,
      'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

    set-attrs(make-object('Icon-Attr-Obj),
      'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
      'icon-attr-val, 0),

    set-attrs(make-object('Icon-Attr-Obj),
      'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
      'icon-attr-val, 'nor-gate-bitmap-1),

    set-attrs(make-object('Icon-Attr-Obj),
      'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
      'icon-attr-val, 'nor-gate-bitmap-s],
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'Edit-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
  'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'mil-spec?,
  'edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'power-level,
  'edit-attr-type, 'real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer,
  'edit-attr-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'name,
  'edit-attr-type, 'symbol)
],

set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
  'class-name, 'decoder,
  'Icon-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
  'icon-attr-val, false),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'label,
  'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
  'icon-attr-val, 0),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
  'icon-attr-val, 'decoder-bitmap-l),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
  'icon-attr-val, 'decoder-bitmap-s)]]

'Edit-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),

'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'mil-spec?,
'edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'power-level,
'edit-attr-type, 'real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer,
'edit-attr-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'name,
'edit-attr-type, 'symbol)],

set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
'class-name, 'nand-gate,
'Icon-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
'icon-attr-val, false),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'label,
'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
'icon-attr-val, 0),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
'icon-attr-val, 'nand-gate-bitmap-l),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
'icon-attr-val, 'nand-gate-bitmap-s)],

'Edit-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
}
'(edit-attr-name, 'mil-spec?),
'(edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'(edit-attr-name, 'power-level),
'(edit-attr-type, 'real)),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'(edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer),
'(edit-attr-type, 'string),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'(edit-attr-name, 'name),
'(edit-attr-type, 'symbol))],

(set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
'class-name, 'or-gate,
'Icon-Attributes, [

(set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
'icon-attr-val, false),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'label,
'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
'icon-attr-val, 0),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
'icon-attr-val, 'or-gate-bitmap-1),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
'icon-attr-val, 'or-gate-bitmap-s)],

'Edit-Attributes, [

(set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'mil-spec?,
'edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

(set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),

'edit-attr-name, 'power-level,' edit-attr-type, 'real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
 'edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer,
 'edit-attr-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
 'edit-attr-name, 'name,
 'edit-attr-type, 'symbol]),

set-attn (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
 'class-name, 'led,
 'Icon-Attributes, [

set-attns (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
 'icon-attn-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
 'icon-attn-val, false),

set-attns (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
 'icon-attn-name, 'label,
 'icon-attn-val, 'class-and-name),

set-attns (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
 'icon-attn-name, 'border-thickness,
 'icon-attn-val, 0),

set-attns (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
 'icon-attn-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
 'icon-attn-val, 'led-bitmap-l),

set-attns (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
 'icon-attn-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
 'icon-attn-val, 'led-bitmap-s),

'Edit-Attributes, [

set-attns (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
 'edit-attn-name, 'color,
 'edit-attn-type, 'symbol),

set-attns (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
 'edit-attn-name, 'manufacturer,
 'edit-attn-type, 'string),

set-attns (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
 'edit-attn-name, 'name,
 'edit-attn-type, 'symbol])},
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set-attrs (make-object ('class-spoc-obj),
'class-name, 'jk-flip-flop,
'Icon-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-atrr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
'icon-atrr-val, false),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-atrr-name, 'label,
'icon-atrr-val, 'class-and-name),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-atrr-name, 'border-thickness,
'icon-atrr-val, 0),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-atrr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
'icon-atrr-val, 'jk-flip-flop-bitmap-l),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-atrr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
'icon-atrr-val, 'jk-flip-flop-bitmap-s),

/Edit-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-atrr-name, 'set-up-delay,
'edit-atrr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-atrr-name, 'hold-delay,
'edit-atrr-type, 'real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-atrr-name, 'delay,
'edit-atrr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-atrr-name, 'mil-spec?,
'edit-atrr-type, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-atrr-name, 'power-level,
'edit-atrr-type, 'real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-atrr-name, 'manufacturer,
'edit-atrr-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-atrr-name, 'set-up-delays,
(set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
  'class-name, 'half-adder,
  'Icon-Attributes, [

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
    'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
    'icon-attr-val, false),

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
    'icon-attr-name, 'label,
    'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
    'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
    'icon-attr-val, 0),

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
    'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
    'icon-attr-val, 'half-adder-bitmap-l),

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
    'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
    'icon-attr-val, 'half-adder-bitmap-s)],

  'Edit-Attributes, [

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
    'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
    'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
    'edit-attr-name, 'mil-spec?,
    'edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
    'edit-attr-name, 'power-level,
    'edit-attr-type, 'real),

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
    'edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer,
    'edit-attr-type, 'string),

  (set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
    'edit-attr-name, 'name,
    'edit-attr-type, 'symbol))])
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set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
  'class-name, 'counter,
  'Icon-Attributes, [ ]

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
  'icon-attr-val, false),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'label,
  'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
  'icon-attr-val, 0),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
  'icon-attr-val, 'counter-bitmap-l),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
  'icon-attr-val, 'counter-bitmap-s),

'Edit-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'the-count,
  'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
  'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'mil-spec?,
  'edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'power-level,
  'edit-attr-type, 'Real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer,
  'edit-attr-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'name,
  'edit-attr-type, 'symbol]),]
set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
'class-name, 'not-gate,
'Icon-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
'icon-attr-val, false),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'label,
'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
'icon-attr-val, 0),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
'icon-attr-val, 'not-gate-bitmap-l),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
'icon-attr-val, 'not-gate-bitmap-s)],

'Edit-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'mil-spec?,
'edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'power-level,
'edit-attr-type, 'real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer,
'edit-attr-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'name,
'edit-attr-type, 'symbol)],

set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
'class-name, 'mux,
'Icon-Attributes, [
set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
  'icon-attr-val, false),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'label,
  'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
  'icon-attr-val, 0),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
  'icon-attr-val, 'mux-bitmap-l),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
  'icon-attr-val, 'mux-bitmap-s),

'Edit-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attn-name, 'delay,
  'edit-attn-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attn-name, 'mil-spec?,
  'edit-attn-type, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attn-name, 'power-level,
  'edit-attn-type, 'real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attn-name, 'manufacturer,
  'edit-attn-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attn-name, 'name,
  'edit-attn-type, 'symbol]),

set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
  'class-name, 'switch,
  'Icon-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
  'icon-attr-val, false),
set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'label,
  'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
  'icon-attr-val, 0),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
  'icon-attr-val, 'switch-bitmap-l),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
  'icon-attr-val, 'switch-bitmap-s),

'Edit-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
  'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'debounced,
  'edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'the-position,
  'edit-attr-type, 'symbol),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer,
  'edit-attr-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
  'edit-attr-name, 'name,
  'edit-attr-type, 'symbol)),

set-attrs (make-object ('class-spec-obj),
  'class-name, 'and-gate,
  'Icon-Attributes, [

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'clip-icon-label?,
  'icon-attr-val, false),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
  'icon-attr-name, 'label,
  'icon-attr-val, 'class-and-name),
set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'border-thickness,
'icon-attr-val, 0),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-l,
'icon-attr-val, 'and-gate-bitmap-l),

set-attrs (make-object ('Icon-Attr-Obj),
'icon-attr-name, 'bitmap4icon-s,
'icon-attr-val, 'and-gate-bitmap-s),

'Edit-Attributes, [ set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'delay,
'edit-attr-type, 'integer),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'mil-spec?,
'edit-attr-type, 'boolean),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'power-level,
'edit-attr-type, 'real),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'manufacturer,
'edit-attr-type, 'string),

set-attrs (make-object ('Edit-Attr-Obj),
'edit-attr-name, 'name,
'edit-attr-type, 'symbol)])

!! in-grammar ('syntax)

grammar CIRCUITS

  no-patterns

  inherits-from OCU

start-classes Spec-Obj, subsystem-obj, incomplete-obj, Generic-obj, Application-obj, nor-gate, decoder, nand-gate, or-gate, led, jk-flip-flop, half-adder, counter,
not-gate, 
mux, 
switch, 
and-gate, Expression

file-classes Spec-Obj, subsystem-obj, incomplete-obj, Generic-obj, Application-obj, 
nor-gate, 
dercoder, 
nand-gate, 
or-gate, 
led, 
jk-flip-flop, 
half-adder, 
counter, 
not-gate, 
mux, 
switch, 
and-gate

productions

nor-gate ::= ["nor-gate" name
  {["delay:" nor-gate-delay]
   [["mil-spec" !! nor-gate-mil-spec?] | 
    ["not mil-spec" "!! nor-gate-mil-spec?]]
   ["manufacturer:" nor-gate-manufacturer]
   ["power level:" nor-gate-power-level] } ]
  builds nor-gate,

decoder ::= ["decoder" name
  {["delay:" decoder-delay]
   [["mil-spec" !! decoder-mil-spec?] | 
    ["not mil-spec" "!! decoder-mil-spec?]]
   ["manufacturer:" decoder-manufacturer]
   ["power level:" decoder-power-level] } ]
  builds decoder,

nand-gate ::= ["nand-gate" name
  {["delay:" nand-gate-delay]
   [["is mil-spec" !! nand-gate-mil-spec?] | 
    ["not mil-spec" "!! nand-gate-mil-spec?]]
   ["manufacturer:" nand-gate-manufacturer]
   ["power level:" nand-gate-power-level] } ]
  builds nand-gate,
or-gate ::= ["or-gate" name
 { ["delay:" or-gate-delay]
   [{["is mil-spec" !! or-gate-mil-spec?] |
     ["not mil-spec" "!! or-gate-mil-spec?"]]}
   ["manufacturer:" or-gate-manufacturer]
   ["power level:" or-gate-power-level} ] ]
      builds or-gate,

led ::= ["led" name
 { ["manufacturer:" led-manufacturer]
   ["color:" led-color] } ]
      builds led,

jk-flip-flop ::= ["jk-flip-flop" name
 { ["delay:" jk-flip-flop-delay]
   [{["is mil-spec" !! jk-flip-flop-mil-spec?] |
     ["not mil-spec" "!! jk-flip-flop-mil-spec?"]]}
   ["manufacturer:" jk-flip-flop-manufacturer]
   ["power level:" jk-flip-flop-power-level]
   ["set-up delay:" jk-flip-flop-set-up-delay]
   ["hold delay:" jk-flip-flop-hold-delay]
   [{["state on" !! jk-flip-flop-state] |
     ["state off" "!! jk-flip-flop-state"] } ] ]
      builds jk-flip-flop,

half-adder ::= ["half-adder" name
 { ["delay:" half-adder-delay]
   [{["mil-spec" !! half-adder-mil-spec?] |
     ["not mil-spec" "!! half-adder-mil-spec?"]]}
   ["manufacturer:" half-adder-manufacturer]
   ["power level:" half-adder-power-level} ] ]
      builds half-adder,

counter ::= ["counter" name
 { ["delay:" counter-delay]
   ["count:" counter-the-count]
   [{["mil-spec" !! counter-mil-spec?] |
     ["not mil-spec" "!! counter-mil-spec?"]]}
   ["manufacturer:" counter-manufacturer]
   ["power level:" counter-power-level} ] ]
      builds counter,

not-gate ::= ["not-gate" name
 { ["delay:" not-gate-delay]
   [{["is mil-spec" !! not-gate-mil-spec?] |
     ["not mil-spec" "!! not-gate-mil-spec?"]]}
   ["manufacturer:" not-gate-manufacturer]
   ["power level:" not-gate-power-level} ] ]
      builds not-gate,

mux ::= ["mux" name

switch ::= ["switch" name

{{"delay": switch-delay]

\[{{"is debounced" \(!\!\) switch-debounced] |

\["not debounced" \(!\!\) switch-debounced])

["manufacturer:" switch-manufacturer]
["position:" switch-the-position] ]

builds switch,

and-gate ::= ["and-gate" name

{{"delay": and-gate-delay]

\[{{"is mil-spec" \(!\!\) and-gate-mil-spec?] |

\["not mil-spec" \(!\!\) and-gate-mil-spec?]}

["manufacturer:" and-gate-manufacturer]
["power level:" and-gate-power-level] ]

builds and-gate

symbol-start-chars
"abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ./*"

symbol-continue-chars
"abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ-0123456789./*?"

comments "\%" matching "
"

precedence

for expression brackets "(" matching ")"

(same-level "and", "or" associativity left),
(same-level "<", "<=", "=", ">", ">=", "/" associativity none),
(same-level "+", "-" associativity left),
(same-level "+", "/", "mod" associativity left),
(same-level "abs" associativity none),
(same-level "abs" associativity none),
(same-level "**" associativity right)

end
Appendix C. Technology Base Applications from Logic Circuits Domain

This appendix contains the file-based versions of the applications composed for the CIRCUITS Domain.

This is a simple test application that uses 2 switches, 2 “and” gates, and 2 LEDs.

C.1 TEST Application

application definition TEST
execution-mode: NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL
application TEST is controls: SUB update procedure:
update SUB
subsystem SUB is controls: L2, L1, A2, A1, S2, S1
imports:
    IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A1 ( OUT1 SUB A2 )
        import-path: ( SUB ) import-owner: SUB
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A1 ( OUT1 SUB S1 )
        import-path: ( SUB ) import-owner: SUB
    IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A2 ( OUT1 SUB S2 )
        import-path: ( SUB ) import-owner: SUB
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A2 ( OUT1 SUB A1 )
        import-path: ( SUB ) import-owner: SUB
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN L1 ( OUT1 SUB A1 )
        import-path: ( SUB ) import-owner: SUB
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN L2 ( OUT1 SUB A2 )
        import-path: ( SUB ) import-owner: SUB
exports:
    OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN S1
        export-path: ( SUB ) export-owner: SUB
    OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN S2
        export-path: ( SUB ) export-owner: SUB
    OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A1
        export-path: ( SUB ) export-owner: SUB
    OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A2
        export-path: ( SUB ) export-owner: SUB
initialize procedure: update procedure:
    update S1 update S2 update A1 update A2 update L1 update L2
switch S1 delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
pos: ON comp-x: 120 comp-y: 100
switch S2 delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
pos: ON comp-x: 120 comp-y: 200
and-gate A1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
po: power level: 0.0 comp-x: 270 comp-y: 110
and-gate A2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
po: power level: 0.0 comp-x: 272 comp-y: 234
led L1 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 434 comp-y: 114
led L2 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 434 comp-y: 241
C.2 ADDER Application

This application is a full adder. It is built using 2 subsystems that are half adders, built out of "and", "or", and "not" gates.

application definition ADDER
execution-mode: NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL
application ADDER is controls: ADDER1 update procedure:
  update ADDER1
  and-gate HA1-AND1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 118 comp-y: 85
  and-gate HA1-AND2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 117 comp-y: 194
  and-gate HA1-AND3 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 118 comp-y: 298
  or-gate HA1-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 231 comp-y: 151
  and-gate HA2-AND1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 117 comp-y: 82
  and-gate HA2-AND2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 119 comp-y: 198
  and-gate HA2-AND3 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 117 comp-y: 298
  or-gate HA2-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 231 comp-y: 146
  switch SWITCH-1ADDEND delay: 0 not debounced
    manufacturer: " " position: OFF comp-x: 123 comp-y: 296
  switch SWITCH-2ADDEND delay: 0 not debounced
    manufacturer: " " position: ON comp-x: 120 comp-y: 198
  switch SWITCH-3ADDEND delay: 0 not debounced
    manufacturer: " " position: OFF comp-x: 240 comp-y: 400
  led SUM-OUTPUT manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 361
    comp-y: 94
  led CARRY-OUTPUT manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 242
    comp-y: 102
  not-gate NOT-FIRSTX delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 240 comp-y: 300
  not-gate NOT-FIRSTY delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 240 comp-y: 200
  not-gate NOT-SECONDX delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 117 comp-y: 400
  not-gate NOT-SECONDY delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 411 comp-y: 392
subsystem ADDER1 is controls:
  HA1, HA2, SWITCH-1ADDEND, SWITCH-2ADDEND, SWITCH-3ADDEND,
  NOT-FIRSTX, NOT-FIRSTY, NOT-SECONDX, NOT-SECONDY,
  SUM-OUTPUT, CARRY-OUTPUT, LAST-OR
imports:
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-1ADDEND
    ) import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
  IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1 ( OUT1 ADDER1 NOT-FIRSTY
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IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND2 ( OUT1 ADDER1 NOT-FIRSTX )
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND2 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-2ADDEND )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND3 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-1ADDEND )
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND3 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-2ADDEND )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-OR ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-AND1 )
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-OR ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-AND2 )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND1 ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-OR )
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND1 ( OUT1 ADDER1 NOT-SECONDY )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND2 ( OUT1 ADDER1 NOT-SECONDX )
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND2 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-3ADDEND )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND3 ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-OR )
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND3 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-3ADDEND )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-OR ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-AND1 )
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-OR ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-AND2 )
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN LAST-OR ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-AND3 )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN LAST-OR ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-AND3 )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-OUTPUT ( OUT1 ADDER1 LAST-OR )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN SUM-OUTPUT ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-OR )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDY ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-3ADDEND )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDX ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-OR )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTY ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-2ADDEND )
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTX ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-1ADDEND )
exports:
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND2
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND3
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-OR
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND1
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) export-owner: HA2
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND2
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) export-owner: HA2
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND3
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) export-owner: HA2
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-OR
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) export-owner: HA2
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN LAST-OR
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDY
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDX
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTY
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTX
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-3ADDEND
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-2ADDEND
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-iADDEND
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update SWITCH-1ADDEND update SWITCH-2ADDEND
update SWITCH-3ADDEND update NOT-FIRSTX update NOT-FIRSTY
update HA1 update NOT-SECONDX update NOT-SECONDY update HA2
update LAST-OR update SUM-OUTPUT update CARRY-OUTPUT

subsystem HA1 is controls:
HA1-AND1, HA1-AND2, HA1-AND3, HA1-OR imports: exports:
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update HA1-AND1 update HA1-AND2 update HA1-AND3
update HA1-OR
comp-x: 577 comp-y: 65

subsystem HA2 is controls:
HA2-AND1, HA2-AND2, HA2-AND3, HA2-OR imports: exports:
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update HA2-AND1 update HA2-AND2 update HA2-AND3
update HA2-OR
comp-x: 452 comp-y: 240

or-gate LAST-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 120 comp-y: 100
This application provides a test of a "decoder" primitive by providing 3 input switches and 8 output LEDs.

application definition DECODER1
execution-mode: NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL
switch X-IN delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: OFF comp-x: 92 comp-y: 400
switch Y-IN delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: OFF comp-x: 99 comp-y: 576
switch Z-IN delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: ON comp-x: 93 comp-y: 218
led M0 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 628 comp-y: 415
led M1 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 630 comp-y: 495
led M2 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 632 comp-y: 575
led M3 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 632 comp-y: 656
led M4 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 626 comp-y: 335
led M5 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 623 comp-y: 256
led M6 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 626 comp-y: 178
led M7 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 629 comp-y: 99
decoder A-DECODER delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 353 comp-y: 388
subsystem DO-DECODE is controls:
    X-IN, Y-IN, Z-IN, MO, M1, M2, M3, M4,
    M5, M6, M7, A-DECODER
imports:
    IN3 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A-DECODER ( OUT1 DO-DECODE Z-IN
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A-DECODER ( OUT1 DO-DECODE Y-IN
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A-DECODER ( OUT1 DO-DECODE X-IN
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M7 ( M7 DO-DECODE A-DECODER
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M6 ( M6 DO-DECODE A-DECODER
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M5 ( M5 DO-DECODE A-DECODER
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M4 ( M4 DO-DECODE A-DECODER
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M3 ( M3 DO-DECODE A-DECODER
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M2 ( M2 DO-DECODE A-DECODER
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M1 ( M1 DO-DECODE A-DECODER
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN MO ( MO DO-DECODE A-DECODER
    ) import-path: ( DO-DECODE ) import-owner: DO-DECODE
exports:
    M7 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A-DECODER
C.4 ADD-AND-DECODE Application

This application tests the combination of an adder and a decoder. The adder is a subsystem composed of 2 half-adder subsystems, each composed out of "and" gates, "or" gates, and "not" gates. The decoder is also a subsystem, composed of "and" gates and "not" gates.
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M7-A )
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A ( OUT1 ADDER1 LAST-OR
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-OR
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-B
  ( OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER1 SWITCH-NUL
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M6-A
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-A ( OUT1 ADDER1 LAST-OR
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-A ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-Y
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-B
  ( OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER1 SWITCH-NUL
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M5-A
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-A ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-Y
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-A ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-OR
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-B
  ( OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER1 SWITCH-NUL
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M4-A
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-A ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-Y
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-A ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-Z
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-X
  ) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
    DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M3-A )
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-A ( OUT1 ADDER1 LAST-OR)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-A ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-OR)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-X)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M2-A)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-A ( OUT1 ADDER1 LAST-OR)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-A ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-Z)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-X)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M1-A)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-A ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-Y)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-A ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-OR)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-X)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M0-A)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-A ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-Y)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-A ( OUT1 DECODER1 NOT-Z)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Z ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-OR)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y ( OUT1 ADDER1 LAST-OR)
     import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X ( OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER1 SWITCH-NULL
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M7 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M7-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M6 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M6-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M5 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M5-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M4 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M4-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M3 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M3-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M2 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M2-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M1 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M1-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M0 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M0-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) import-owner:
DECODER1

exports:

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-B
export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner:
DECODER1

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A
export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner:
DECODER1

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-B
export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner:
DECODER1

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-A
export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner:
DECODER1

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-B
export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner:
DECODER1

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-A
export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner:
DECODER1

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-B
export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner:
DECODER1

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-A
export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner:
DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Z
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-NULL
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER1 ) export-owner: DRIVE-DECODER1
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update SWITCH-NULL update DECODER1 update M0 update M1
update M2 update M3 update M4 update M5 update M6 update M7
and-gate AND-M0-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 597 comp-y: 763
and-gate AND-M0-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 921 comp-y: 762
and-gate AND-M1-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 599 comp-y: 664
and-gate AND-M1-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 924 comp-y: 665
and-gate AND-M2-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 602 comp-y: 574
and-gate AND-M2-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 925 comp-y: 575
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and-gate AND-M3-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 601 comp-y: 484
and-gate AND-M3-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 926 comp-y: 486
and-gate AND-M4-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 604 comp-y: 391
and-gate AND-M4-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 928 comp-y: 401
and-gate AND-M5-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 608 comp-y: 299
and-gate AND-M5-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 929 comp-y: 314
and-gate AND-M6-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 615 comp-y: 205
and-gate AND-M6-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 928 comp-y: 217
and-gate AND-M7-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 616 comp-y: 93
and-gate AND-M7-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 923 comp-y: 106
led M0 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 240 comp-y: 400
led M1 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 240 comp-y: 300
led M2 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 240 comp-y: 200
led M3 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 240 comp-y: 100
led M4 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 120 comp-y: 400
led M5 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 120 comp-y: 300
led M6 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 120 comp-y: 200
led M7 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 120 comp-y: 100
not-gate NOT-X delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 733 comp-y: 601
not-gate NOT-Y delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 208 comp-y: 505
not-gate NOT-Z delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer:
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 203 comp-y: 673
subsystem DECODER1 is controls:
  AND-M7-B
imports: exports: initialize procedure: update procedure:
  update NOT-X update NOT-Y update NOT-Z update AND-M0-A
  update AND-M0-B update AND-M1-A update AND-M1-B
  update AND-M2-A update AND-M2-B update AND-M3-A
  update AND-M3-B update AND-M4-A update AND-M4-B
  update AND-M5-A update AND-M5-B update AND-M6-A
  update AND-M6-B update AND-M7-A update AND-M7-B
comp-x: 446 comp-y: 259
subsystem ADDER1 is controls:
  HA1, HA2, SWITCH-1ADDEND, SWITCH-2ADDEND, SWITCH-3ADDEND,
  NOT-FIRSTX, NOT-FIRSTY, NOT-SECONDX, NOT-SECONDY,
  SUM-OUTPUT, CARRY-OUTPUT, LAST-OR
imports:

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-1ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1 ( OUT1 ADDER1 NOT-FIRSTY)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND2 ( OUT1 ADDER1 NOT-FIRSTX)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND2 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-2ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND3 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-1ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND3 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-2ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1 ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-AND1)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1 ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-AND2)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) import-owner: HA1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND1 ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-OR)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) import-owner: HA2
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND1 ( OUT1 ADDER1 NOT-SECONDY)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) import-owner: HA2
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND2 ( OUT1 ADDER1 NOT-SECONDX)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) import-owner: HA2
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND2 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-3ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) import-owner: HA2
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND3 ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-OR)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) import-owner: HA2
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND3 ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-3ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) import-owner: HA2
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-OR ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-AND1)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) import-owner: HA2
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-OR ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-AND2)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) import-owner: HA2
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN LAST-OR ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-AND3)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 ) import-owner: ADDER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN LAST-OR ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-AND3)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 ) import-owner: ADDER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-OUTPUT ( OUT1 ADDER1 LAST-OR)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 ) import-owner: ADDER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN SUM-OUTPUT ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-OR)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 ) import-owner: ADDER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDY ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-3ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 ) import-owner: ADDER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDX ( OUT1 HA1 HA1-OR)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 ) import-owner: ADDER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTY ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-2ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 ) import-owner: ADDER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTX ( OUT1 ADDER1 SWITCH-1ADDEND)
   import-path: ( ADDER1 ) import-owner: ADDER1

exports:

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1
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export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND2
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND3
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-OR
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA1 ) export-owner: HA1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND1
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) export-owner: HA2
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND2
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) export-owner: HA2
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-AND3
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) export-owner: HA2
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2-OR
export-path: ( ADDER1 HA2 ) export-owner: HA2
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN LAST-OR
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDY
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDX
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTY
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTX
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-3ADDEND
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-2ADDEND
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-1ADDEND
export-path: ( ADDER1 ) export-owner: ADDER1
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update SWITCH-1ADDEND update SWITCH-2ADDEND
update SWITCH-3ADDEND update NOT-FIRSTX update NOT-FIRSTY
update HA1 update NOT-SECONDX update NOT-SECONDY update HA2
update LAST-OR update SUM-OUTPUT update CARRY-OUTPUT
and-gate HA1-AND1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 121 comp-y: 90
and-gate HA1-AND2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 124 comp-y: 199
and-gate HA1-AND3 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 119 comp-y: 305
or-gate HA1-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 241 comp-y: 139
subsystem HA1 is controls:
HA1-AND1, HA1-AND2, HA1-AND3, HA1-OR imports: exports:
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update HA1-AND1 update HA1-AND2 update HA1-AND3
update HA1-OR
comp-x: 449 comp-y: 334
and-gate HA2-AND1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
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C.5 ADD-AND-DECODE2 Application

This application is similar to the ADD-AND-DECODE application mentioned above, except the decoder subsystem is implemented as a decoder with output (i.e., the LEDs have been moved down under the control of the decoder subsystem).

application definition ADD-AND-DECODE2
execution-mode: NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL
application ADD-AND-DECODE2 is controls:
  DRIVE-DECODER, ADDER3 update procedure:
    update ADDER3 update DRIVE-DECODER
switch SWITCH-NULL delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
  position: OFF comp-x: 103 comp-y: 291
subsystem DRIVE-DECODER is controls:
  SWITCH-NULL, DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
imports:

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M7 ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M7-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M6 ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M6-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M5 ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M5-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M4 ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M4-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M3 ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M3-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M2 ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M2-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M1 ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M1-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M0 ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M0-B
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-B ( OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER SWITCH-NULL
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-B ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M7-A
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A ( OUT1 ADDER3 LAST-OR
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A ( OUT1 HA2 HA2-NOT
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-B ( OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER SWITCH-NULL
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-B ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M6-A
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-A ( OUT1 ADDER3 LAST-OR
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-A ( OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-Z
) import-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
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IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-B (OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER SWITCH-NULL)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-B
  (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M5-A)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-A (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-Y)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-A (OUT1 HA2 HA2-NOT)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-B (OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER SWITCH-NULL)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-B
  (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M4-A)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-A (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-Y)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-A (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-Z)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-B (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-X)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-B
  (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M3-A)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-A (OUT1 HA2 HA2-NOT)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-A (OUT1 ADDER3 LAST-OR)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-B (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-X)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-B
  (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M2-A)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-A (OUT1 ADDER3 LAST-OR)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
  import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-A (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-Z)
  import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT)
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-B (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-X
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-B
(OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M1-A
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-A (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-Y
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-A (OUT1 HA2 HA2-NOT
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-B (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-X
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-B
(OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT AND-M0-A
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-A (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-Y
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-A (OUT1 DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT NOT-Z
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Z (OUT1 HA2 HA2-NOT
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y (OUT1 ADDER3 LAST-OR
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X (OUT1 DRIVE-DECODER SWITCH-NUL1
) import-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) import-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

exports:

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-B
export-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A
export-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-B
export-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-A
export-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-B
export-path: (DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
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OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-B
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M0-A
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Z
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT
  ) export-owner: DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-NUL
  export-path: ( DRIVE-DECODER ) export-owner: DRIVE-DECODER

initialize procedure: update procedure:
  update SWITCH-NUL update DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT

switch SWITCH-1ADDEND delay: 0 not debounced
  manufacturer: " " position: ON comp-x: 120 comp-y: 300

switch SWITCH-2ADDEND delay: 0 not debounced
  manufacturer: " " position: OFF comp-x: 118 comp-y: 402
switch SWITCH-3ADDEND delay: 0 not debounced
manufacturer: " " position: OFF comp-x: 120 comp-y: 100
and-gate HAl-AND1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 116 comp-y: 101
and-gate HAl-AND2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 114 comp-y: 200
or-gate HAl-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 240 comp-y: 154
not-gate HAl-NOT delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 351 comp-y: 158
and-gate HA2-AND1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 113 comp-y: 93
and-gate HA2-AND2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 108 comp-y: 197
or-gate HA2-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 233 comp-y: 149
not-gate HA2-NOT delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 369 comp-y: 151
or-gate LAST-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 116 comp-y: 194
not-gate NOT-FIRSTX delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 251 comp-y: 295
not-gate NOT-FIRSTY delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 240 comp-y: 400
not-gate NOT-SECONDX delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 106 comp-y: 497
not-gate NOT-SECONDY delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 258 comp-y: 97
led SUM-OUTPUT manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 249
comp-y: 496
led CARRY-OUTPUT manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 254
comp-y: 190
subsystem ADDER3 is controls:
HA1, HA2, LAST-OR, NOT-FIRSTX, NOT-FIRSTY, NOT-SECONDX,
NOT-SECONDY, SUM-OUTPUT, CARRY-OUTPUT, SWITCH-1ADDEND,
SWITCH-2ADDEND, SWITCH-3ADDEND
imports:
\[ \text{IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1 (OUT1 ADDER3 NOT-FIRSTX} \]
\[ \text{ ) import-path: (ADDER3 HA1 import-owner: HA1} \]
\[ \text{IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND1 (OUT1 ADDER3 NOT-FIRSTY} \]
\[ \text{ ) import-path: (ADDER3 HA1 import-owner: HA1} \]
\[ \text{IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND2 (OUT1 ADDER3 SWITCH-1ADDEND} \]
\[ \text{ ) import-path: (ADDER3 HA1 import-owner: HA1} \]
\[ \text{IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-AND2 (OUT1 ADDER3 SWITCH-2ADDEND} \]
\[ \text{ ) import-path: (ADDER3 HA1 import-owner: HA1} \]
\[ \text{IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-OR (OUT1 HA1 HA1-AND1} \]
\[ \text{ ) import-path: (ADDER3 HA1 import-owner: HA1} \]
\[ \text{IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-OR (OUT1 HA1 HA1-AND2} \]
\[ \text{ ) import-path: (ADDER3 HA1 import-owner: HA1} \]
\[ \text{IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1-NOT (OUT1 HA1 HA1-OR} \]
\[ \text{ ) import-path: (ADDER3 HA1 import-owner: HA1} \]
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-1ADDEND  
export-path: ( ADDER3 ) export-owner: ADDER3
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDY  
export-path: ( ADDER3 ) export-owner: ADDER3
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-SECONDX  
export-path: ( ADDER3 ) export-owner: ADDER3
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTY  
export-path: ( ADDER3 ) export-owner: ADDER3
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-FIRSTI  
export-path: ( ADDER3 ) export-owner: ADDER3
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN LAST-OR  
export-path: ( ADDER3 ) export-owner: ADDER3
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update SWITCH-1ADDEND update SWITCH-2ADDEND
update SWITCH-3ADDEND update NOT-FIRSTX update NOT-FIRSTY
update HA1 update NOT-SECONDX update NOT-SECONDY update HA2
update LAST-OR update CARRY-OUTPUT update SUM-OUTPUT
and-gate AND-MO-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 571 comp-y: 755
and-gate AND-MO-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 916 comp-y: 758
and-gate AND-M1-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 569 comp-y: 636
and-gate AND-M1-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 927 comp-y: 647
and-gate AND-M2-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 567 comp-y: 553
and-gate AND-M2-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 933 comp-y: 548
and-gate AND-M3-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 567 comp-y: 468
and-gate AND-M3-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 934 comp-y: 457
and-gate AND-M4-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 767 comp-y: 360
and-gate AND-M4-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 916 comp-y: 367
and-gate AND-M5-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 753 comp-y: 256
and-gate AND-M5-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 921 comp-y: 267
and-gate AND-M6-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 765 comp-y: 157
and-gate AND-M6-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 930 comp-y: 163
and-gate AND-M7-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 767 comp-y: 57
and-gate AND-M7-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 931 comp-y: 47
led M0 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 1037 comp-y: 754
led M1 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 1035 comp-y: 650
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led M2 manufacturer: " " color: RED coup-x: 1035 coup-y: 549
led M3 manufacturer: " " color: RED coup-x: 1035 coup-y: 463
led M4 manufacturer: " " color: RED coup-x: 1036 coup-y: 368
led M5 manufacturer: " " color: RED coup-x: 1031 coup-y: 264
led M6 manufacturer: " " color: RED coup-x: 1039 coup-y: 150
led M7 manufacturer: " " color: RED coup-x: 1050 coup-y: 44
not-gate NOT-X delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 730 comp-y: 596
not-gate NOT-Y delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 225 comp-y: 354
not-gate NOT-Z delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 219 comp-y: 166
subsystem DECODER-WITH-OUTPUT is controls:
M7 imports: exports: initialize procedure:
  update procedure:
subsystem HA1 is controls:
  HA1-AND1, HA1-AND2, HA1-OR, HA1-NOT imports: exports:
  initialize procedure: update procedure:
  update HA1-AND1 update HA1-AND2 update HA1-OR update HA1-NOT comp-x: 460 comp-y: 297
subsystem HA2 is controls:
  HA2-AND1, HA2-AND2, HA2-OR, HA2-NOT imports: exports:
  initialize procedure: update procedure:
  update HA2-AND1 update HA2-AND2 update HA2-OR update HA2-NOT comp-x: 468 comp-y: 88

C.6 BCD-ADDER Application

This application tests a subsystem implementation of a BCD-adder using primitive gates and half-adders.

application definition BCD-ADDER
execution-mode: NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL
application BCD-ADDER is controls: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
  update procedure: update DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
subsystem DRIVE-BCD-ADDER is controls:
  BCD-ADD, ADDEND1, ADDEND2, ADDEND3, ADDEND4, CARRY-IN,
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA3A-1 (OUT1 FOUR-BIT-1 CARRY-2-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA3A-1 (OUT1 DRIVE-BCD-ADDER ADDEND3)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA3B-1 (S FOUR-BIT-1 HA3A-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA3B-1 (OUT1 DRIVE-BCD-ADDER AUGEND3)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA4A-1 (OUT1 FOUR-BIT-1 CARRY-3-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA4A-1 (OUT1 DRIVE-BCD-ADDER ADDEND4)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA4B-1 (S FOUR-BIT-1 HA4A-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA4B-1 (OUT1 DRIVE-BCD-ADDER AUGEND4)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-1-1 (C FOUR-BIT-1 HA1A-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-1-1 (C FOUR-BIT-1 HA1B-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-2-1 (C FOUR-BIT-1 HA2A-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-2-1 (C FOUR-BIT-1 HA2B-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-3-1 (C FOUR-BIT-1 HA3A-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-3-1 (C FOUR-BIT-1 HA3B-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-4-1 (C FOUR-BIT-1 HA4A-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-4-1 (C FOUR-BIT-1 HA4B-1)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-1

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1A-2 (OUT1 DRIVE-BCD-ADDER NULL)
  import-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2)
  import-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
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IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-2-2 ( C FOUR-BIT-2 HA2A-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2
) import-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-2-2 ( C FOUR-BIT-2 HA2B-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2
) import-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-3-2 ( C FOUR-BIT-2 HA3B-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2
) import-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-3-2 ( C FOUR-BIT-2 HA3A-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2
) import-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-4-2 ( C FOUR-BIT-2 HA4B-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2
) import-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-4-2 ( C FOUR-BIT-2 HA4A-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2
) import-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN S1 ( S FOUR-BIT-2 HA1B-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER ) import-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN S2 ( S FOUR-BIT-2 HA2B-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER ) import-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN S4 ( S FOUR-BIT-2 HA3B-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER ) import-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN S8 ( S FOUR-BIT-2 HA4B-2
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER ) import-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-OUT ( OUT1 BCD-ADD BCD-OR
) import-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER ) import-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER

exports:
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN BCD-ORA
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD ) export-owner: BCD-ADD
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN BCD-OR
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD ) export-owner: BCD-ADD
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN BCD-AND2
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD ) export-owner: BCD-ADD
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN BCD-AND1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD ) export-owner: BCD-ADD
S SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
C SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
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S SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
C SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA1B-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
S SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
C SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
S SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2B-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
C SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA2B-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
S SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA3A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
C SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA3A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
S SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA3B-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
C SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA3B-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
S SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA4A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
C SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA4A-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
S SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA4B-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
C SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA4B-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-1-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-2-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-3-1
export-path: ( DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-1
) export-owner: FOUR-BIT-1
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OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-1-2
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2)
export-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-2-2
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2)
export-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-3-2
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2)
export-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-4-2
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER BCD-ADD FOUR-BIT-2)
export-owner: FOUR-BIT-2
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN NULL
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN AUGEND4
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN AUGEND3
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN AUGEND2
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN AUGEND1
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN CARRY-IN
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN ADDEND4
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN ADDEND3
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN ADDEND2
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN ADDEND1
export-path: (DRIVE-BCD-ADDER)
export-owner: DRIVE-BCD-ADDER

initialize procedure: update procedure:
update NULL update CARRY-IN update ADDEND1 update ADDEND2
update ADDEND3 update ADDEND4 update AUGEND1 update AUGEND2
update AUGEND3 update AUGEND4 update BCD-ADD
update CARRY-OUT update S8 update S4 update S2 update S1
subsystem BCD-ADD is controls:
FOUR-BIT-1, FOUR-BIT-2, BCD-AND1, BCD-AND2, BCD-OR, BCD-ORA
imports: exports: initialize procedure: update procedure:
update FOUR-BIT-1 update BCD-AND1 update BCD-AND2
update BCD-ORA update BCD-OR update FOUR-BIT-2

subsystem FOUR-BIT-1 is controls:
HA1A-1, HA1B-1, HA2A-1, HA2B-1, HA3A-1, HA3B-1, HA4A-1,
HA4B-1, CARRY-1-1, CARRY-2-1, CARRY-3-1, CARRY-4-1
imports: exports: initialize procedure: update procedure:
update HA1A-1 update HA1B-1 update CARRY-1-1 update HA2A-1
update HA2B-1 update CARRY-2-1 update HA3A-1 update HA3B-1
update CARRY-3-1 update HA4A-1 update HA4B-1
update CARRY-4-1

subsystem FOUR-BIT-2 is controls:
HA1A-2, HA1B-2, HA2A-2, HA2B-2, HA3A-2, HA3B-2, HA4A-2,
HA4B-2, CARRY-1-2, CARRY-2-2, CARRY-3-2, CARRY-4-2
imports: exports: initialize procedure: update procedure:
update HA1A-2 update HA1B-2 update CARRY-1-2 update HA2A-2
update CARRY-3-2 update HA4A-2 update HA4B-2
update CARRY-4-2

half-adder HA1A-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 95 comp-y: 549
half-adder HA1B-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 260 comp-y: 490
or-gate CARRY-1-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 397 comp-y: 551
half-adder HA2A-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 504 comp-y: 426
half-adder HA2B-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 604 comp-y: 549
or-gate CARRY-2-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 750 comp-y: 503
half-adder HA3A-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 789 comp-y: 342
half-adder HA3B-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 240 comp-y: 300
or-gate CARRY-3-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 120 comp-y: 200
half-adder HA4A-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 240 comp-y: 200
half-adder HA4B-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 240 comp-y: 100
or-gate CARRY-4-1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 120 comp-y: 100
half-adder HA1A-2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 360 comp-y: 400
half-adder HA1B-2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 360 comp-y: 300
or-gate CARRY-1-2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 120 comp-y: 400
C.7 BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER1 Application

This application implements a binary array multiplier as a top level subsystem, composed of “and” gates, “not” gates, switches, LEDs, and 2 half-adder subsystems, each of which is composed of “and” gates, “or” gates, and “not” gates.

application definition BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER1
execution-mode: NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL
application BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER1 is controls:
    BIN-AR-MULT update procedure: update BIN-AR-MULT
switch A-ZERO delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: ON comp-x: 105 comp-y: 517
switch A-JNE delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: OFF comp-x: 106 comp-y: 412
switch B-ZERO delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: ON comp-x: 104 comp-y: 308
switch B-ONE delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: OFF comp-x: 103 comp-y: 194
led C-ZERO manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 572 comp-y: 301
led C-ONE manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 583 comp-y: 399
led C-TWO manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 591 comp-y: 528
led C-THREE manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 581 comp-y: 183
and-gate AND-A1-B1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 282 comp-y: 178
and-gate AND-A1-B0 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 285 comp-y: 404
and-gate AND-A0-B1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 296 comp-y: 511
and-gate AND-A0-B0 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 280 comp-y: 297
and-gate HA-1-AND1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 107 comp-y: 68
and-gate HA-1-AND2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 106 comp-y: 153
or-gate HA-1-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 244 comp-y: 122
not-gate HA-1-NOT delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 363 comp-y: 126
and-gate HA-2-AND1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 122 comp-y: 99
and-gate HA-2-AND2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 113 comp-y: 197
or-gate HA-2-OR delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 237 comp-y: 156
not-gate HA-2-NOT delay: 0 is mil-spec manufacturer: ""
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 352 comp-y: 160
not-gate NOT-X-HA1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 440 comp-y: 411
not-gate NOT-Y-HA1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 439 comp-y: 510
not-gate NOT-X-HA2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 116 comp-y: 72
not-gate NOT-Y-HA2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 439 comp-y: 176
subsystem BIN-AR-MULT is controls:
  A-ZERO, A-ONE, B-ZERO, B-ONE, C-ZERO, C-ONE, C-TWO,
  C-THREE, NOT-X-HA1, NOT-Y-HA1, NOT-X-HA2, NOT-Y-HA2
imports:
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-AND1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT NOT-X-HA1 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) import-owner: HA-1
  IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-AND1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT NOT-Y-HA1 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) import-owner: HA-1
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-AND2 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT AND-A1-BO )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) import-owner: HA-1
  IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-AND2 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT AND-AO-B1 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) import-owner: HA-1
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-OR ( OUT1 HA-1 HA-1-AND1 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) import-owner: HA-1
  IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-OR ( OUT1 HA-1 HA-1-AND2 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) import-owner: HA-1
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-NOT ( OUT1 HA-1 HA-1-OR )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) import-owner: HA-1
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-AND1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT NOT-X-HA2 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) import-owner: HA-2
  IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-AND1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT NOT-Y-HA2 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) import-owner: HA-2
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-AND2 ( OUT1 HA-1 HA-1-AND2 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) import-owner: HA-2
  IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-AND2 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT AND-A1-BO )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) import-owner: HA-2
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-OR ( OUT1 HA-2 HA-2-AND1 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) import-owner: HA-2
  IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-OR ( OUT1 HA-2 HA-2-AND2 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) import-owner: HA-2
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-NOT ( OUT1 HA-2 HA-2-OR )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) import-owner: HA-2
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y-HA2 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT AND-A1-B1 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X-HA2 ( OUT1 HA-1 HA-1-AND2 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y-HA1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT AND-AO-B1 )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT
  IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X-HA1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT AND-A1-BO )
    import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN C-THREE ( OUT1 HA-2 HA-2-AND2
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN C-TWO ( OUT1 HA-2 HA-2-NOT
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN C-ONE ( OUT1 HA-1 HA-1-NOT
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN C-ZERO ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT AND-A0-BO
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-A0-BO ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT B-ZERO
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-A0-BO ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT A-ZERO
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-A0-B1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT B-ONE
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-A0-B1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT A-ZERO
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-A1-BO ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT B-ZERO
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-A1-BO ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT A-ONE
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-A1-B1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT B-ONE
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-A1-B1 ( OUT1 BIN-AR-MULT A-ONE
) import-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) import-owner: BIN-AR-MULT

exports:
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-AND1
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) export-owner: HA-1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-AND2
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) export-owner: HA-1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-OR
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) export-owner: HA-1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-1-NOT
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-1 ) export-owner: HA-1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-AND1
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) export-owner: HA-2
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-AND2
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) export-owner: HA-2
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-OR
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) export-owner: HA-2
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-2-NOT
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT HA-2 ) export-owner: HA-2
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y-HA2
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) export-owner: BIN-AR-MULT
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X-HA2
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) export-owner: BIN-AR-MULT
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y-HA1
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) export-owner: BIN-AR-MULT
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X-HA1
export-path: ( BIN-AR-MULT ) export-owner: BIN-AR-MULT
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN B-ONE
C.8 BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER2 Application

This application implements a binary array multiplier similar to the previous application, except that primitive half-adders are used instead of lower-level subsystems composed of primitive gates.

application definition BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER2
execution-mode: NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL
application BINARY-ARRAY-MULTIPLIER2 is controls: DO-BAM
  update procedure: update DO-BAM
  and-gate AOBO delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 119 comp-y: 395
  and-gate A1B0 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
    power level: 0.0 comp-x: 118 comp-y: 100
  and-gate AOB1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 119 comp-y: 198
and-gate A1B1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 120 comp-y: 300
half-adder HA-PRIM1 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 367 comp-y: 250
half-adder HA-PRIM2 delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: ""
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 241 comp-y: 154
subsystem BINARY-ARRAY-MULT is controls:
AOBO, A1BO, AOB1, A1B1, HA-PRIM1, HA-PRIM2 imports: exports:
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update AOB1 update A0BO update A1B1 update A1BO
update HA-PRIM2 update HA-PRIM1
switch A-ZERO delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: ""
position: ON comp-x: 360 comp-y: 200
switch A-ONE delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: ""
position: ON comp-x: 360 comp-y: 100
switch B-ZERO delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: ""
position: ON comp-x: 240 comp-y: 300
switch B-ONE delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: ""
position: ON comp-x: 240 comp-y: 200
led C-ZERO manufacturer: "" color: RED comp-x: 240
comp-y: 100
led C-ONE manufacturer: "" color: RED comp-x: 120
comp-y: 300
led C-TWO manufacturer: "" color: RED comp-x: 120
comp-y: 200
led C-THREE manufacturer: "" color: RED comp-x: 120
comp-y: 100
subsystem DO-BAM is controls:
A-ZERO, A-ONE, B-ZERO, B-ONE, C-ZERO, C-ONE, C-TWO, C-THREE, BINARY-ARRAY-MULT
imports:
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-PRIM2 ( OUT1 BINARY-ARRAY-MULT A1BO
  ) import-path: ( DO-BAM BINARY-ARRAY-MULT ) import-owner:
  BINARY-ARRAY-MULT
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-PRIM2 ( OUT1 BINARY-ARRAY-MULT A0B1
  ) import-path: ( DO-BAM BINARY-ARRAY-MULT ) import-owner:
  BINARY-ARRAY-MULT
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-PRIM1 ( C BINARY-ARRAY-MULT HA-PRIM2
  ) import-path: ( DO-BAM BINARY-ARRAY-MULT ) import-owner:
  BINARY-ARRAY-MULT
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN HA-PRIM1 ( OUT1 BINARY-ARRAY-MULT A1B1
  ) import-path: ( DO-BAM BINARY-ARRAY-MULT ) import-owner:
  BINARY-ARRAY-MULT
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A1B1 ( OUT1 DO-BAM B-ONE
  ) import-path: ( DO-BAM BINARY-ARRAY-MULT ) import-owner:
  BINARY-ARRAY-MULT
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A1B1 ( OUT1 DO-BAM A-ONE
  ) import-path: ( DO-BAM BINARY-ARRAY-MULT ) import-owner:
  BINARY-ARRAY-MULT
IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN A0B1 ( OUT1 DO-BAM B-ONE
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C.9 THREE-TO-EIGHT-DECODER Application

This application composes "and" gates and "not" gates into a subsystem implementation of a 3-to-8 decoder.

```plaintext
application definition THREE-TO-EIGHT-DECODER
execution-mode: NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL
application THREE-TO-EIGHT-DECODER is controls: DRIVER
    update procedure: update DRIVER
switch SWITCH-IN-X delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: ON comp-x: 100 comp-y: 100
switch SWITCH-IN-Y delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: ON comp-x: 100 comp-y: 200
switch SWITCH-IN-Z delay: 0 not debounced manufacturer: " "
    position: OFF comp-x: 100 comp-y: 300
led M0 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 300 comp-y: 100
led M1 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 300 comp-y: 200
led M2 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 300 comp-y: 300
led M3 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 300 comp-y: 400
led M4 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 300 comp-y: 500
led M5 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 300 comp-y: 600
led M6 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 300 comp-y: 700
led M7 manufacturer: " " color: RED comp-x: 300 comp-y: 800
subsystem DRIVER is controls:
    SWITCH-IN-X, SWITCH-IN-Y, SWITCH-IN-Z, M0, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, DECODER1
imports:
    IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-B ( OUT1 DRIVER SWITCH-IN-X
          ) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-B ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M7-A
          ) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
    IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A ( OUT1 DRIVER SWITCH-IN-Y
          ) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
    IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A ( OUT1 DRIVER SWITCH-IN-Z
          ) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
    IN2 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-B ( OUT1 DRIVER SWITCH-IN-X
          ) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
```
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import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-MO-A ( OUTI DECODER1 NOT-Z
) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Z ( OUT1 DRIVER SWITCH-IN-Z
) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y ( OUT1 DRIVER SWITCH-IN-Y
) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X ( OUT1 DRIVER SWITCH-IN-X
) import-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) import-owner: DECODER1
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M7 ( OUT1 DECORDER1 AND-M7-B
) import-path: ( DRIVER ) import-owner: DRIVER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M6 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M6-B
) import-path: ( DRIVER ) import-owner: DRIVER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M5 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M5-B
) import-path: ( DRIVER ) import-owner: DRIVER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M4 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M4-B
) import-path: ( DRIVER ) import-owner: DRIVER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M3 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M3-B
) import-path: ( DRIVER ) import-owner: DRIVER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M2 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M2-B
) import-path: ( DRIVER ) import-owner: DRIVER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M1 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M1-B
) import-path: ( DRIVER ) import-owner: DRIVER
IN1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN M0 ( OUT1 DECODER1 AND-M0-B
) import-path: ( DRIVER ) import-owner: DRIVER
exports:
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-B
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M7-A
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-B
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M6-A
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-B
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M5-A
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-B
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M4-A
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-B
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M3-A
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-B
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M2-A
  export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUT1 SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-B
export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-M1-A
export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-MO-B
export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN AND-MO-A
export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Z
export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-Y
export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN NOT-X
export-path: ( DRIVER DECODER1 ) export-owner: DECODER1
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-IN-Z
export-path: ( DRIVER ) export-owner: DRIVER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-IN-Y
export-path: ( DRIVER ) export-owner: DRIVER
OUTI SIGNAL BOOLEAN SWITCH-IN-X
export-path: ( DRIVER ) export-owner: DRIVER
initialize procedure: update procedure:
update SWITCH-IN-X update SWITCH-IN-Y update SWITCH-IN-Z
update DECODER1 update M0 update M1 update M2 update M3
update M4 update M5 update M6 update M7
not-gate NOT-X delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 600 comp-y: 650
not-gate NOT-Y delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 200 comp-y: 650
not-gate NOT-Z delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 200 comp-y: 250
and-gate AND-MO-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 400 comp-y: 800
and-gate AND-MO-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 800 comp-y: 800
and-gate AND-M1-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 400 comp-y: 700
and-gate AND-M1-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 800 comp-y: 700
and-gate AND-M2-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 400 comp-y: 600
and-gate AND-M2-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 800 comp-y: 600
and-gate AND-M3-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 400 comp-y: 500
and-gate AND-M3-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 800 comp-y: 500
and-gate AND-M4-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 400 comp-y: 400
and-gate AND-M4-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 800 comp-y: 400
and-gate AND-M5-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
power level: 0.0 comp-x: 400 comp-y: 300
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and-gate AND-M5-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 800 comp-y: 300
and-gate AND-M6-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 400 comp-y: 200
and-gate AND-M6-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 800 comp-y: 200
and-gate AND-M7-A delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 400 comp-y: 100
and-gate AND-M7-B delay: 0 not mil-spec manufacturer: " "
  power level: 0.0 comp-x: 800 comp-y: 100
subsystem DECODER1 is controls:
  AND-M7-B
imports: exports: initialize procedure: update procedure:
  update NOT-X update NOT-Y update NOT-Z update AND-M0-A
  update AND-M0-B update AND-M1-A update AND-M1-B
  update AND-M2-A update AND-M2-B update AND-M3-A
  update AND-M3-B update AND-M4-A update AND-M4-B
  update AND-M5-A update AND-M5-B update AND-M6-A
  update AND-M6-B update AND-M7-A update AND-M7-B
comp-x: 500 comp-y: 200
Appendix D. Sample Session: Populating OODBMS With Domain Knowledge

This appendix contains a sample session for using the ITASCA Active Data Editor to populate the Domain-Definition Meta-Model with a subset of the logic circuits domain. The portion of the logic circuits domain implemented in this appendix is shaded and labeled “sample session” in Figure D.1. The rest of the logic circuits domain was implemented in the same way, but is not shown in this appendix.

Figure D.2 is an instance diagram of the Domain-Definition Meta-Model for the subset of the logic circuits domain we instantiate in this appendix. We have found it best to start at the bottom of the instance diagram and work toward the top because the lower-level objects generally need to be put into some relationship attribute of a higher-level object. For instance, you must instantiate the DATA-OBJECT classes in the lower right hand corner of Figure D.2 before you can completely define the CONCRETE class above it. Those DATA-OBJECT instances are identified by their unique object identifier in their parent CONCRETE classes ICO-DATA-OBJECTS attribute.
Figure D.1 Sample Subset of Logic Circuits Domain
Figure D.2  Instance Diagram for Sample Subset of Logic Circuits Domain
D.1 Start a Session

When the ITASCA ADE is invoked, the window depicted in Figure D.3 is displayed. The first thing to do after invoking the ADE is to move to the appropriate database in which to do your work. This is done by clicking on the “Private” icon on the menu bar and selecting from the list of databases that will be displayed in a sub-menu. As you can see from the message on the window, we are currently connected to private database thirteen to do this work. Once you are in the appropriate database, you should commit the “move” transaction by first clicking on “ITASCA” and then clicking on “Commit” in the sub-menu that comes up.

![Figure D.3 ITASCA ADE](image.png)
D.2 Instantiate Instances of the DATA-OBJECT Class

We start by instantiating all the DATA-OBJECT classes (attributes, inputs, and outputs) shown in Figure D.2. Click on "View" in Figure D.3, then when the sub-menu appears click on "Schema" to cause the window in Figure D.4 to appear. Click on "Filter" in Figure D.4 to get the classes in the window to the left of the "Filter" to display, and select "DATA-OBJECT-V1" as illustrated. Click on "Object" in the menu bar, and "New Instance" in the sub-menu to bring up a blank template for defining an instance of DATA-OBJECT Class. Figure D.5 is a New Instance template filled in for the manufacturer attribute depicted in Figure D.1 and Figure D.2. We go through this same process for the rest of the DATA-OBJECT instances depicted in Figure D.2. Figure D.6 through Figure D.11 illustrate the creation of the rest of the (attribute, input, and output) DATA-OBJECT instances.

![Figure D.4 Selecting the DATA-OBJECT Class](image-url)
Figure D.5  Instantiating the Manufacturer Attribute

Figure D.6  Instantiating the MilSpec? Attribute
Figure D.7 Instantiating the Delay Attribute

Figure D.8 Instantiating the PowerLevel Attribute
Figure D.9  Instantiating the In1 Input

Figure D.10  Instantiating the In2 Input
Figure D.11 Instantiating the Out1 Output
D.3 Instantiate Instances of the REFINE-FUNCTION Class

Next we instantiate the two REFINE-FUNCTION instances depicted in Figure D.2. Select the REFINE-FUNCTION class as illustrated in Figure D.12. As before, click on “Object” and “New Instance” to get a template for instantiating the REFINE-FUNCTION class. Figure D.13 and Figure D.14 are the two instantiations for the AND-GATE-UPDATE1 and AND-GATE-UPDATE2 functions respectively.

Figure D.12 Selecting the REFINE-FUNCTION Class
THIS PAGE IS MISSING IN ORIGINAL DOCUMENT

Figures 0.13 thru 0.17
D.5 Instantiate Instances of the CONCRETE Class

Now instantiate the only CONCRETE class for this example depicted in Figure D.2. Select the CONCRETE class as illustrated in Figure D.18. Click on "Object" and "New Instance" to get a template for instantiating the CONCRETE class. Figure D.19 is the instantiation for the And-Gate CONCRETE class.

![Figure D.18 Selecting the CONCRETE Class](image1)

![Figure D.19 Instantiating the CONCRETE Class for And-Gate](image2)
D.6 Instantiate Instances of the DOMAIN-DEF Class

Finally, instantiate the DOMAIN-DEF class depicted in Figure D.2. Select the
DOMAIN-DEF class as shown in Figure D.20. Click on “Object” and “New Instance” to
get a template for instantiating the DOMAIN-DEF class. Figure D.21 is the instantiation
for the logic circuits DOMAIN-DEF class.

Notice in Figure D.21 that inside the window labeled ICO-OBJECT-CLASSES there
are a number of objects with labels on them. These objects correspond to ABSTRACT
and CONCRETE objects we instantiated earlier in this session. They are put in the ICO-
OBJECT-CLASSES attribute by clicking on an objects label and dragging and dropping
it into this window. The same thing is done for the ICO-DATA-OBJECTS and ICO-
REFINE-FUNCTIONS relationships like those pictured in Figure D.19.

This completes the process of loading the definition of a domain into the database.
At this point, the domain knowledge is available for manipulation and transformation.
Figure D.21  Instantiating the DOMAIN-DEF Class for Circuits Domain
Appendix E. Sample Session: OODBMS Implementation of Technology Base

This appendix contains a sample session in which a simple application for a light is built from the primitive objects defined in the logic-circuits domain, and saved to the database. The circuit diagram for the Light is shown in Figure E.1.

![Figure E.1 Light Circuit](image)

E.1 Start AVSI

REFINE must be loaded in an Emacs window. Once this is accomplished enter:

```
(load "dbl")
```

When the prompt returns, enter:

```
(dbl)
```

It will take several minutes for this file to run because it loads the DIALECT and INTERVISTA systems from the UNIX file system, and loads the Architect and AVSI files from the database. When the load is complete, the following prompt appears:

Load Complete
Type "(AVSI)" to start AVSI

Now enter the command:

```
(avsi)
```
This action loads the visual specification files for the domains currently defined for Architect. After the visual information is parsed into the object base, the control panel appears in the upper left-hand corner of the screen. Across the top of the window is a row of icons that will be used to invoke many of the application composition functions of AVSI. The lower portion of the window is a message area used by AVSI to display status and error messages.

E.2 Create a New Application

1. Click any mouse button on the icon labeled CREATE NEW APPLICATION.

2. A pop-up window appears and prompts, SELECT DOMAIN. Click on the menu item CIRCUITS. At this time, the Circuits domain definition is loaded from the database, as are the bitmap images for each primitive.

3. A pop-up window appears with the prompt, ENTER NAME OF APPLICATION. Type light

4. The name can be entered by hitting the “return” key or by clicking on DO IT at the bottom of the pop-up window.

E.3 Edit the Application

Now that the application has been created, the next step is to edit the application’s make-up. Editing an application is comprised of two separate operations: editing an application’s components, and editing an application’s update algorithm.

E.3.1 Add the Controlling Subsystem-obj to the Application.

1. Click a mouse button on the EDIT APPLICATION control panel icon.

2. A pop-up menu appears with the prompt CHOOSE APPLICATION. Click on the menu item LIGHT.
3. A pop-up menu appears with the prompt CHOOSE. Click on the menu item EDIT APPLICATION COMPONENTS. A blue window appears containing a single icon labeled, APPLICATION - OBJ LIGHT.

4. Click on the diagram surface (anywhere on the blue surface except within the icon’s boundary) of the window. A pop-up menu will appear.

5. Select CREATE NEW SUBSYSTEM.

6. A pop-up window appears, with the prompt ENTER A NAME. Enter the-light

7. A box outline of an icon appears, attached to the mouse cursor. Place the icon below the application-obj icon by moving the cursor to the desired location and clicking.

8. Click any mouse button on the newly created subsystem-obj icon and select the menu option LINK TO SOURCE.

9. The mouse cursor changes from an arrow to an oval with a dot in it, signifying that an object needs to be selected. Place the mouse cursor on the application-obj’s icon and click any mouse button. A link appears between the application-obj’s icon and the subsystem-obj’s icon.

10. Close the edit-application-window by clicking on the diagram surface and selecting DEACTIVATE.

E.3.2 Create the Application-obj’s Update Algorithm.

1. Click a mouse button on the EDIT APPLICATION control panel icon.

2. A pop-up menu appears with the prompt CHOOSE APPLICATION. Click on the menu item LIGHT.

3. A pop-up menu appears with the prompt CHOOSE. Click on the menu item EDIT APPLICATION UPDATE. Three windows will appear. One contains a graphical view of the update algorithm, one contains a textual view of the algorithm, and the third (the Controllee Window) shows the icons that represent the application-obj’s controllees (with two extra icons for if-then and while-do constructs). The graphical update
window contains two icons, "Start" and "End", with a dotted arrow pointing from the start-icon to the end-icon.

4. Click a mouse button on the icon in the controllee window labeled \textit{SUBSYSTEM-OBJ THE-LIGHT}.
   The cursor changes to an oval with a dot in it indicating that an object needs to be selected.

5. Click on the "nub" on the dotted line midway between the start and end icons. This will cause the update sequence to redraw with the subsystem-obj included. Note the textual representation is automatically updated to reflect each change in the diagram window.

6. Close the edit-update-algorithm windows by clicking on the black title bar at the top of the graphical update window and selecting DEACTIVATE.

\textbf{E.4 Edit the Subsystems}

Building a subsystem is similar to building the application. This section illustrates how to instantiate primitive-objs and nested subsystem-obj's and link them to the controlling subsystem created in the previous section.

The subsystem, THE-LIGHT, will control a switch and an LED. To add these objects, perform the following steps:

\textbf{E.4.1 Add the Subsystem.}

1. Click on the \textit{EDIT SUBSYSTEM} icon in the control panel window.

2. Click on the menu item THE-LIGHT. A white window opens (the subsystem window) which contains an OCU representation of a subsystem.

3. Click on the \textit{OBJEC} icon in the subsystem window. The blue edit-subsystem-window for THE-LIGHT appears, containing a single icon labeled \textit{SUBSYSTEM-OBJ THE-LIGHT}.
   A green window, the technology-base window, also appears and contains an icon for each primitive-object in the current domain.
E.4.2 Add the Primitive Objects.

1. Click on the icon in the green technology-base-window labeled SWITCH-OBJ, that looks like a toggle switch.

2. A Switch-icon is created and attached to the mouse cursor. Place this icon on the blue edit-subsystem-window near THE-LIGHT.

3. Name the switch by typing THE-SWITCH in the pop-up window.

4. Similarly, create an LED object named THE-LED.

5. Link the primitive objects to THE-LIGHT by clicking a mouse button on THE-LIGHT, and selecting LINK MULTIPLE TARGETS from the pop-up menu.

6. A pop-up window will appear that lists all the unconnected objects in the edit-subsystem-window. Select ALL OF THE ABOVE, and click on DO IT. A link will appear from THE-LIGHT to each of the other icons.

7. Close the edit-subsystem-window and the technology-base-window by clicking on the blue surface and selecting DEACTIVATE. The windows can be closed separately by selecting DEACTIVATE from their title bar menus.

At this point, the subsystem window for THE-LIGHT will again be visible.

E.4.3 Connect LIGHT's Imports and Exports. To connect the import and export objects perform the following steps:

1. Click a mouse button on the IMPORT AREA or EXPORT AREA icon in LIGHT's subsystem window.

2. Select MAKE CONNECTIONS from the pop-up window. A red window (the import-export-window) will open and contain the switch icon and the led icon. The black bars (these bars are actually highlighted subicons attached to the primitive's icon) on the sides of the primitive icons indicate connections that need to be made.

3. Icons can be moved to new positions on the screen by clicking on the icon and selecting MOVE ICON from the pop-up menu. A square grid, attached to the mouse,
appears. Move the grid to the new icon position and click to “drop” the icon. Move the LED icon to the right of the SWITCH icon so the black bars are facing each other.

4. Connect switch THE-SWITCH to led THE-LED by clicking on the black bar of THE-SWITCH and then clicking on the black bar of THE-LED.

5. Close the import-export-window and the map-windows by clicking on the red surface and selecting DEACTIVATE, or by selecting DEACTIVATE from each window’s title bar menu.

E.4.4 Build THE-LIGHT’s Update Algorithm. After the import-export windows have been closed, the white subsystem window will again be visible. Building the update algorithm for THE-LIGHT is similar to building the update algorithm for the application, and requires the following steps:

1. Click the mouse on the CONTROLLER icon in the subsystem window. The three windows that were seen before are exposed, except the controller window now contains the switch and led controlled by THE-LIGHT.

2. Add each controllee to the update sequence by clicking on the controllee icon and then clicking on the “nub” in the graphical update window that represents the proper sequence position for the controllee. The order in which the controllees must appear is:

   THE-SWITCH       THE-LED

   Note that the textual update description is updated as the graphical update is built.

3. Close the windows by clicking on the graphical update window title bar and selecting DEACTIVATE.

E.5 Perform Semantic Checks

Semantic checks are performed by Architect as part of the import-export connection process. However, the semantic checks may be run at any time by clicking on the control
panel icon labeled CHECK SEMANTICS. The results of the semantic checks may be viewed in the EMACS window.

E.6 Execute the Application

Now that the application has been fully defined, it can be executed. The default position for a switch is “on”, however the switch attributes can be changed for each execution. To set the switch attributes, do the following:

1. Click on the control panel’s EDIT SUBSYSTEM icon.
2. Choose THE-LIGHT from the pop-up window.
3. Click on the OBJECTS icon in the subsystem window.
4. Click on the switch icon labeled THE-SWITCH.
5. Choose VIEW/EDIT ATTRIBUTES from the pop-up window. A window appears, listing the switch attributes for THE-SWITCH.
6. Click on the attribute, POSITION. A pop-up window appears, listing the current value of the switch.
7. Enter a new value for the switch position by typing `avsi::off`

(The “avsi::” prefix is the package name and is required for symbols. It is not required for other data types such as numbers and strings)

Once the input state has been achieved, click on the control panel button labeled EXECUTE APPLICATION. The results are displayed in the EMACS window. A new switch position can be established, and the application can be re-executed.

E.7 Save the Application to the Database

Now that the application has been successfully composed, it can be saved to the database. To save the application, do the following:

1. Click on the control panel’s EDIT APPLICATION icon.
2. A pop-up menu appears with the prompt CHOOSE APPLICATION. Click on the menu item LIGHT.

3. A pop-up menu appears with the prompt CHOOSE. Click on the menu item SAVE APPLICATION TO DATABASE. The application will now be copied to the database. The debug information for the database transactions should appear in the EMACS window.

First, an OCU-APPLICATION object will be created, and its NAME, DOMAIN, and APPLICATION-MODE attributes will be set (refer to E.2).

```
(apply (function MAKE) (quote (OCU-APPLICATION)))
(apply (function SETF-SEND) (quote (NAME #(851981 346 57) NIL LIGHT)))
(apply (function SETF-SEND) (quote (DOMAIN #(851981 346 57) NIL CIRCUITS)))
(apply (function SETF-SEND) (quote (APPLICATION-MODE #(851981 346 57) NIL NON-EVENT-DRIVEN-SEQUENTIAL)))
```

Figure E.2 OCU-APPLICATION Transaction

Similarly, the OCU-SUBSYSTEM, LED, and SWITCH object are created. An OCU-UPDATE-STATEMENT is created with the OCU-SUBSYSTEM as its TARGET association and is placed in the OCU-APPLICATION UPDATE-FUNCTION association. Two more OCU-UPDATE-STATEMENT objects are created with the LED and SWITCH as their TARGETS and are placed in the OCU-SUBSYSTEM UPDATE-FUNCTION association. An OCU-OUTPUT is created for the SWITCH and its attributes are updated, and an OCU-INPUT is created and updated for the LED. Once all of the objects have been created, their attributes set, and their associations defined, a database COMMIT is sent. This signifies the end of the database transaction, and at this time the objects are saved in the database.

E.8 Delete the Application from the Database

Since this was merely an exercise to show how the database functionality is transparent to the AVSI user, we will now delete the application from the database. This will
allow other users to perform this exercise and write to the database. In order to delete an application from the database, do the following:

1. Click any mouse button on the icon labeled SAVED APPLICATION UTILITIES.

2. A pop-up window appears and prompts, ENTER CHOICE. Click on the menu item REMOVE APPLICATION FROM DATABASE.

3. A pop-up window appears and prompts, CHOOSE DOMAIN. Click on the menu item CIRCUITS.

4. A pop-up window appears with a list of applications currently stored in the database for the Circuits domain. Click on the menu item LIGHT. At this time, the application will be removed from the database. Again, the database transactions will scroll on the EMACS window. After each object contained within the application has been deleted, a COMMIT is sent signalling the end of the database transaction. At this time, the objects are no longer accessible in the database.
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# Using Database Technology to Support Domain-Oriented Application Composition Systems

**Abstract**

This research designed and prototyped an OODBMS technology base to store and retrieve various types of domain artifacts for domain-oriented application composition systems (DOACS). We developed object-oriented database schemas for a validating domain and the Object-Connection-Update software architecture. We implemented an inheritance relationship between the schemas so a domain model can inherit an architectural structure from an architecture model allowing us to isolate domain-specific knowledge from architecture-specific knowledge. We also developed a meta-model to formally define domain models in the database. We then developed a set of database methods to transform a domain model into a database schema for storing artifacts from the domain and to automatically populate the DOACS object base with the domain definition. Using an OODBMS, the structure and relationships that provide much of the power in object models are retained because the artificial flattening required for storage in traditional databases and file systems is prevented. Isolating domain and architecture models from each other has greatly increased the reusability of the domain artifacts, the domain model, and the architecture model. The inheritance relationship between domain and architecture models allows a domain to be defined once, but used in many different architectural environments and vice versa.
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